
 
 

 
MEETING OF THE LIVERPOOL CITY REGION 

COMBINED AUTHORITY 
(Established pursuant to section 103 of the Local Democracy, Economic Development 

and Construction Act 2009 as the Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St Helens, Sefton 
and Wirral Combined Authority) 

 
 
 

To:   The Members of the Liverpool City Region 
         Combined Authority 
 
 
 
Dear Member, 
 
You are requested to attend a meeting of the Liverpool City Region Combined 
Authority to be held on Tuesday, 1st April 2014 at 11.00 am in the Authority 

Chamber - No. 1 Mann Island, Liverpool, L3 1BP. 
 
 
If you have any queries regarding this meeting, please contact Lynn Cairns on 
telephone number (0151) 443 3107. 
 
 

Yours faithfully 
 

 
 

Head of the Secretariat Designate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY 
(Established pursuant to section 103 of the Local Democracy, Economic Development  

and Construction Act 2009 as the Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St Helens, Sefton  
and Wirral Combined Authority) 

 

AGENDA 
 
 

1. APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS TO THE COMBINED AUTHORITY  

 To consider the report of the Head of the Secretariat Designate.  
 

  (Pages 1 - 2) 

  

2. APPOINTMENT OF CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR  

   

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  

   

4. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMBINED AUTHORITY  
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AUTHORITY  

 To consider the following motion to be proposed by Councillor B 
Grunewald and seconded by Councillor R Polhill:- 
 
“The Order to create the Combined Authority identified that the legal name 
of the organisation would be the Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, Sefton, St 
Helens and Wirral Combined Authority. This wordy title has been imposed 
nationally by the Secretary of State for Communities and Local 
Government, showing his scant regard for the view of local areas. 
 
All constituent Councils have consistently stated that the Combined 
Authority should be known as the Liverpool City Region Combined 
Authority: this was set out in the Review of Strategic Governance in 
September 2013 and in Councils’ responses to the Government’s 
consultation in January 2014. 
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Commons on 18 March 2014, Local Government Minister Brandon Lewis, 
under pressure from Knowsley MP George Howarth, stopped short of 
apologising for this imposition by stating that “The authorities can choose 
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He went on to say “Under the powers that we have introduced, combined 
authorities can now choose the brand name that they want to use, 
whatever it may be, and use it strongly and effectively to represent 
themselves”. 
 
This is a clear u-turn by Government and presents an opportunity for the 
Combined Authority to be clear on its name from day one by using the 
existing Liverpool City Region brand. 
 
Therefore, the Combined Authority resolves to: 
 
(i)  Adopt the name Liverpool City Region Combined Authority for 
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(ii) Write to the Secretary of State for Communities and Local 

Government to inform him of this decision.” 
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9. LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY FORWARD PLAN  
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10. ANY OTHER ITEM(S) WHICH THE CHAIR DEEMS TO BE URGENT  

 The next meeting of the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority will be 
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LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY 
 
 
To:    The Chairman and Members of the Combined Authority 
  
Meeting:   1 April 2014  
 
Authorities Affected: All  

 
EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: No 
 
 

REPORT OF THE HEAD OF THE SECRETARIAT DESIGNATE 
 

MEMBERS OF THE COMBINED AUTHORITY 
 
 
Members of the Combined Authority have been appointed by the constituent Councils, and 
the following confirmations of appointment have been received: 
 

 Appointment 
 

Substitute appointment 

Halton Council Cllr Rob Polhill Cllr Mike Wharton 

Knowsley MBC Cllr Ron Round Cllr Graham Morgan 

Liverpool CC Mayor Joe Anderson Deputy Mayor Roz Gladden 

Sefton MBC Cllr Peter Dowd Cllr Ian Maher 

St Helens MBC Cllr Barrie Grunewald Cllr Gareth Cross 

Wirral MBC Cllr Phil Davies Cllr Ann McLachlan 

 
Members of the Combined Authority are nominated by the Liverpool City Region Local 
Enterprise Partnership.  The following nominations have been received: 
 

 Nomination 
 

Substitute nomination 

Liverpool City Region Local 
Enterprise Partnership 

Robert Hough Asif Hamid 

 

 
The Combined Authority is recommended to: 
 

(a) Note the appointments from constituent Councils; and 
(b) Appoint the nominated representatives from the Liverpool City Region Local 

Enterprise Partnership. 
 
 

SHEENA RAMSEY 
Head of the Secretariat Designate 

 
 
Contact Officer: 
Sue Jarvis, Knowsley Council (0151 443 3559) 
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LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY 
 
 
To:    The Chairman and Members of the Combined Authority 
  
Meeting:    1 April 2014  
 
Authorities Affected:  All  
 
EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: No 
 
 

REPORT OF THE MONITORING OFFICER DESIGNATE 
 

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMBINED AUTHORITY 
 
 
1. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 
 
1.1 This report summarises and attaches the Constitution and the other related 

documents for the Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, Sefton, St Helens and Wirral 
Combined Authority for approval and adoption. 
 
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 The Combined Authority is recommended to: 
 

(a) Approve and adopt the Constitution of the Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, Sefton, 
St Helens and Wirral Combined Authority as set out in Appendix One; 

(b) Approve and adopt the Operating Agreement for the Combined Authority as set 
out in Appendix Two;  

(c) Establish the Merseytravel Committee as set out in Part 3 of the Constitution; 
(d) Approve the appointment of Co-opted Members of the Merseytravel Committee 

on the basis of continuing with the former Merseyside Integrated Transport 
Authority appointments, with the addition of Cllr B Woolfall and Cllr J Stockton 
from Halton Council, until the Annual Meeting of the Combined Authority on 13 
June 2014; 

(e) Approve the continuation of the Merseyside Integrated Transport Authority 
Allowance scheme as a transitional arrangement; and 

(f) Confirm the appointment of Officers of the Combined Authority as set out in 
section 6.1 of the report. 

 
 
3. BACKGROUND 

 
3.1 The Liverpool City Region conducted a Review of Strategic Governance in summer 

2013 to assess whether the arrangements for economic development, regeneration 
and transport as they stood should continue.  This review highlighted the positive 
joint working to date that has been in place through informal arrangements, and 
then considered the options for the future.  It considered no change, the 
establishment of a Supervisory Board, the establishment of an Economic Prosperity 
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Board and the creation of a Combined Authority and assessed these against the 
key statutory tests: 

 

 The exercise of statutory functions relating to economic development, 
regeneration and transport; 

 The effectiveness and efficiency of transport; and, 

 The economic conditions in the area. 
 
3.2 The review concluded that the establishment of a Combined Authority for the 

Liverpool City Region was best placed to support business to grow and create jobs, 
to secure an improvement in the City Region’s economic conditions.  The Combined 
Authority would draw together strategic work across economic development, 
transport, housing and employment and skills and provide the basis to potentially 
access additional funding from Government for the benefit of the City Region. 

 
3.3 The initial review was subject to consultation and received 179 responses from a 

range of stakeholders, businesses and members of the public; the overwhelming 
majority being positive.  These responses were then used to shape the final 
proposals, which were then approved by each of the 6 Constituent Councils in the 
Liverpool City Region and Merseyside Integrated Transport Authority.  This final 
Review of Strategic Governance was submitted to Government on 30 September 
2013. 

 
3.4 The Government published a statutory consultation on the proposals on 29 

November 2013.  This consultation closed on 22 January 2014; with 98 responses 
received by Government.   

 
3.5 A draft Order to establish the Combined Authority on 1 April 2014 was laid before 

Parliament in February and has now passed through both Houses of Parliament. 
 
3.6 The remit of the Combined Authority is those strategic economic development, 

regeneration, transport, strategic housing and employment and skills functions that 
can be better delivered collaboratively across the Liverpool City Region.  The 
Combined Authority will be a lean, focused, strategic decision making body, with 
responsibility over those strategic issues where it is mutually beneficial for local 
authorities, Merseytravel and the Local Enterprise Partnership to work together.   

 
3.7 The Combined Authority will discharge the thematic functions through the following 

arrangements: 
 

Function 
 

Arrangements 

Strategic Economic Development Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise 
Partnership Board 

Strategic Transport Merseytravel Committee 
 

Strategic Housing and Land Based 
Assets 

Liverpool City Region Strategic Housing 
and Planning Board 
 

Strategic Employment and Skills Liverpool City Region Employment and 
Skills Board 
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3.8 The Merseytravel Committee is created as a Committee of the Combined Authority 
and like the Combined Authority itself, will be subject to Freedom of Information 
legislation and Access to Information Regulations.   

 
 
4. UNDERPINNING DOCUMENTS 
 
4.1 As a statutory organisation, the Combined Authority requires a Constitution to be in 

place to describe how it will operate its functions.  This has been developed by 
Legal and Democratic Services officers from all City Region Councils and 
Merseytravel.  The Constitution is attached as Appendix One and has been 
endorsed by all constituent Councils at meetings in February and March 2014.  The 
structure of the Constitution is as follows: 

 
Part 1 deals with: 
a) Membership of the Combined Authority (CA) 
b) Appointment of Chair and Vice Chair 
c) Appointment of Officers 
d) The execution of contracts and legal documents 
 
Part 2 deals with the powers and functions of the CA 
 
Part 3 deals with the responsibility for functions as follows: 
a) Functions reserved to the CA 
b) Functions referred or delegated to Merseytravel and Halton Council 
c) Functions delegated to Merseytravel 
c) Scheme of delegation to Officers 
 
Part 4 deals with the remit of other committees: 
a) Standards Committee 
b) Audit Committee 
 
Part 5 deals with CA rules of procedure 
a) Meeting procedure rules  
b) Scrutiny arrangements for the Authority  
 
Part 6 deals with CA financial regulations and procurement rules 
 
Part 7 deals with the Members’ code of conduct 
 
Part 8 deals with members’ allowances for travel and subsistence 

 
4.2 The Monitoring Officer will keep the Constitution under review as there will be a 

requirement to make amendments in the light of experience and operational 
requirements. 

 
4.3 The Combined Authority are asked to approve and adopt the Constitution. 
 
4.4 The Operating Agreement is the principal constitutional document which will 

underpin the new governance arrangements.  It is to be entered into by the 
Combined Authority and the 6 constituent Councils and it sets out how the 7 
authorities (i.e. the 6 Councils and the Combined Authority) will work together on 
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the powers and duties contained within the Constitution, including both economic 
development and transport functions.  There will also be joint working with the Local 
Enterprise Partnership to ensure efficiency of decision making and effectiveness of 
service delivery around economic development. 

 
4.5 This Agreement has been considered and approved by all constituent Councils at 

meetings in February and March 2014.  It is recommended that the Combined 
Authority approve and adopt the Operating Agreement as attached at Appendix 
Two. 

 
4.6 The Operating Agreement is further supplemented by a series of detailed 

Operational Protocols which have been agreed by all 6 constituent Councils, 
Merseytravel and the Local Enterprise Partnership.  These Protocols set out how 
the Combined Authority will work with constituent Councils on the following matters: 

 

 Economic Development; 

 Transport; 

 Strategic Housing and Planning; 

 Employment and Skills; 

 European Programme; and 

 Accountable Body function. 
 
 
5. APPOINTMENTS TO THE MERSEYTRAVEL COMMITTEE 
 
5.1 The Constitution for the Combined Authority provides for the establishment of a 

Merseytravel Committee to be made up of Co-opted Members, nominated by 
constituent Councils.   

 
5.2 The Combined Authority is recommended to establish the Merseytravel Committee 

as set out in Part 3 of the Constitution.  It is recommended to approve the 
appointment of members to the Merseytravel Committee on the basis of continuing 
with the former Merseyside Integrated Transport Authority appointments, with the 
addition of Cllr B Woolfall and Cllr J Stockton from Halton Council, until the Annual 
Meeting of the Combined Authority on 13 June 2014.  

 
 
6. APPOINTMENT OF OFFICERS 
 
6.1 The Constitution of the Combined Authority provides for the appointment of Officers 

to the Combined Authority.  It is proposed that the Chief Executives of the 
constituent Councils are appointed as Officers of the Combined Authority.  In 
addition, it is further proposed that the following Officers are appointed to undertake 
specific functions on behalf of the Combined Authority under delegated authority. 

 

 Head of Paid Service – David Brown (Merseytravel) 

 Head of the Secretariat – Sheena Ramsey (Knowsley Council) 

 Monitoring Officer – Angela Sanderson (St Helens Council) 

 Treasurer – John Fogarty (Merseytravel) 

 Lead Officer: Scrutiny – David Parr (Halton Council) 

 Lead Officer: Economic Development – Ged Fitzgerald (Liverpool City Council) 

 Lead Officer: Housing and Planning – Carole Hudson (St Helens Council) 
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 Lead Officer: Transport – David Brown (Merseytravel) 

 Lead Officer: Employment and Skills – Sheena Ramsey (Knowsley Council) 
 
 
7. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
 
7.1 Finance 

No allowances (other than travel and subsistence) will be paid to Members of the 
Combined Authority, the Scrutiny Panel and other Committees and Boards, with the 
exception of the Merseytravel Committee.  The Merseyside Integrated Transport 
Authority allowance scheme will be used for the Merseytravel Committee as a 
transitional arrangement. 

 
7.2 Human Resources 

There are no direct issues as a result of the recommendations set out within this 
report. 

 
7.3 Physical Assets  

There are no direct issues as a result of the recommendations set out within this 
report. 
 
 

8. RISKS AND MITIGATION 
  
8.1 There is a risk that the Combined Authority will not be able to function effectively.  

This will be mitigated by the adoption of a Constitution which underpins the probity 
and accountability of decision-making and behaviours. 

 
 
9. EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS 
 
9.1 The development of the Constitution and other related documents has taken into 

account issues relating to equality and diversity and there are no specific 
implications linked to the recommendations in this report. 

 
 
10. COMMUNICATION ISSUES 
 
10.1 The implications for Members and Officers of the Combined Authority will be 

communicated to them following the approval and adoption of the documents 
enclosed with this report. 
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11. CONCLUSION 
 
11.1 This report has provided the Constitution and the other related documents for the 

Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, Sefton, St Helens and Wirral Combined Authority for 
approval and adoption. 

 
 

ANGELA SANDERSON 
Monitoring Officer Designate  

 
Contact Officer: 
Sue Jarvis, Knowsley Council (0151 443 3559) 
 
Appendices: 
Appendix One – Constitution of the Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, Sefton, St Helens and 
Wirral Combined Authority 
Appendix Two – Operating Agreement for the Combined Authority 
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Appendix One 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSTITUTION OF THE 

 

HALTON, KNOWSLEY, LIVERPOOL, 

 

ST. HELENS, SEFTON AND WIRRAL 

 

COMBINED AUTHORITY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Final Draft Version: 14 February 2014 
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Part 1 – Introduction and Articles  
 
 
Part 2 – Powers and Functions of the Authority  

 
 
SECTION 

 

A Transport Functions of the former ITA transferred  
to the Authority pursuant to the Order 

B Transport Functions of the Constituent Councils  
delegated to the Authority pursuant to the Order 

C  Powers and Duties of the Authority in relation to Transport 
Functions 

D Economic Development and Regeneration Functions to be 
exercised by the Authority concurrently with the Constituent 
Councils pursuant to the Order 

E Incidental Provisions pursuant to the Order  
F Functions conferred on a Combined Authority by Local  

Government Legislation 
  

 

PART 3 – Responsibility for Functions  
 
 
SECTION 

 

A Functions reserved to the Authority  
B I. Transport Functions of the Authority referred to  

 the Merseytravel Committee 
II. Transport Functions of the Authority delegated to  

the Merseytravel Committee 
   III.   Transport Functions of the Authority delegated to Halton                                                                                                                
          Borough Council 
C Functions of the Authority delegated to Merseytravel  
D Functions of the Authority delegated to Officers  

 
• General Principles  
• General Delegations to Lead Officers  

• Delegations to the Head of Paid Service  
• Delegations to the Treasurer  

• Delegations to the Monitoring Officer 
• Delegations to the Head of the Secretariat 
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PART 4 – Standards and Audit Committees  
 
 
SECTION 

 

A The Authority’s Standards Committee 

B The Authority’s Audit Committee  
 
  

PART 5 – Authority Meeting Procedure Rules and Scrutiny  

 
 
SECTION 

 

A Meeting Procedure Rules  
B Scrutiny Arrangements for the Authority; Merseytravel 

and Merseytravel Committee  
 
 

PART 6 – Financial Procedures  

 
 
SECTION 

 

A Financial Procedure Rules  
B Contract Procedure Rules 
C Land Procedure Rules  

 
 

PART 7 – Code of Conduct for Members  
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Part 1 

 
Introduction and Articles 

 
 
 
1. In this Constitution: 

 
1.1.1  “the Authority” means the Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St. Helens, Sefton 

and Wirral Combined  Authority; 
 
1.1.2  “the Combined Area” means the area consisting of the areas of the 

Constituent Councils; 

 
1.1.3  “the Constituent Councils” mean the district councils for the local 

government areas of Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, Sefton,           
St. Helens and Wirral; 

 

1.1.4 “the Differential Levy” means the transport levy set by the Authority 
pursuant to the Transport Levying Bodies Regulations 1992 in relation 
to Halton Borough Council recognising the distinction between its 
position and that of the other Constituent Councils; 

 
1.1.5  “the ITA” means the Merseyside Integrated Transport Authority; 

 

1.1.6 “Lead Officers” means the Statutory Officers and the Chief Executives of 
the Constituent Councils; 

 

1.1.7 “the LEP” means the Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise 
Partnership; 

 

1.1.8 “the Levy” means the transport levy set by the Authority pursuant to the 
Transport Levying Bodies Regulations 1992; 

 
1.1.9 “Merseytravel” means the Merseyside Passenger Transport Executive 

for the Combined Area, which is the executive body of the Authority in 
relation to its transport functions; 

 
1.1.10 “the Merseytravel Committee ” means the committee of the 

Authority named as such with members co-opted from the Constituent 
Councils; 

 

1.1.11 “Mersey Tunnels” means “the tunnels” and “the approaches” as defined 
in the County of Merseyside Act 1980; 

 
1.1.12 “the Order” means The Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St. Helens, 

Sefton and Wirral Combined Authority Order 2014; 
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1.1.13 “Statutory Officers” means the Monitoring Officer, the Treasurer, the 
Head of the Secretariat and the Head of Paid Service; 

 

 
1.2    The Constitution sets out how the Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, 

Sefton, St. Helens and Wirral Combined Authority (hereafter referred 
to as ‘the Authority’) operates, how decisions are made and the 
procedures that are followed to ensure that it operates efficiently, 
effectively and is both transparent and accountable. 

 

2. Powers of the Authority 
 

2.1     The Authority was established pursuant to the Order on 1st April 2014 
as the combined authority for the Combined Area, with the aim of 
improving:- 

 
(a) the exercise of statutory functions relating to transport in the 

Combined Area; 
(b) the effectiveness and efficiency of transport in the Combined 

Area; 
(c)  the exercise of statutory functions relating to economic 

development and regeneration in the Combined Area; and 
(d) economic conditions in the Combined Area. 

 
2.2     The Authority is responsible for a range of transport, economic 

development and regeneration functions across the Combined Area. 
The functions of the Authority conferred or imposed upon it by the 
Order and the functions of the Authority delegated to it by the Order are 
set out at Part 2 of this Constitution. 

 
2.3     The Authority will exercise all its powers and duties in accordance 

with the law and this Constitution. 

 
2.4 The Authority will agree policies and delegate responsibilities to conduct 

its business. 
 
3. Members of the Authority  

 
3.1  In accordance with the Order,  the Constituent Councils shall each 

appoint one of its elected members or its Elected Mayor to be a 
Member of the Authority.   

 
3.2     In addition, each of the Constituent Councils s h a l l  appoint another 

of its members to act as a Member of the Authority in the absence of 
the member appointed under paragraph 3.1.   

 

3.3  The LEP shall nominate one of its members to be a member of the 
Authority and the Authority shall appoint that person as a member of the 
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Authority. 

 

3.4 The LEP shall nominate another of its members to act as a member of 
the Authority in the absence of the member referred to in 3.3 and the 
Authority shall appoint that person to act in the absence of the member 
referred to in 3.3. 

 

 
3.5 Members will: 

 
(a) collectively be the ultimate policy makers of the Authority in respect 

of those areas which are the responsibility of the Authority; 
 
(b) bring views of their communities into the Authority decision-

making process; and 
 
(c) maintain the highest standards of conduct and ethics. 

 
3.6     Members will at all times observe the Code of Conduct for Members 

approved by the Authority. 

 
3.7     Members will be entitled to receive travel and subsistence allowances 

in accordance with the Members Allowances Scheme approved by the 
Authority. 

 
3.8 Subject to the provisions of Part 5A, paragraph 14.6 of this Constitution, 

Members appointed following nomination by the LEP will be voting 
members of the Authority, and Section 85(4) of the Local Transport Act 
2008 shall not apply for these purposes. 

 
4. Chairing the Authority  

 
4.1 The Authority must appoint a Chair and a Vice Chair from among its 

Members. 

 
4.2     The procedure for the appointment of the Chair and Vice Chair(s) is set 

out in the Meeting Procedure Rules in Part 5A of this Constitution. 
 
5. Meetings and Procedure 
 
5.1 The meetings of the Authority will be conducted in accordance with the 

Meeting Procedure Rules set out in Part 5A of this Constitution. 
 

5.2 A calendar of meetings for the municipal year will be agreed at the 
Annual Meeting. 

 
6. Responsibility for Functions 

 
6.1 Only the Authority will exercise the functions set out in Part 3A of 
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this Constitution. 

 
6.2    The  Authority has  the power  to  delegate  the  discharge  of  the  

Authority’s functions which are not reserved to the Authority to 
Committees, Sub-Committees, Officers, Joint Committees or other 
local authorities, pursuant to Section 101 of the Local Government Act 
1972. 

 
6.3     The  Authority has  delegated  responsibility  for  the  discharge  of  

some of  the Authority’s functions which are not reserved to the 
Authority to Merseytravel, Committees and Officers  in accordance with 
Part 3 of this Constitution. 

 

7. Merseytravel 

 
7.1     Pursuant to the Order, Merseytravel is to be an executive body of the 

Authority for the purposes of Part 5 of the Local Transport Act 2008 and 
Part 6 of the Local Democracy, Economic Development and 
Construction Act 2009 (LDEDCA 2009). 

 
7.2     In the application of the Local Government Act 1972 (arrangements for 

the discharge of functions) to the Authority, Merseytravel is to be 
treated as if it were an officer of the Authority. 

 
7.3 Where arrangements are in force for the discharge of functions of a 

Constituent Council by the Authority by virtue of – 
 
(a) section 101(1)(b) of the Local Government Act 1972; or 
 
(b)      section 9EA of the Local Government Act 2000 and the Local 

Authorities (Arrangements for the Discharge of Functions) 
(England) Regulations 2012, 

 
Merseytravel is to be treated as if it were an officer of the Authority for 
the purposes of S ection 101 of the L o c a l  G o v e r n m e n t  Act 
1972 and for the purposes of those Regulations. 

 
7.4    Merseytravel has power to discharge any function which is the subject 

of arrangements entered into with it by virtue of paragraphs 7.2 and 
7.3 above. 

 
8. Committees of the Authority  

 
8.1    The Authority will establish a Merseytravel Committee and refer or 

delegate such transport functions of the Authority to the Merseytravel 
Committee, as set out in Part 3B of this Constitution. 

 
8.2 The Authority shall determine how many members from each 

Constituent Council it will co-opt onto the Merseytravel Committee and 
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will determine the terms of reference of such Committee. 
 
8.3 The Authority having determined the number of members to be co-

opted to the Merseytravel Committee, the Constituent Councils shall be 
requested to identify their elected member nominees and the Authority 
shall consider the co-option of those nominated.  The Constituent 
Councils may change their nominations at any time and submit the 
names of replacement nominees for consideration, but shall not 
nominate members of the Authority. 

 
8.4 If any co-opted member resigns from the Merseytravel Committee, the 

relevant Constituent Council shall nominate a replacement as soon as 
practicable. 

 
8.5 Those members of the Merseytravel Committee who are elected 

members shall have voting rights for those matters referred or 
delegated to it. 

 
8.6 The Authority may establish such other Committees, including a 

Standards Committee, an Audit Committee and a Scrutiny Panel, on 
such terms as it thinks fit. 

 

9. Joint Arrangements 

 
9.1   The Authority has power pursuant to Section 101(5) of the Local 

Government Act 1972 to make arrangements with other local 
authorities to discharge their functions jointly. 

 
9.2     Such arrangements may involve the discharge of those functions by a 

joint committee of such authorities or by an officer of one of them. 
 
10. Officers 
 
10.1 The Authority shall appoint the Lead Of f icers,  whose 

responsibilities and delegations are as set out in legislation and as 
a g r e e d  b y  t h e  A u t h o r i t y . 

 

10.2 The Authority may delegate such powers to the Lead Officers as the 
Authority deems appropriate. 

 

10.3 Unless otherwise provided, for the purposes of any enactment, the 
Proper Officer of the Authority is the Head of Paid Service. 

 
11. Decision-Making 

 
Decisions of the Authority, its Committees, Sub-Committees and its 
Lead Officers will be taken in accordance with the responsibilities set 
out in Part 3 and  in accordance with the following principles: 
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(a) Proportionality (meaning the action must be proportionate to the 
results to be achieved); 

 
(b) Due consultation (including the taking of relevant professional 

advice); 
 
(c)      Respect for human rights; 

 

(d) Presumption in favour of openness; 

 

(e) Clarity of aims and desired outcomes; and  
 
(f) Due consideration will be given to alternative options. 

 
 
12. Finance, Contracts and Legal Matters 

 
12.1 Financial management 

 
The management of the Authority’s financial affairs will be conducted 
in accordance with the Financial Procedures set out in Part 6 of this 
Constitution. 

 
12.2 Legal proceedings 

 
The Monitoring Officer is authorised to institute, defend or participate in 
any legal proceedings in any case where such action is necessary to 
give effect to decisions of the Authority or in any case where the  
Monitoring  Officer  considers that such action is necessary to protect 
the Authority’s interests. 
 

12.3 Authentication of documents 
 
(a)     Where any document is necessary to any legal procedure or 

proceedings on behalf of the Authority, it will be signed by the 
Monitoring Officer or some other person duly authorised by the 
Authority or the Monitoring Officer, unless any enactment 
otherwise authorises or requires. 

 
(b)      Contracts will be entered into in accordance with the Authority’s 

Contract Procedure Rules set out in Part 6 of the Constitution, 
unless the Authority has delegated the function to a Constituent 
Council or Merseytravel, in which case the Contract Procedure 
Rules of such body shall be adhered to. 

 
(c) Land transactions will be entered into in accordance with the 

Authority’s Land Procedure Rules set out in Part 6 of the 
Constitution, unless the Authority has delegated the function to a 
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Constituent Council or Merseytravel, in which case the Land 
Procedure Rules of such body shall be adhered to. 

 
12.4 Common Seal of the Authority 

 
The Common Seal of the Authority will be kept in a safe place in the 
custody of the Monitoring Officer.  A decision of the Authority, or any 
part of it, will be sufficient authority for sealing any document 
necessary to give effect to the decision.  The Common Seal will be 
affixed to those documents which in the opinion of the Monitoring 
Officer should be sealed.  The affixing of the Common Seal will be 
attested by the Monitoring Officer or some other person authorised by 
the Monitoring Officer. 

 
13. Review and Revision of the Constitution 

 
13.1 The Monitoring Officer will monitor and review the operation of the 

Constitution. 

 
13.2 Changes to the Constitution will only be approved by the Authority 

after consideration of the proposal by the Monitoring Officer and in 
accordance with the Meeting Procedure Rules set out in Part 5A of 
this Constitution and where those members present and voting approve 
the changes unanimously. 
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Part 2 

 
Powers and Functions conferred on the Authority pursuant to the 

Order 
 
 
 
A. Transport  Functions of the ITA transferred to the Authority 

 
1.1 Pursuant to the Order the following functions of the ITA are transferred 

to the Authority:- 

 
(a)      the discharge of all the functions, duties and responsibilities of 

the  ITA; 

 
(b)      without prejudice to the generality of sub-paragraph 1.1(a), the 

discharge of all the functions of the ITA that are provided for 
within the Transport Acts 1968, 1983, 1985 and 2000, the 
Local Government Act 1972, the Transport and Works Act 1992 
and the Local Transport Act 2008; and 

 
(c)    the appointment of members to M e r s e y t r a v e l  in 

accordance with article 16 of the Merseyside Passenger 
Transport Area (Designation) Order 1969. 

 
 

B. Transport Functions of the Constituent Councils delegated to the 
Authority  

 
1.1 Pursuant to the Order, the functions of the Constituent Councils under 

Section 2 of the Road Traffic Reduction Act 1997 (duty of principal 
councils to make reports) are delegated to the Authority. 
 

1.2 Pursuant to the Order, the functions of Halton Council under the 
following enactments are transferred to the Authority: 

 
(a)  Parts IV and V of the Transport Act 1985; and 

 
(b)  Part II of the Transport Act 2000 

 

 
C.    Powers and Duties of the Authority in relation to Transport 

Functions 
 
1.1 Pursuant to the Order, the following are functions of the Authority: 
 
 (a) the power to issue fixed penalty notices in respect of offences in 

breach of the Mersey Tunnels Byelaws 2003 or any revision 
thereof pursuant to Section 237A of the Local Government Act 
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1972; 
 
 (b) the powers and duties of a Local Transport Authority pursuant to 

the Local Transport Act 2008; and 
 
 (c) the power to enter into individual agreements with local highway 

authorities pursuant to Section 8 of the Highways Act 1980 and 
for such purposes to be designated 

 
(i) as a Local Highway Authority pursuant to the said Section 

8; 
 

(ii) as a Traffic Authority pursuant to Section 121A of the Road 
Traffic Regulation Act 1984; and 

 
(iii) as a Street Authority pursuant to Section 49 of the New 

Roads and Street Works Act 1991. 
 

1.2 In relation to the powers set out in 1.1(c) , these powers will be subject 
to written agreements entered into by the Authority and the Constituent 
Council(s) in relation to specific highways or parts of highways so that 
the rights and liabilities of the relevant Highway Authority, Traffic 
Authority or Street Authority are clearly set out. 

 

1.3 In the event that the power in 1.1(c) is to be exercised, the Authority will, 

prior to such exercise, approve a Protocol regarding its use. 

 

D.       Economic Development and Regeneration Functions to be 
exercised by the Authority concurrently with the Constituent 
Councils  

 
1.1    Pursuant to the Order, the following economic development and 

regeneration functions of the Constituent Councils are to be exercised 
by the Authority concurrently with the Constituent Councils:- 

 
(a) the power under Section 144 of the Local Government Act 1972 

(the power to encourage visitors and provide conference and 
other facilities); 

 
(b) the duty under S ection 8(1) of the Housing Act 1985 (duty of 

local housing authorities to consider housing conditions in their 
district and the needs of the district with respect to the provision 
of further housing accommodation); 

 
(c) the duties under Sections 15ZA, 15ZB, 15ZC, 17A, 18A(1)(b), of 

the Education Act 1996 and the power under Sections 514A and 
560A of that Act (duties and powers related to the provision of 
education and training for persons over compulsory school age);  
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(d) t he duty under Section 69 of the 2009 Act (duty to prepare an 

assessment of economic conditions); and 
 
(e) such functions of the Constituent Councils as are exercisable for 

the purposes of economic development and regeneration in 
reliance on the general power of competence under section 1 of 
the Localism Act 2011. 

 
1.2     Any requirement in any enactment for a Constituent Council to exercise 

any of the functions set out in paragraph 1.1 above may be fulfilled by 
the exercise of that function by the Authority. 

 
1.3     The Authority and the Constituent Councils will draw up and agree 

detailed Protocols in relation to the discharge of the economic 
development and regeneration functions set out at paragraph 1.1 
above. 

 
1.4     The Authority and the Constituent Councils will keep the Protocols 

referred to at paragraph 1.3 above under regular review and may 
revise them from time to time, such revisions to be agreed by the Chief 
Executives of the Constituent Councils and the Head of Paid Service of 
the Authority. 

 
1.5     Protocols drawn up, agreed, or revised under paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 

above will not in themselves constitute arrangements for the discharge 
of functions made in accordance with Section 101 of the Local 
Government Act 1972 and the Local Authorities (Arrangements for the 
Discharge of Functions) (England) Regulations 2012. 

 
1.6     By virtue of Section 91(5) of  the LDEDCA 2009, the Authority  

must exercise the functions in paragraph 1.1 above with a view to 
promoting the economic development and regeneration of the area. 

 
 

E. Incidental Provisions  

 
1.1 Pursuant to the Order, the following provisions have effect as if the 

Authority were a local authority for the purposes of these provisions:- 

 
(a)      Section 142(2) of the Local Government Act 1972 (the power to 

arrange for publication of information etc. relating to the functions 
of the authority); and 

 
(b)      Section 222 of the Local Government Act 1972 (the power to 

instigate and defend legal proceedings). 

 
1.2     The Authority shall have the power to exercise any of the functions 

described in subsection 1(a) and (b) of section 88 of the Local 
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Government Act 1985 (research and collection of information) whether 
or not a scheme is made under that section. 

 

 

F. Functions conferred on the Authority by Local Government 
Legislation 

 
1.1     The Authority shall have such other powers and duties as are 

conferred on a combined authority by any enactment. 
 
1.2     Without prejudice to the generality of the above, such powers and 

duties include: 

 
(a) the duty to appoint a Head of Paid Service, a Monitoring Officer 

and an Officer with responsibility for the administration of the 
Authority’s financial affairs (the Treasurer); 

 
(b) the power to borrow money for a purpose relevant to its transport 

functions only; 

 
(c) the power to appoint staff and to enter into agreements with other 

local authorities for the secondment of staff; 

 
(d) the power to acquire land by agreement or compulsorily for the 

purpose of any of its functions and to dispose of such land; 
 
(e) the power to pay subscriptions to the funds of local authority 

associations; 

 
(f) the  duty (without prejudice to  any other obligation) to exercise 

its functions with due regard to the need to prevent crime and 
disorder, the misuse of drugs and alcohol or re-offending in its 
area; 

 
(g) the power under Section 99 of the Local Transport Act 2008 to 

promote the economic, social and environmental well-being of its 
area; and 

 
(h) the power under Section 113A of the LDEDCA 2009 to do 

anything it considers appropriate for the purpose of carrying out 
any of its functions. 

 
1.3 The Authority is a local authority for the purpose of Section 101 of 

the Local Government Act 1972 (arrangements for the discharge of 
functions by local authorities). 

 
1.4 The Authority is a best value authority for the purpose of Section 1 of 

the Local Government Act 1999. 
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1.5 The Authority is a public body for the purpose of the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000 and the Environmental Information Regulations 
2004. 

 

1.6 The Authority is a local authority for the purpose of the power of a 
Minister of the Crown to pay grants. 
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Part 3 
 

Responsibility for Functions 
 

THE AUTHORITY 
 
 

A. Functions Reserved to the Authority 

 
1. In respect of the Constitution 

 
(a) adopting and amending the Authority Constitution; 
(b) the acceptance of arrangements to delegate the functions of any 

person to the Authority; 
(c) to appoint the Statutory Officers of the Authority; 
(d) to determine the requirement for composition of and terms of 

reference of any Joint Committees, Committees and Sub-
Committees; 

(e) determine the voting rights in respect of decisions of the Authority;  
(f) to appoint the Chair and Vice Chair; 
(g) determine the co-option and the terms of such co-option of any 

person who is not a constituent member of the Authority;  
(h) agree the submission of an application to the Government to 

expand/constrict the area of the Authority and its duties and 
responsibilities; 

(i) appointing representative to outside bodies; 
(j) holding the Committees of the Authority to account; 
(k) receiving reports from Statutory Officers; and 
(l) all other matters which must, by law, be reserved to the Authority. 
 

2. In respect of strategy, policy and agreements 
 
 (a) the discharge of all statutory duties and responsibilities as 

provided for by relevant legislation;    
(b) the adoption, approval, and any modification of a plan or strategy 

as provided for by relevant legislation;    
(c) determine general policies for the Liverpool City Region in 

respect of transport;  
(d) the power to enter into individual agreements with Local Highway 

Authorities pursuant to Section 8 of the Highways Act 1980 and 
for such purposes to be designated:- 
(i) as a Local Highway Authority pursuant to the said Section 

8; 
(ii) as a Traffic Authority pursuant to Section 121A of the Road 

Traffic Regulation Act 1984; and 
(iii) as a Street Authority pursuant to Section 49 of the New 

Roads and Street Works Act 1991; and 
(e) produce and deliver a Strategic Plan for the Authority. 
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3. In respect of finance 
 

(a) approval of the budget of the Authority; 
(b) setting of an appropriate transport levy and differential levy; 
(c) approval of borrowing limits of the Authority in respect of 

transport functions; 
 (d) approval of the treasury management and investment strategies 

of the Authority; 
(e) subject to regulation 4.4 of the Financial Regulations, approving 

the transport capital programme of the Authority and Merseytravel 
and approving new transport schemes to be funded by the 
Merseyside City Region Transport Fund;  

(f) approve the setting of the Mersey Tunnel tolls under the County 
of Merseyside Act 1980 and Mersey Tunnels Act 2004; 

(g) identifying a prioritised list of transport investments for Liverpool 
City Region; 

(h) making decisions on individual scheme approvals, investment 
decision-making and release of funding, including scrutiny of 
individual scheme business cases; 

(i) responsibility for ensuring value for money is achieved; 
(j) monitoring the progress of scheme delivery and spend, in 

concert with other appropriate LCR bodies;  
(k) actively managing the devolved budget and programme to 

respond to changed circumstances in collaboration with the 
Authority as the Accountable Body and Merseytravel; and 

(l) determine whether to act as an accountable body in respect of 
finance and/or grant funding. 

 
4. In respect of Merseytravel 

 
(a) make grants to Merseytravel, including grants for operation and 

maintenance of Mersey Tunnels; 
(b) grant approval to Merseytravel to promote or oppose any Bill in 

Parliament; 
(c) grant approval to Merseytravel to make a written request to the 

Minister to purchase compulsorily any land; 
(d) to exercise the power, to cause a review to be made of the 

organisation of Merseytravel; 
(e) to give to Merseytravel such directions as appear from any such 

review to be requisite to ensure that Merseytravel’s undertaking is 
organised in an efficient manner; 

(f) make appointments of members of the Merseyside Passenger 
Transport Executive in accordance with the Merseyside 
Passenger Transport Area (Designation) Order 1969; and  

(g) provide directions to Merseytravel in regard to functions being 
undertaken for the Authority. 
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5. In respect of economic development and regeneration 
 

(a) all functions set out in the Order to be exercised concurrently with 
the Constituent Councils and in accordance with agreed 
protocols. 
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The Merseytravel Committee  
    
B I. Transport Functions of the Authority referred to the Merseytravel 
 Committee  

 
The following transport functions of the Authority are not delegated but 
are referred by the Authority to the Merseytravel Committee to make 
recommendations to the Authority  

 
1. In respect of strategy, policy and agreements 

 
To make recommendations, having consulted stakeholders where 
appropriate, in respect of:  
 
(a) the discharge of all statutory duties and responsibilities as 

provided for by relevant legislation; 
(b) the adoption, approval and any modification of a plan or strategy 

as provided for by relevant legislation; and 
(c) the determination of general policies for the Liverpool City Region 

in respect of transport. 
 

2. In respect of finance 
 
To make recommendations in respect of:  
 
(a) the budget of the Authority for transport; 
(b) the Levy and the Differential Levy pursuant to the Transport 

Levying Bodies Regulations 1992; 
(c) the capital programme of the Authority and Merseytravel; and  
(d) the setting of the Mersey Tunnel tolls. 
 

3. In respect of Merseytravel 
 

To make recommendations in respect of:  
 
(a) financial grants to Merseytravel (including grant for the operation 

and maintenance of Mersey Tunnels); 
(b) the power to allow Merseytravel to promote or oppose any Bill in 

Parliament; 
(c) authorising Merseytravel to purchase compulsorily any land;  
(d) the need for a review to be made of the organisation of 

Merseytravel; 
(e) making appointments of members of the Merseyside Passenger 

Transport Executive in accordance with the Merseyside Passenger 
Transport Area (Designation) Order 1969; 

(f) provide directions to Merseytravel in regard to functions being 
undertaken for the Authority; and 

(g) new transport schemes to be funded by the LCR Transport Fund. 
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B II. Transport Functions of the Authority delegated to the Merseytravel 
Committee  

 
The following transport functions of the Authority are delegated by the 
Authority to the Merseytravel Committee, subject to the Merseytravel 
Committee exercising these functions in accordance with any transport 
policies of the Authority, the Local Transport Plan and the Authority’s 
agreed transport budget and borrowing limits (and without prejudice to 
the Authority’s right to discharge such functions itself): 

 
1. In respect of strategy, policy and agreements 

 
(a)  formulating general policies with respect to the availability and 

convenience of transport Services; 
(b) considering and approving the creation and development of:- 

(i) Quality Partnership Schemes;  
(ii) Quality Contracts Schemes;  
(iii) Ticketing Schemes;  
(iv) Concessionary Travel Schemes; and  
(v) Bus service information and publicity 

(c) monitoring performance against the Local Transport Plan and 
other Authority transport policies, plans and strategies; and 

(d) formulating, developing and monitoring procedures for 
stakeholder consultation on the Authority’s transport policies, 
including taking responsibility for the active promotion of Liverpool 
City Region’s transport interests. 

 
2. In respect of finance 
 

(a) monitoring the Authority’s transport budget and capital schemes; 
and 

(b) approving the level of  financial support of local rail services over 
and above that in the baseline franchise specification agreed 
between Liverpool City Region and the Department for Transport. 

 
3. In respect of Merseytravel 

 
(a) monitoring and overseeing the activities and performance of 

Merseytravel; 
(b) ensuring that Merseytravel secures the provision of appropriate 

transport and associated services; 
(c) ensuring that Merseytravel implements those actions delegated to 

it for promoting the economic, social and environmental well-being 
of the Liverpool City Region; 

(d) determining variations in charges for transport services or facilities 
provided by Merseytravel; 

(e) determining issues arising from the rail franchising process and/or 
the MEL Rail Concession that are not the legal responsibility of 
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Merseytravel; 
(f) considering issues arising from the implementation by 

Merseytravel of transport schemes on behalf of the Authority;  
(g) determine the operation, performance, contract management and 

development of the transport network and monitoring the operation 
and performance of bus and local rail services and influencing 
such; 

(h) to give to Merseytravel such directions as appear from any such 
review to be requisite to ensure that Merseytravel’s undertaking is 
organised in an efficient manner;  

(i) approval of any transactions of Merseytravel which require 
approval under Section 10(1) of the Transport Act 1968; and 

(j) exercise any delegation from  the Authority as required. 

 

B III. Transport Functions of the Authority delegated to Halton Borough 
Council (“Halton”) 

 

1. The Authority may delegate any of its transport functions to Halton insofar 
as this is necessary to discharge the functions of the Authority within the 
area of Halton. 

 

2. Any such delegation will be by way of separate agreement between the 
Authority and Halton and shall make appropriate provision for the 
delegation of such resources required to discharge those functions. 
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     Merseytravel 

 
C. Functions of the Authority delegated to Merseytravel 
 

(a) to provide advice to the Authority and Merseytravel Committee to 
enable development of policies for the promotion and 
encouragement of safe, integrated, efficient and economic 
transport to, from and within the Liverpool City Region; 

(b) to p re p a re  the Local Transport Plan (LTP) and advise the 
Authority and Merseytravel Committee upon proposals for the 
implementation of the LTP; 

(c) where the Authority has provided financial assistance to other 
persons or bodies (including the Constituent Councils), to 
implement the Authority’s transport policies or the LTP and to 
monitor and secure compliance with any terms and conditions of 
such financial assistance; 

(d) to secure the implementation of the Authority’s transport policies 
and the LTP; 

(e) to implement decisions taken by the Authority and Merseytravel 
Committee in a transport context to promote and improve the 
economic, social and environmental well-being of the Liverpool 
City Region; 

(f) to implement any legal agreements entered into by the Authority 
relating to transport, as required by the Authority; 

(g) gathering data from relevant stakeholders in relation to transport 
matters as required by the Authority; 

(h) to maintain any databases/models for  the Liverpool City Region 
databases as required by the Authority; 

(i) to institute, conduct, prosecute or defend any legal proceedings 
relating to its transport functions on behalf of the Authority; 

(j) to do anything incidental to or calculated to facilitate the discharge 
of those responsibilities; 

(k) to appoint officers to act as law enforcement officers in respect of 
the Mersey Tunnels as provided for by the County of Merseyside 
Act 1980; 

(l) to enforce the County of Merseyside Act 1980 and the Mersey 
Tunnels Bylaws 2003; 

(m) to provide and operate the concessionary travel scheme as 
determined by the Authority; 

(n) to provide travel information as determined by the Authority; 
(o) to maintain proper records as required by the Authority, and 

pursuant to legislation, in connection with any transport functions 
delegated to Merseytravel; 

(p) to recover and account for tolls revenue on behalf of the Authority; 
(q) to operate and maintain the Mersey Tunnels as required by the 

Authority;  
(r) to issue fixed penalty notices in respect of offences under the 

Mersey Tunnel Byelaws 2003; 
(s) approving its transport capital programme and releases for capital 
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transport within the agreed budget; and 
(t) to exercise any delegation as provided by the Authority. 

 
 
D. Scheme of Delegation of Functions to Lead Officers 
 

General Principles 
 
1. The Authority may choose to delegate any of its functions to officers of 

the Authority. 
 
2. Powers delegated to Lead Officers may be exercised by other officers if 

the relevant Lead Officer has further delegated that power, but this must 
be properly recorded and capable of being evidenced. 

 
3. The exercise of delegated powers by officers shall be in accordance with 

the principles of decision-making which the Authority follows and in 
accordance with the requirements of the Constitution. 

 
4 Lead Officers are not obliged to exercise delegated powers if they believe 

circumstances are such that the powers should more appropriately be 
exercised by the Authority or one of its Committees. 

 
5. Where delegated powers are exercised, Lead Officers should ensure that 

the decisions taken are appropriately recorded. 
 
General Delegations to Lead Officers 
 
1. The day-to-day routine, management, supervision and control of services 

provided on behalf of the Authority relating only to the functions for which 
they are responsible. 

 
2. Within the scope of their delegations, the exercise of powers in relation to 

Low Value Procurements as set out in the Contract Procedure Rules, 
subject to compliance with any guidance issued by the Treasurer. 

 
3. Within the scope of their delegations, the acceptance of tenders in 

accordance with the provisions of the Contract Procedure Rules. 
 
4. Within the scope of their delegations, the power to set up Boards on an 

informal basis for the purpose of promoting economic development and 
regeneration in the Liverpool City Region.  The Lead Officer in respect of 
any Board will determine its membership.  In particular, the Lead Officer 
will have the power to co-ordinate the work of the relevant Board with a 
view to furthering the aims and ambitions of the Authority.  Any Board 
established under this power will not itself have decision-making powers 
and the Lead Officer will be responsible for ensuring that the work of the 
Board is, in appropriate circumstances, referred to the Authority for 
consideration and approval. 
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Delegated Powers of the Head of Paid Service 
 
1. The functions of the Head of Paid Service as set out in the Local 

Government and Housing Act 1989. 
 
2. The discharge of any function not reserved to the Authority or delegated 

to any Committee or officer. 
 
3. The discharge of any function delegated to another officer where that 

officer is absent or otherwise unable to act. 
 
4. The taking of any action which is required as a matter of urgency or 

which cannot reasonably await consideration at the next scheduled 
meeting of the Authority where such action is necessary in the view of the 
Head of Paid Service to protect the interests of the Authority and where 
practicable the Head of Paid Service has consulted with the Chair of the 
Authority. 

 
5. To make such arrangements as are necessary for the organisation of 

meetings of the Merseytravel Committee and its Sub-Committees, 
including determining requests to record or film such meetings. 

 
6. To exercise the responsibilities assigned to the Head of Paid Service 

which are set out in the Constitution. 
 
Delegations to the Treasurer 
 
1. To effect the proper administration of the Authority’s financial affairs, 

particularly in relation to financial advice, procedures, records and 
accounting systems, internal audit and financial control generally. 

 
2. The taking of all action required on borrowing, investment and financing, 

subject to the submission to the Authority of an annual report of the 
Treasurer on treasury management activities and at 6-monthly intervals 
in accordance with CIPFA’s Code of Practice for Treasury Management 
& Prudential Codes. 

 
3. To effect all insurance cover required in connection with the business of 

the Authority and to settle claims under such insurances, where this is 
appropriate, for the benefit of the Authority. 

 
4. To accept grant offers on behalf of the Authority, subject to all the terms 

and conditions set out by the grant awarding body. 
 
5. The submission of all claims for grant to the UK Government or the 

European Community (EC) or any other third party.  
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6. To make all necessary banking arrangements on behalf of the Authority 
to sign all cheques drawn on behalf of the Authority or make 
arrangements for cheques to be signed by other officers or to arrange for 
such cheques to bear the facsimile signature of the Treasurer. 

 
7. To monitor capital spending and submit a report to the Authority at not 

more than quarterly intervals.  This report will separately identify the 
capital expenditure relating to schemes promoted by Merseytravel. 

 
8. In relation to revenue expenditure under the control of Lead Officers, to 

consider reports of officers on any likely overspending, and to approve 
transfers between expenditure heads up to a maximum of £25,000. 

 
9. The approval of contracts and agreements proposed to be entered into 

by the Authority provided that, subject to any other requirement of this 
Constitution, the Treasurer may give a general consent to Lead Officers 
to enter into contracts or agreements, the value of which does not exceed 
£250,000. 

 
10. The collection of all money due to the Authority and the writing-off of bad 

debts in accordance with the Financial Procedure Rules. 
 
11. To supervise procedures for the invitation, receipt and acceptance of 

tenders. 
 
12. To administer the Members’ Allowance Scheme. 
 
13. To discharge the functions of the ‘responsible financial officer’ under the 

Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2011, including the 
requirement under Regulation 8(2) to sign and date the statement of 
accounts, and certify that it presents a true and fair view of the financial 
position of the Authority at the end of the year to which it relates and of 
the Authority’s income and expenditure for that year. 

 
14. To discharge the functions of the Authority under the Accounts and Audit 

(England) Regulations 2011 (with the exception of regulations 4(3), 6(4) 
and 8(3)). 

 
15. To be the officer nominated, or to nominate in writing another officer, as 

the person to receive disclosures of suspicious transactions for the 
purposes of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 and any regulations made 
thereunder. 

 
16. To determine an amount (not exceeding £5,000) being the maximum sum 

which the Authority will receive in cash without the express written 
consent of the Treasurer. 

 
17. To exercise the responsibilities assigned to the Treasurer which are set 

out in the Constitution. 
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Delegations to the Monitoring Officer 
 
1. The functions of the Monitoring Officer set out in the Local Government 

and Housing Act 1989. 
 
2. To receive complaints that any member has failed to comply with the 

Code of Conduct for Members. 
 
3. To determine whether to reject, informally resolve or investigate any 

complaint received, referred to in 2 above, and to take such action as is 
necessary to implement that determination. 

 
4. To prepare and maintain the Authority’s Register of Members’ Interests 

and have it available for inspection as required by the Localism Act 2011. 
 
5. To determine requests from Members for dispensations pursuant to the 

provisions of the Localism Act 2011, subject to the right of appeal by a 
member to the Standards Committee in the case of a refusal. 

 
6. To institute, conduct, prosecute and defend or settle any legal 

proceedings on behalf of the Authority as may be necessary to protect 
and promote the interests of the Authority, subject to consultation with the 
Chair, in any case where the matter is of significance to the Authority’s 
reputation. 

 
7. To settle any threatened legal proceedings where it is in the Authority’s 

interests to do so. 
 
8. To instruct Counsel and professional advisers as appropriate. 
 
9. To provide undertakings on behalf of the Authority. 
 
10. To supervise the preparation and completion of legal documents and 

processes necessary to give effect to the decisions of the Authority. 
 
11. To determine whether exemptions should be applied to requests made 

under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and the Environmental 
Information Regulations 2004. 

 
12. To accept service on behalf of the Authority. 
 
13. To sign certificates under the Local Government (Contracts) Act 1997. 
 
14. To exercise the responsibilities of the Monitoring Officer which are set out 

in the Constitution. 
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Delegations to the Head of the Secretariat 
 
1. The provision of a response to any Government consultation, subject to 

consultation with the Chair and Head of Paid Service of the Authority. 
 
2. The co-ordination of public relations for the Authority, including the 

approval of press releases on behalf of the Authority. 
 
3. To make such arrangements as are necessary for the organisation of 

meetings of the Authority, its Scrutiny Panel, its Standards Committee 
and its Audit Committee, including determining requests to record or film 
such meetings. 

 
4. To exercise the responsibilities assigned to the Head of the Secretariat, 

which are set out in the Constitution. 
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PART 4 
 

 
A. Standards Committee 
 
 
4.1 Standards Committee 

 
The Authority will establish a Standards Committee, which shall be 
convened from time to time at the request of the Monitoring Officer. 

 
4.2 Composition 

 
(a) Membership 

 

The Standards Committee will be composed of a pool of six  
members or Substitute Members of the Authority, of whom three 
will form a Committee. 

 
(b) Chairing the Committee 

 
The Authority will appoint the Chair of the Committee.  In the 
absence of the appointed Chair, the Committee will be chaired 
as determined by the Committee. 

 
(c) Quorum 

 
The quorum for the Standards Committee shall be three. 

 

4.3 Role and Function 

 

The Authority has delegated to the Standards Committee the following 
powers to deal with matters of conduct and ethical standards, and the 
Authority’s Standards Committee has the following role and functions: 

 
(a) to promote and maintain high standards of conduct by Authority 

Members; 

 
(b) to assist Authority Members to observe  the Authority’s Code of 

Conduct for Members; 

 
(c) to advise the Authority on the adoption, revision or replacement 

of the Authority’s Code of Conduct for Members and the 
Authority’s  Arrangements for Dealing with Complaints that 
Authority Members have failed to comply with the Authority’s 
Code of Conduct for Members (“the Authority’s Arrangements”); 

 
(d) to monitor the operation of the Authority’s Code of Conduct for 
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Members and the Authority‘s Arrangements; 

 
(e) to advise, train or arrange to train Authority Members to observe 

the Authority’s Code of Conduct for Members; 

 
(f) to determine, or to delegate to a Standards Sub-Committee, to 

determine, in accordance with the Authority’s Arrangements, 
whether an Authority Member has failed to comply with the 
Authority’s Code of Conduct for Members and, if so, to 
determine, or to delegate to a Standards Sub-Committee, to 
determine, what action (if any) to take in respect of the Authority 
Member, such actions to include:– 
 

• publication of the findings of the Authority’s  Standards 
Committee in respect of the Subject Member’s conduct; 

• reporting the findings of the Authority’s Standards 
Committee to the Authority for information; 

• recommendation to the Authority that the Subject Member 
should be censured; 

• instructing the Authority’s Monitoring Officer to arrange 
training for the Subject Member; or 

• recommendation to the Authority that the Subject Member 
should be removed from all appointments to which the 
Subject Member has been appointed or nominated by the 
Authority 

 
(g) to determine appeals against the Monitoring Officer’s decision on 

the grant of dispensations; and 
 
(h) to consider the Authority’s Code of Corporate Governance and 

the Annual Governance Statement; 
 
B. Audit Committee 

 
4.4 The Authority will establish an Audit Committee. 
 
4.5 Composition 
 
 (a) Membership 
 

The number of members of the Committee shall be six.  The 
members of the Committee shall include members of the 
Authority, the Merseytravel Committee and the Scrutiny Panel in 
such proportion as the Authority shall determine. 
 

(b) Chairing the Committee 
 

(i) The Chair of the Committee shall not be a member of the 
Authority. 
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(ii) The Chair of the Committee shall not have a casting vote. 
 

(c) The quorum for the Audit Committee shall be three. 
 
 
 
4.6 Role and Function 
 

The Authority has delegated to the Audit Committee the following roles 
in order to advise the Authority: 
 
(a) to receive the Authority’s statement of accounts in accordance 

with The Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2011 and to 
advise the Authority in relation to its approval; 

 

(b) to consider the External Auditor’s Annual Audit and Inspection 
Letter in accordance with The Accounts and Audit (England) 
Regulations 2011 and to monitor the Authority’s response to 
individual issues of concern identified; 

 

(c) to consider and advise the Authority on the findings of the 
Authority’s review of the effectiveness of its system of internal 
control and on the Annual Governance Statement; 

 

(d) to consider and advise the Authority on the findings of the review 
of the effectiveness of its internal audit; 

 

(e) to oversee the effectiveness of the Authority’s and the 
Merseytravel Committee’s risk management arrangements, the 
control environment and associated anti-fraud and anti-corruption 
arrangements; 

 

(f) to challenge the Authority’s performance management 
arrangements; 

 

(g) to oversee and review the Authority’s relevant strategies, policies 
and codes; 

 

(h) to engage with the External Auditor and external inspection 
agencies and other relevant bodies to ensure that there are 
effective relationships between external and internal audit; 

 

(i) to make recommendations to the Treasurer and Monitoring 
Officer in respect of Part 6 of the Authority’s Constitution; 

 

(j) to ensure effective scrutiny of the Treasury Management 
Strategy and Policies; and 
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(k) to consider and advise the Authority on its Code of Corporate 

Governance. 
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Part 5 

 
 

Meeting Procedure Rules and Scrutiny 

 
 
 

                     Section A – Meeting Procedure Rules 
 
 
 
1. Interpretation, Suspension and Chair’s Ruling 

 
1.1 These Rules apply to meetings of the Authority and, where appropriate, 

to meetings of Committees and Sub-Committees of the Authority.  Any 
reference to Authority in these rules also refers to Committees and Sub-
Committees, provided that in respect of the Merseytravel Committee 
and its Sub-Committees, references to the Head of the Secretariat shall 
be replaced by Head of Paid Service. 

 
1.2 References in these Rules to the “Chair” mean the Member of the 

Authority for the time being presiding at the meeting of the Authority and 
a meeting of a Committee or Sub-Committee of the Authority. 

 
1.3 These Rules should be read in conjunction with other parts of the 

Authority’s Constitution. 

 
1.4 **These Rules are subject to any statute or other enactment whether 

passed before or after these Rules came into effect. 

 
1.5 The ruling of the Chair on the interpretation of these Rules in relation to 

all questions of order and matters arising in debate shall be final. 
 
2. Suspension and Revocation of the Meeting Procedure Rules 

 
2.1 **With the exception of the Rules marked by an asterisk (**) any Rule 

may be suspended at a meeting of the Authority either by a motion 
included on the agenda or by a motion put to the meeting without notice 
and passed by a majority of those present and voting. A motion to 
suspend any Rules will not be moved without notice unless at least 4 
Members of the Authority are present. 

 
2.2 Rules may be changed by the Authority either at the Annual Meeting or 

by a motion on notice made at a meeting of the Authority. 
 
3. Membership of the Authority 

 
3.1 **Each Constituent Council will be represented by one of its elected 

members or its elected Mayor. 
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3.2 **Each Constituent Council shall appoint another of its elected 

members to act as a Member of the Authority in the absence of the 
Member appointed under sub-paragraph 3.1 above (“the Substitute 
Member”). 

 
3.3 **A person shall cease to be a Member or a Substitute Member of the 

Authority if they cease to be a member of the Constituent Council that 
appointed them. 

 
3.4 **A person may resign as a Member or Substitute Member of the 

Authority by written notice served on the proper officer of the 
Constituent Council that appointed them (who for the purposes of this 
sub-paragraph 3.4 shall be the Monitoring Officer of the Constituent 
Council that appointed them) and the resignation shall take effect on 
receipt of the notice by the proper officer. 

 
3.5 **Where a Member or Substitute Member of the Authority’s appointment 

ceases by virtue of sub-paragraph 3.3 or 3.4, the Constituent Council 
that made the appointment must, as soon as practicable, give written 
notice of that fact to the Head of the Secretariat and appoint another of 
its elected members in that person’s place. 

 
3.6 **A Constituent Council may at any time terminate the appointment of a 

Member or Substitute Member appointed by it to the Authority and 
appoint another of its elected members in that person’s place. 

 
3.7 **Where a Constituent Council exercises its power under sub- 

paragraph 3.6, it must give written notice of the new appointment and 
the termination of the previous appointment to the Head of the 
Secretariat and the new appointment shall take effect and the previous 
appointment terminate at the end of one week from the date on which 
the notice is given (or such longer period not exceeding one month, as 
is specified in the notice). 

 
3.8 **For the purposes of this paragraph 3, an elected mayor of a 

Constituent Council shall be treated as a member of the Constituent 
Council. 

 
4. Chair and Vice Chair 

 
4.1 **A Chair and a Vice Chair will be appointed annually by the Authority 

from among Members of the Constituent Councils and will, unless they 
resign, cease to be members of the Authority or become disqualified, 
act until their successors become entitled to act as Chair or Vice Chair. 

 
4.2 In the case of an equality of votes in respect of the appointment of a 

Chair, the appointment for that meeting only will be determined by the 
drawing of lots on such basis as the Monitoring Officer shall determine.  
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The matter will then be considered at the next meeting of the Authority 
when, in the case of an equality of votes, the same process shall apply. 

 
4.3 **The appointment of the Chair and Vice Chair shall be the first 

business transacted at the Annual Meeting of the Authority. 

 
4.4 **On a vacancy arising in the office of Chair or Vice Chair for whatever 

reason, the Authority shall make an appointment to fill the vacancy at 
the next ordinary meeting of the Authority held after the date on which 
the vacancy occurs, or, if that meeting is held within 14 days after that 
date, then not later than the next following meeting. The Member 
appointed shall hold such office for the remainder of the year in which 
such vacancy occurred. 

 
4.5 **Subject to these Rules, anything authorised or required to be done by, 

or in relation to, the Chair, may be done by, or in relation to, the Vice 
Chair. 

 
4.6 The Chair (or the Vice Chair or any other Member acting in the absence 

of the Chair) shall not have a casting vote on any issue. 
 
5. Meetings 

 
5.1 **The Annual Meeting of the Authority shall be held in June on a date 

and at a time determined by the Authority. 

 
5.2 **Ordinary meetings of the Authority for the transaction of general 

business shall be held on such dates and at such times as the Authority 
shall determine at its Annual Meeting. 

 
5.3 **An Extraordinary Meeting of the Authority may be called at any time 

by the Chair. 

 

Admission of Public 

 
5.4 All meetings of the Authority, its Committees and Sub-Committees shall 

be open to the public (including the press) except to the extent that they 
are excluded whether during the whole or part of the proceedings 
either: 

 
(a) In accordance with Section 100A(2) of the Local Government 

Act 1972; or 

 
(b) By resolution passed to exclude the public on the grounds that it 

is likely, in view of the nature of the proceedings, that if members 
of the public were present there would be disclosure to them of 
exempt information as defined in Section 101 of the Local 
Government Act 1972. Any such Resolution shall identify the 
proceedings or the part of the proceedings to which it applies 
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and state the description, in terms of Schedule12A to the Local 
Government Act 1972 of the exempt information giving rise to the 
exclusion of the public. 

 
6. Notice of Meetings 

 
6.1 At least five clear working days before a meeting of the Authority: 

 
(a) notice of the time and place of the intended meeting shall be 

published by the Head of the Secretariat and posted on the 
Authority’s website; 

 
(b) a summons to attend the meeting, specifying an agenda for the 

meeting, shall be sent to all Members of the Authority by 
electronic mail. 

 
6.2 **Lack of service on a Member of the Authority of the summons shall 

not affect the validity of a meeting of the Authority. 
 
7. Meeting Agendas 

 
7.1 The Chair of the Authority will decide upon the agenda for the meetings 

of the Authority. The Chair may put on the agenda of any meeting any 
matter which the Chair wishes. 

 
7.2 **Any Member of the Authority may require the Head of the Secretariat 

to ensure that an item is placed on the agenda of the next available 
meeting of the Authority for consideration. 

 

7.3 Any item proposed to be included on the agenda for any meeting of the 
Authority in accordance with sub-paragraph 7.2 above, which is not 
submitted in writing before 7 working days of the meeting, shall not be 
included on the agenda for that meeting unless it is agreed by the 
Chair. In this case the amended agenda for the meeting will state the 
reason for the late acceptance of any such item. 

 
7.4 The Head of the Secretariat shall set out in the agenda for each 

meeting of the Authority the items of business requested by Members (if 
any) in the order in which they have been received, unless the Member 
concerned has given prior written notice to the Head of the Secretariat  
prior to the issue of the agenda for the meeting, for it to be withdrawn. If 
the Member concerned is not present at the meeting when an item of 
which they have given notice comes up for discussion, this item shall, 
unless the Authority decides otherwise, be treated as withdrawn. 

 
7.5 (a) A motion or amendment to rescind a decision made at a meeting 

 of the  Authority within the previous six months cannot be moved 
 unless notice of the motion is signed by at least three members. 
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 (b) A motion or amendment in similar terms to one which has been 
 rejected by the Authority in the previous six months cannot be 
 moved unless the notice of motion or amendment is signed by at 
 least three members. 

 
7.6 **Except in the case of business required by these Rules to be 

transacted at a meeting of the Authority, and other business brought 
before the meeting as a matter of urgency (and of which the Head of 
the Secretariat shall have prior notice and which the Chair considers  

 should be discussed at the meeting), no business shall be transacted at 
a meeting of the Authority other than that specified in the agenda for the 
meeting. 

 
 
 
8. Chair of Meeting 

 
8.1 **At each meeting of the Authority the Chair, if present, shall preside. 

 
8.2 **If the Chair is absent from a meeting of the Authority, the Vice Chair, if 

present, shall preside. 

 
8.3 **If both the Chair and Vice Chair of the Authority are absent from a 

meeting of the Authority, the Head of the Secretariat shall invite the 
Members present to elect a Member to preside for the duration of the 
meeting or until such time as the Chair (or Vice Chair) joins the 
meeting. 

 
8.4 Any power or function of the Chair in relation to the conduct of a 

meeting shall be exercised by the person presiding at the meeting. 
 
9. Quorum 

 
9.1 No business shall be transacted at any meeting of the Authority unless 

at least 4 of the Members are present. 

 
9.2 If at the time for which a meeting is called, and for 15 minutes 

thereafter, a quorum is not present, then no meeting shall take place. 

 
9.3 If during any meeting of the Authority the Chair, after counting the 

number of Members present, declares that there is not a quorum 
present, the meeting shall stand adjourned to a time fixed by the Chair. 
If there is no quorum and the Chair does not fix a time for the 
reconvened meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the next 
ordinary meeting of the Authority. 

 
10. Order of Business 

 
10.1  At every meeting of the Authority the order of business shall be to 
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select a person to preside if the Chair or Vice-Chair are absent and 
thereafter shall be in accordance with the order specified in the agenda 
for the meeting, except that such order may be varied - 

 
(a) by the Chair at his/her discretion; or 
(b) on a request agreed to by the Authority. 

 
10.2 The Chair may bring before the Authority at their discretion any matter 

that they consider appropriate to bring before the Authority as a matter 
of urgency. 

 
11. Committees 

 
11.1. The Authority shall appoint such committees as it thinks fit. 

 

11.2 The rules of political balance will apply to appointments to Committees, 
unless no member of the Authority objects to any alternative 
arrangement. 

 
12. Submission of Merseytravel Committee Proceedings and 

Proceedings of any Committee or Sub-Committee of the Authority 

 
12.1 Except where the Merseytravel Committee or any Committee or 

Sub-Committee of the Authority is acting under delegated authority, the 
Minutes of the proceedings of Merseytravel Committee, and the 
Minutes of any Committee or Sub-Committee of the Authority, shall be 
submitted to the Authority for confirmation.  Confirmation by the 
Authority of those Minutes shall constitute approval of the proceedings 
of Merseytravel Committee and any Committee or Sub-Committee of 
the Authority.  

 
12.2 Where the Merseytravel Committee or any Committee or Sub-

Committee of the Authority is acting under delegated authority, the 
Minutes of the proceedings of Merseytravel Committee, and the 
Minutes of any Committee or Sub-Committee of the Authority, shall be 
submitted to the Authority for information. 

 
13. Rules of Debate 

 
13.1 A Motion or amendment shall not be discussed unless it has been 

proposed and seconded. 

 
13.2 A Member shall address the Chair and direct any speech to the 

question under discussion. If two or more Members indicate they wish 
to speak, the Chair shall call on one to speak first. 

 
13.3. An amendment shall be relevant to the Motion and shall be either:- 
 

(a) to leave out words from the Motion; 
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(b) to leave out words from, and insert or add others to, the Motion; 
and 

(c) to insert words in, or add words to, the Motion 

 
but such omission, insertion or addition of words shall not have the 
effect of introducing a new proposal into or negating the original Motion 
before the Authority. 

 
13.4 A Member shall not speak for longer than five minutes on any matter 

without the consent of the Chair. 

 
13.5 A Member may claim to speak on a point of order or in personal 

explanation, and shall be entitled to be heard immediately. A point of 
order shall relate only to an alleged breach of a specified statutory 
provision or the Constitution and the way in which the Member raising it 
considers that it has been broken. A personal explanation shall be 
confined to some material part of a former speech by the Member in the 
current debate which may appear to have been misunderstood.  The 
ruling of the Chair on a point of order, or on the admissibility of a 
personal explanation, shall not be open to discussion. 

 
13.6 If an amendment is rejected, other amendments may be moved on the 

original Motion. If an amendment is carried, the Motion as amended 
shall take the place of the original Motion and shall become the 
substantive Motion upon which any further amendment may be moved. 

 
13.7 A further amendment shall not be moved until the Authority has 

disposed of every amendment previously moved, provided that the 
Chair shall have discretion to allow debate to take place on two or more 
amendments. 

 
13.8 A Member at the conclusion of a speech of another Member may move 

without comment: 
 

(a) that the question/motion be now put; 
(b) that the debate/motion be adjourned; 
(c) that the Authority proceed to the next business; and 
(d) that this meeting of the Authority be adjourned. 

 
If such a Motion is seconded, the Chair shall, subject to the mover’s 
right to reply, put the Motion to the vote, and if it is carried:- 

 
(i) in case (a), the Motion then before the Authority  shall, subject to 

the right to reply, be put to the vote; or 
(ii) in case (b), the debate on the Motion then before the Authority 

shall stand adjourned until the next ordinary meeting of the 
Authority; or 

(iii) in case (c), the Motion then before the Authority shall be 
regarded as lost and the Authority shall proceed to the next item 
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on the Agenda, if any; or 
(iv) in case (d), the meeting shall stand adjourned. 

 
13.9 If the Chair is of the opinion that the matter before the Authority has 

been sufficiently discussed the Chair may put the Motion that the 
question now be put. 

 
13.10 The Chair shall decide all questions of order and any ruling by the Chair 

upon such questions and the interpretation of these Rules of Procedure 
and upon matters rising in debate shall be final and shall not be open to 
discussion. 

 
13.11 A Motion to exclude the press and public in accordance with Section 

100A of the Local Government Act, 1972 may be moved, without 
notice, at any meeting of the Authority during an item of business 
whenever it is likely that if members of the public were present during 
that item there would be disclosure to them of confidential or exempt 
information as defined in Section 100A of the 1972 Act. 

 
 
14. Voting 

 
14.1 Subject to sub-paragraphs 14.5 and 14.6, any questions that are to be 

decided by the Authority are to be decided by a majority of the 
Members or Substitute Members, acting in place of Members, present 
and voting on that question at a meeting of the Authority. 

 
14.2 Each Member of the Authority, or Substitute Member acting in that 

Member’s place, is to have one vote and no Member of the Authority or 
Substitute Member is to have a casting vote. 

 
14.3 Whenever a vote is taken at meetings of the Authority it shall be by a 

show of hands. On the requisition of any member of the Authority, 
supported by one other Member who signifies their support by rising in 
their places, and before the vote is taken, the voting on any question 
shall be recorded so as to show whether each Member present gave 
their vote for or against that question or abstained from voting. 

 
14.4 **A Member of the Authority, or Substitute Member acting in that 

Member’s place may demand that his/her vote be recorded in the 
Minutes of the meeting. 

 
14.5 **Decisions that are to be made by the Authority relating to the following 

matters require the unanimous approval of those present and voting: 
 

(a) the co-option of additional voting and non-voting members onto 
the Authority; 

(b) amendments to the Constitution; and 
(c) the determination and review of any transitional arrangements on 
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transport. 
 

14.6 The member of the Authority representing the LEP (or their substitute) 
shall not be entitled to vote on the following matters, but shall otherwise 
be entitled to vote on matters before the Authority for decision: 

 
(a) the setting of any Levy or Differential Levy; 
(b) the appointment of the Chair and Vice Chair of the Authority; 
(c) amendments to the Constitution; 
(d) approval of borrowing limits; 
(e) approval of treasury management and investment strategies; 
(f) financial matters which may have implications on the budgets of 

the Constituent Councils; 
(g) approval of the setting of the Mersey Tunnel tolls; 
(h) approval of the grant to Merseytravel; and 
(i) such other matters as the members of the Authority (or their 

substitutes) who are members of the Constituent Councils, shall 
determine.  

 
14.7 The proceedings of the Authority are not invalidated by any vacancy 

among its Members or Substitute Members or by any defect in the 
appointment or qualifications of any Member or Substitute Member. 

 
15. Conduct of Members 

 
15.1   If the Chair is of the opinion that at a meeting any Member of the 

Authority, or Substitute Member acting in that Member’s place, has 
misconducted, or is misconducting him or herself by persistently 
disregarding the ruling of the Chair, or by behaving irregularly, 
improperly or offensively, or by willfully obstructing the business of the 
Authority, the Chair may notify the meeting of that opinion and may take 
any of the following actions either separately or in sequence: 

 
(a) the Chair may direct the Member to refrain from speaking during 

all or part of the remainder of the meeting of the Authority; 

(b) the Chair may direct the Member to withdraw from all or part of 
the remainder of the meeting of the Authority; 

(c) the Chair may order the Member to be removed from the 
meeting of the Authority; and 

(d) the Chair may adjourn the meeting of the Authority for such 
period as they consider expedient. 

 
15.2   In the event of general disturbance, which in the opinion of the Chair, 

renders the due and orderly dispatch of business impossible the Chair, 
in addition to any other power vested in the Chair may, without question 
put, adjourn the meeting of the Authority for such period as the Chair 
considers expedient. 
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16. Disturbance by Members of the Public 

 
16.1   If a member of the public interrupts the proceedings at any meeting of 

the Authority the Chair shall warn him or her. If they continue the 
interruption the Chair shall order his or her removal from the room. In 
the case of general disturbance in any part of the room open to the 
public the Chair shall order that part to be cleared. 

 
17. Notification and Declaration of Interests 

 
 Members of the Authority shall comply with the Code of Conduct for 
 Members contained in Part 7 of the Constitution. 

 
18. Records 

 
18.1   The Head of the Secretariat shall ensure that the names of the 

Members of the Authority present at any meeting of the Authority, and 
any Substitute Member acting in a Member’s place, shall be recorded in 
the Minutes of the meeting concerned. 

 
18.2   The Minutes of the proceedings of a meeting of the Authority are to be 

kept in such form as the Authority may from time to time determine. 

 
18.3   The Minutes of the proceedings of a meeting of the Authority shall be 

signed at the next suitable meeting of the Authority. 
 
18.4  Any minute purporting to be signed as mentioned in sub-paragraph 18.3 

shall be received in evidence for the purposes of any legal proceedings 
without further proof. 

 
18.5   Until the contrary is proved, a meeting of the Authority, a Minute of 

whose proceedings has been signed in accordance with this paragraph 
18 is deemed to have been duly convened and held, and all the 
Members of the Authority present at the meeting, and any Substitute 
Member acting in a Member’s place, are deemed to have been duly 
qualified. 

 
18.6   For the purposes of sub-paragraph 18.3, the next suitable meeting of 

the Authority is the next following meeting of the Authority. 
 
19. Access to Information Procedure Rules 

 
19.1 Except as otherwise indicated, these rules apply to all meetings of the 

Authority and its Committees. 

 
19.2  The Rules in paragraph 19 do not affect any more specific rights to 

information contained elsewhere in these Rules of Procedure or the 
law. 
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19.3 The Authority and its Committees will supply copies of:  
 
(a) any Agenda and reports that are open to public inspection; and 
(b) any further statements or particulars, if any, as are necessary to 

indicate the nature of the items in the Agenda 
 
to any person on payment of a charge for postage and any other costs 
(if applicable). 

 
19.4 The Authority and its Committees and Sub-Committees will make 

available copies of the following for six years after a meeting: 

 
(a) the Minutes of the meeting, excluding any part of the Minutes of 

proceedings when the meeting was not open to the public or 
which disclose exempt or confidential information; 

(b) the Agenda for the meeting; and 
(c) reports relating to items when the meeting was open to the 

public. 

 
19.5   The relevant Lead Officer will set out in every report a list of those 

documents (called background papers) relating to the subject matter of 
the report that in his/her opinion: 

 
(a) disclose any facts or matters on which the report or an important 

part of the report is based; and 
(b) which have been relied on to a material extent in preparing the 

report but does not include published works or those which 
disclose exempt or confidential information. 

 
20. Exclusion of Access by the Public to Meetings 

(a) Confidential information – requirement to exclude public 

 
20.1 The public must be excluded from meetings whenever it is likely in view 

of the nature of the business to be transacted or the nature of the 
proceedings that confidential information would be disclosed. 

 
(b) Meaning of confidential information 

 
20.2 Confidential information means information given to the Authority, its 

Committees and Sub-Committees by a Government department on 
terms that forbid its public disclosure or information that cannot be 
publicly disclosed by reason of a Court Order or any enactment. 

 
(c) Meaning of exempt information 
 

20.3 Exempt information means information falling within the following 
categories (subject to any qualifications): 

 
(i) information relating to any individual; 
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(ii) information which is likely to reveal the identity of any individual; 

 
(iii) information relating to the financial or business affairs of any 

particular person (including the authority holding that 
information); 

 
(iv) information relating to any consultations or negotiations, or 

contemplated consultations or negotiations in connection with 
any labour relations matter arising between the Authority, its 
Committees  or a Minister of the Crown and employees of, or 
office holders under, the Authority and its Committees; 

 
(v) information in respect of which a claim to legal professional 

privilege could be maintained in legal proceedings; 
 
(vi) information which reveals that the Authority and its Committees  

propose a) to give under any enactment a notice under or by 
virtue of which requirements are imposed on a person; or b) to 
make an order or direction under any enactment; 

 
(vii)    information relating to any action taken or to be taken in 

connection with the prevention, investigation or prosecution of 
crime. 

 
(d) Exclusion of access by the public to reports 

 
20.4 If the Monitoring Officer thinks fit, the Authority and its Committees may 

exclude access by the public to reports which in his/her opinion relate to 
items during which the meeting is likely not to be open to the public.  
Such reports will be marked “Not for Publication” together with the 
category of information likely to be disclosed. 
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Section B – Scrutiny Arrangements for the Authority, 
Merseytravel Committee and Merseytravel 

 

1. Introduction 
 
1.1 The Authority is to be supported by a scrutiny model in order to scrutinise 

decisions made at the sub-regional level. 
 
 
2. Function of Scrutiny at a City Region Level 
 
2.1 Scrutiny exists to achieve greater public accountability over decisions 

made and services delivered to the whole Liverpool City Region in 
respect of those functions under the remit of the Combined Authority. 

 
2.2 The principal ways in which the Combined Authority will be 'held to 

account ' via Scrutiny are:- 
 

(i) ‘Critical Friend’ role 
(ii) Pre-decision scrutiny  
(iii) Monitoring the delivery of the Combined Authority Strategic Plan 
 

2.3 Pre-decision scrutiny would need to be used selectively otherwise the 
scrutiny system would, by spreading its energies too thinly, be likely to 
have little impact. 

 
2.4 The role of Scrutiny in these three key function areas will be:- 
 

a. To provide a ‘critical friend’ to policy and strategy development 
 
The main priority for scrutiny should be to help the Authority to:- 
 

 Develop policies to deal with new issues 

 Reviewing existing policies which are felt to be in need of review  

 Contributing to the formulation of the annual budget 

 Reviewing policies or actions of agencies external to the local 
authorities which may be impacting adversely on the quality of life 
of local people  

 
b. To undertake scrutiny reviews into areas of strategic importance for the 
people of the Liverpool City Region 
 
The Authority’s Scrutiny Panel should aim to investigate matters of 
strategic significance for the Liverpool City Region area and review 
should focus on sub-regional issues that are directly linked to the work of 
the Combined Authority and its sub-structure. 
  
The Panel would take a similar approach to a Parliamentary Select 
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Committee.  Panel members will collect evidence through a variety of 
sources, including – 
 

 Questioning expert ‘witnesses’  

 Receiving reports and other literature  

 Undertaking consultation  

 Communication with stakeholders  
 

The Panel will work with this information to make suggestions for 
improvement, acknowledge good practice and make recommendations.  
It will not deal with individual issues or queries that are more suitably 
dealt with by a local authority or specific organisation.  The findings of 
each review will be submitted to the Authority for consideration. 

 
There are two potential sources for identifying in-depth studies to be 
carried out by scrutiny; the Scrutiny Panel itself and the Authority.  The 
Authority may require scrutiny of a particular policy before agreeing a 
policy or taking a decision.  

c. To monitor the delivery of the Authority’s Strategic Plan 
 
The Scrutiny Panel will review the outcomes of the Authority’s Strategic 
Plans.  

Any involvement of scrutiny in this activity would need to demonstrate 
that it could add value and not just replicate what the Authority, its 
Boards or Committees were doing.  Scrutiny would again need to be 
highly selective acting only when it was concerned about evidence of 
poor performance and it was not satisfied by the Authority’s response to 
it. 
 

3. Operation of Scrutiny Arrangements 
 
3.1     The Scrutiny Panel will comprise of Members from each of the 

Constituent Councils.  Membership will be agreed at the Annual 
General Meeting.  Nominations to the Scrutiny Panel must not be 
members of the Authority (including substitute members) or the 
Merseytravel Committee. 

 
3.2     Nominations to the Scrutiny Panel by the Constituent Councils will be 

made in accordance with the principles of political balance set out in 
Section 15(5) of the LGHA 1989. 

 
3.3     Any elected member appointed to the Scrutiny Panel by the Authority 

under these scrutiny arrangements who is also appointed to any 
Committee of the Authority, cannot participate in the operation of the 
scrutiny arrangements on any issues which were taken at any meeting 
of the Authority or any Committee of the Authority at which they were 
present. 
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3.4     The term of office for members of the Scrutiny Panel will be one year 

from the date of the annual council meeting of the Constituent Council 
that nominates them to the Scrutiny Panel, unless:- 

 

 
(a)     they cease to be an elected member of the Constituent Council 

that appointed them; 
(b) they wish to no longer participate in these arrangements; or 
(c)     the Head of the Secretariat is advised by any of the Constituent 

Councils that it wishes to change one or more of its nominees to 
the Scrutiny Panel. 

 

3.5   Non-voting members may be co-opted to participate in these 
arrangements from other organisations as the Scrutiny Panel members 
may decide. 

 
 
4. Meetings of Scrutiny Panel 

 
4.1     The members appointed by the Authority to the Scrutiny Panel will hold 

at least one annual meeting and may convene additional meetings in 
accordance with these arrangements. 

 
4.2 The Scrutiny Panel members will: 

 
(a) elect a Chair and Vice Chair; 

 
(b) determine the areas of review and scrutiny that they wish to 

pursue during the ensuing12 months; 

 
(c) agree to establish Scrutiny Working Groups from amongst their 

number in order to carry out agreed areas of review and scrutiny. 

 

4.3  The quorum for the annual meeting and any other meetings is 6, and 
must include representatives of at least 4 of the Constituent Councils. 

 
4.4     The principle of decision-making at any such meeting shall be that, 

wherever possible, decisions will be made by agreement, without the 
need for a vote.  If a vote is necessary it will be a simple majority of 
those present and the Chair will not have a casting vote. 

 
4.5     The venue for each annual meeting and the usual venue for any other  

meetings will be the offices of Merseytravel, save that the Scrutiny 
Panel may choose to hold meetings other than the annual meeting in 
other venues if this is deemed to assist the scrutiny process. 

 
4.6     Notice of the annual meeting and any other meetings will be sent to 

each Scrutiny Panel member in accordance with the requirements of 
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the Local Government Act 1972. 

 
4.7     The Chair will approve the agenda for each annual meeting and any 

other  meetings; however, any member of the Scrutiny Panel will be 
entitled to require an item to be placed on the agenda for the meeting. 

 
4.8     Subject to paragraphs 4.1 to 4.7, meetings will proceed in accordance 

with the Rules of Procedure. 

 

 
5. Key Principles for the Operation of the Scrutiny Arrangements 

  

5.1    The Constituent Councils will work together to maximise the exchange 
of information and views, to minimise bureaucracy and make best use of 
the time of members and officers of other bodies or agencies. 

 
5.2     Members of the Scrutiny Panel will, when considering reviews, 

determine whether the issue is more appropriately dealt with by one of 
the Constituent Councils or elsewhere and will not duplicate the work of 
existing bodies or agencies. 

 
5.3    Subject to prior consultation, the Constituent Councils will respond 

positively to requests for information, or for the attendance of a member 
or officer at any meetings set up under these arrangements. 

 
5.4     While it is ultimately for each Constituent Council to decide who it 

considers the most appropriate person(s) to speak on its behalf at any 
meetings set up under these arrangements, consideration will be given 
to meeting specific requests. 

 
5.5     Dates and times for officer and member attendance at any meetings set 

up under these arrangements should be by agreement. 

 
5.6    Members appointed under these arrangements may request the 

attendance of officers employed by the Constituent Councils to answer 
questions and give evidence at any meetings set up under these 
arrangements.  All such requests must be made via the Chief Executive 
of the relevant Constituent Council.  If any request is declined by the 
Chief Executive, he/she must state the reasons for so doing. 

 
5.7 The Scrutiny Panel may 
 

(a) invite members to attend before it to answer questions; 
(b) invite other persons to attend meetings of the Panel; 
(c) review or scrutinise decisions made or other action taken in 

connection with the discharge of any functions of the Authority; 
(d) make reports or recommendations to the Authority with respect 

to the discharge of any functions which are the responsibility of 
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the Authority. 
 
5.8 The power to review or scrutinise a decision made, but not implemented 

under sub-paragraph 5.7(c), includes the power to recommend that the 
decision be re-considered, but is subject to the following provisions: 

 
(a) this shall not apply where, in the view of the decision-making 

body stated when the decision is made, any delay in 
implementing the decision would prejudice the interests of the 
Authority or the interests of the public; 

 
(b) (i) in relation to decisions which may be subject to 

reconsideration, each decision shall be available where 
possible by electronic means within two working days of 
being made.  Members of the Scrutiny Panel will be 
provided with a copy of the decision which will bear the date 
published and indicate it will come into effect on the expiry 
of three working days after publication; 

 
(ii) if two-thirds of the membership of the Scrutiny Panel notify 

the Head of the Secretariat that they wish the Scrutiny Panel 
to consider the decision, then the Head of the Secretariat 
will arrange for a meeting of the Scrutiny Panel to be 
convened at the first available opportunity and in any event 
within seven working days of the request being notified to 
him.  No action will be taken in the meantime to implement 
the decision which is subject to the request; 

(iii) the Scrutiny Panel will consider the matter and if it chooses 
to, may resolve to request that the decision-maker 
reconsiders the decision.  The Scrutiny Panel must set out 
the basis upon which reconsideration is requested; 

(iv)  the decision-making body will reconsider the decision and 
that reconsideration shall take place within seven working 
days of the Scrutiny Panel’s request; 

(v) no further requests for reconsideration may be made in 
cases where decisions have been reconsidered and the 
decision has been affirmed; 

(c) decisions which have been subject to pre-decision scrutiny 
cannot be recommended for reconsideration unless the decision 
taken is, in the view of the Head of the Secretariat, significantly 
different from the proposal under contemplation at the pre-
decision scrutiny stage; 

5.9 Where the Scrutiny Panel makes a report or recommendation under 
5.7(d), it may: 

 
(a) publish the report or recommendations; 
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(b) by notice in writing, require the Authority to 

(i) consider the report or recommendation; 
(ii) provide a response to the Scrutiny Panel indicating what 

action (if any) it proposes to take; 
(iii) where the Scrutiny Panel has published the report or 

recommendations, publish the response; 
 
5.10 A notice under 5.9(b) will require the Authority to comply with it within two 

months, beginning with the date on which the Authority receives the 
report or recommendations or (if later) the notice. 

 
5.11 The Authority will comply with a notice given under 5.9(b). 
 
5.12 The requirements or power to publish contained in 5.9(a) and 5.11, shall 

not apply where the reports contain exempt or confidential information. 

 

6. Scrutiny Working Groups 

 
6.1     The annual meeting of members of the Scrutiny Panel may establish 

Scrutiny Working Groups to undertake agreed scrutiny reviews.  

 
6.2    Scrutiny Working Groups shall include representatives from at least 4 of 

the Constituent Councils.   

 
6.3     Scrutiny Working Groups established under this Protocol must be 

appointed to carry out specific scrutiny tasks and be time limited.  Their 
continuation will be subject to confirmation at each annual meeting of 
the Scrutiny Panel members.   

 
6.4     The Authority may also, if they choose, request that a Scrutiny Working 

Group be appointed to examine a specific issue in more detail and 
report back its findings to the Authority as appropriate. 

 
6.5 Scrutiny Working Groups will have no delegated powers and will refer 

the outcome of their investigations to the Scrutiny Panel for 
consideration and decision. 

 
7. Reviews and Recommendations 

 
7.1     The process of scrutiny will be an open and transparent process 

designed to engage the Constituent Councils, their residents and other 
stakeholders. 

 
7.2     Meetings will be held in public unless the meeting decides to convene 

in private in order to discuss confidential or exempt information, in 
accordance with the relevant provisions of the LGA 1972 or LGA 2000. 

 
7.3     The terms of reference, timescale and outline of any review will be 
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agreed by Scrutiny Panel members appointed at their annual meeting. 

 
7.4     Different approaches to scrutiny reviews may be taken in each case, 

but members will seek to act in an inclusive manner and will take 
evidence from a wide range of opinion.   

 

7.5     The primary objective of any Scrutiny Working Group established under 
these arrangements will be to reach consensus on its 
recommendations, but where a minimum number of 2 members 
express an alternative to the majority view, they will be permitted to 
produce a minority report. 

 
8. Budget and Administration 

 
8.1    The scrutiny leads from each Constituent Council will provide guidance 

to the Scrutiny Panel on its work programme, advice on the scoping of 
reviews (at different levels) and ensuring the appropriate information 
and advice is made available during the reviews, where appropriate, 
through the use of expert witnesses.  

 
8.2 The decisions and recommendations of the Scrutiny Panel will be 

communicated to the Authority and/or Merseytravel as appropriate, as 
soon as practicable. 

 
9. Support and Advice to Scrutiny Arrangements 

 
9.1   The Scrutiny Panel may ask individuals or groups to assist it on a 

review by review basis and may ask independent professionals for 
advice during the course of reviews.  Such individuals or groups will not 
be able to vote. 

 

9.2   The Scrutiny Officer of each Constituent Council will ensure that the 
work programmes and minutes relating to the work carried out by the 
Scrutiny Panel in scrutinising the Authority and the Merseytravel 
Committee, are circulated appropriately within their own Constituent 
Council’s scrutiny arrangements. 

 
9.3   Each Constituent Council will nominate one of the 2 members of that 

Constituent Council who have been appointed to the Scrutiny Panel to 
act as that Constituent Council’s “Authority Scrutiny Link”. The Authority 
Scrutiny Link will be responsible for reporting back to their own 
Constituent Council on the scrutiny work carried out by the Scrutiny 
Panel and will also be responsible for reporting to the Scrutiny Panel 
any issues identified locally by their own Constituent Council which may 
warrant scrutiny at a sub-regional level.  The nomination of an Authority 
Scrutiny Link and the way in which this role will be performed will be 
determined by each Constituent Council. 
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Part 6 

Financial Procedure Rules 

 

A. Financial Procedure Rules 
 

1 General 

1.1 These Financial Procedure Rules have been prepared in accordance with 
the Authority’s Constitution. 

1.2 The Authority is responsible for: 

(a) adopting the Authority’s Constitution, including these Financial 
Procedure Rules; 

(b) setting policy and approving the Authority budget; 

(c) approving procedures for the recording and reporting of its 
decisions taken; and 

(d) the determination of the Levy to be issued to the Constituent 
Authorities. 

1.3 The Treasurer is responsible for maintaining a continuous review of 
Financial Procedure Rules and submitting any changes necessary to the 
Authority for approval.  The Treasurer is also responsible for reporting, 
where appropriate, breaches to the Financial Procedure Rules to the 
Authority. 

1.4 Lead Officers are responsible for compliance with these Financial 
Procedure Rules.  Lead Officers with delegated authority may only 
delegate to other officers who have the skills and knowledge appropriate 
to the task.  Officers shall be informed by his/her Lead Officer of the 
extent of any sub-delegation.  Lead Officers shall supply the Treasurer 
with a list of sub-delegations which have been made and shall review and 
update this list on a regular basis. 

1.5 Where Lead Officers or their nominated officers require further guidance 
on the interpretation and application of these Financial Procedure Rules, 
this should be obtained from the Treasurer. 

2 The Role of the Treasurer  

2.1 The Treasurer is the responsible officer for the proper administration of 
the Authority’s financial affairs.  The Treasurer will also fulfil all relevant 
statutory responsibilities, including those set out in Part VIII of the Local 
Government Finance Act 1988. 

2.2 Financial management covers all financial accountabilities in relation to 
running the Authority, including the policy framework and budget. 
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2.3 The Treasurer will determine the standards of financial management to 
be observed by Lead Officers and will monitor compliance with them.  

3  The Role of Lead Officers 

3.1 Lead Officers shall promote the financial management standards set by 
the Treasurer and shall monitor adherence to the standards and 
practices. 

3.2 It is the responsibility of Lead Officers to consult with the Treasurer  and 
seek advice on any matter likely to have a material effect on the 
Authority’s finances, before any decisions are made. 

3.3 If any Lead Officer or officer acting on behalf of the Authority is aware of 
any contravention of these Financial Procedure Rules, they must 
immediately notify the Treasurer who shall determine appropriate action. 

4 Managing Expenditure 

4.1 All revenue and capital expenditure must be incurred in accordance with 
the Financial Procedure Rules and Contract Procedure Rules or Land 
Procedure Rules of the Authority, Merseytravel or the appropriate 
Constituent Council, unless otherwise determined by the Treasurer.  

4.2 Lead Officers are expected to plan and manage their expenditure to 
ensure: 

(a) that resources are used in the most efficient, effective and 
economic way; 

(b) that expenditure does not exceed the overall budget allocated; and 

(c) that future commitments for the Authority are not made for which 
they have not identified future resources.  

4.3 Lead Officers shall inform the Treasurer as soon as possible of all 
contracts, agreements, awards or other instruments involving the 
payment or receipt of money on behalf of the Authority.  A record shall be 
maintained of all such transactions in a form to be determined by the 
Treasurer. 

5 Accounting Policies Records and Returns 

5.1 The Treasurer will determine the Authority’s required accounting policies 
and procedures taking into account prevailing national and international 
accounting requirements.  

5.2 Lead Officers and their officers will adhere to the accounting policies and 
procedures as determined by the Treasurer. 

5.3 All the principal accounting and costing records of the Authority shall be 
determined by the Treasurer and compiled under the Treasurer’s 
direction.  
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5.4 The Treasurer shall exercise overall supervision and control over the 
form and standard of all financial records, financial statements and 
accounts kept by the Authority and its Lead Officers, and will determine 
the period for which such documents shall be kept.  

5.5 As soon as possible after the end of Authority’s financial year in each 
year, each Lead Officer shall, in line with the guidance of the Treasurer, 
account for all income due to the Authority for works goods and services 
supplied in the previous financial year (debtors), and all payments due for 
works goods and services received in the previous financial year 
(creditors). 

5.6 The Treasurer is responsible for preparation of the Authority's annual 
statement of accounts in accordance with the Authority’s accounting 
policies.  The Treasurer will:- 

(a) draw up the timetable for final accounts preparation;  

(b) make proper arrangements for the completion of the Authority's 
accounts; 

(c) make proper arrangements for the audit of the Authority's 
accounts; and 

(d) publish the audited accounts in accordance with the statutory 
timetable.  

5.7 Lead Officers must maintain appropriate reconciliations and working 
papers to support the production of the annual statement of accounts in 
accordance with guidance issued by the Treasurer. 

5.8 The Authority’s Audit Committee is responsible for the scrutiny and 
approval of the annual statement of accounts prior to their certification by 
the external auditor. 

6 Financial Management 

Budget Monitoring and Control – Revenue and Capital 

6.1 Lead Officers are responsible for monitoring their income and 
expenditure against the revenue and capital budgets approved by the 
Authority. 

6.2 The Treasurer will establish an appropriate framework of financial 
management and control for the Authority which ensures that:-  

(a) budget management is exercised within approved Authority 
revenue and capital budgets;  

(b) expenditure and income is monitored using information held on the 
Authority’s corporate financial information system; and 

(c) timely and sufficient information on receipts and payments on each 
budget is available to enable managers to fulfil their budgetary 
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responsibilities. 

6.3 Unless otherwise determined by the Treasurer, each Lead Officer shall 
make appropriate arrangements for compliance with the Authority’s 
Financial Procedure Rules for the proper management and monitoring of 
revenue and capital income and expenditure. 

6.4 Lead Officers must personally ensure that any information which 
suggests a potentially significant variation against their approved budget 
(both overspends and underspends) is notified at the earliest opportunity 
to the Treasurer. Where appropriate, the Treasurer shall prepare a 
specific report for the Authority to consider the proposed approach to 
mitigate the effects of such variation. 

6.5 In respect of a forecast overspend that cannot be contained within the 
relevant approved budget, the Lead Officer should seek to identify 
proposed corrective action or alternative funding options.  The Treasurer 
will work with Lead Officers to consider these options.  Wherever 
possible, action should be taken by the Lead Officer to reduce planned 
levels of expenditure.  

6.6 Where additional revenue or capital resources become available, or are 
forecast to become available, the Lead Officer must notify the Treasurer 
at the earliest opportunity.  If deemed appropriate, the Treasurer  shall 
prepare a specific report for the Authority to consider the allocation of the 
additional available resources. 

6.7 At the end of each financial year, the Treasurer will report to the Authority 
on the treatment of any residual overspending or underspending against 
the Authority’s revenue and capital budgets. 

Reporting of Budget Monitoring 

6.8 The Treasurer will prepare revenue and capital budget monitoring reports 
in conjunction with Lead Officers for presentation to the Authority on a 
regular basis.  The frequency and content of these reports shall be 
determined by the Treasurer, in consultation with the Authority. 

Approval for Capital Expenditure 

6.9 Where Lead Officers wish to propose new capital schemes or blocks for 
inclusion in the Authority’s capital programme, they must first consult the 
Treasurer who will determine the approach to be taken for approval of the 
proposal. 

The Capital Programme 

6.10 The Capital Programme will be reported to the Authority at regular 
intervals as determined by the Treasurer.  

6.11 Lead Officers must ensure that capital expenditure plans are phased as 
accurately as possible, and as soon as possible.  These should be based 
on estimates if there is uncertainty regarding confirmation of funding 
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sources or scheme details. 

6.12 Any proposal to re-phase (i.e. delay or bring forward) programmed capital 
expenditure should be notified by the Lead Officer to the Treasurer at the 
earliest opportunity.  If deemed appropriate, the Treasurer shall prepare a 
report for the Authority to consider the proposal.  

 

7 Financial Planning  

Budget Preparation  

7.1 The Authority is required to establish an annual budget in line with its 
strategic plan.  The Treasurer shall determine the appropriate timetable 
for the preparation of the annual budget that conforms to the statutory 
deadlines, including those in relation to setting the Levy for Constituent 
Councils. 

7.2 The annual budget must take proper account of available resources and 
financial risk. 

7.3 Each financial year, as part of the Authority’s ongoing Medium Term 
Financial Strategy, Lead Officers will develop annual revenue and capital 
budget proposals in consultation with the Treasurer for consideration by 
the Authority. 

7.4 Lead Officers shall also prepare a rolling three-year programme of capital 
expenditure, identifying realistic phasing of all approved schemes. 

7.5 The Treasurer will advise the Authority on the robustness of budget 
proposals and the adequacy of reserves in accordance with his/her 
responsibilities under these Financial Procedure Rules.  

8 Maintenance of Reserves and Balances 

8.1 All revenue reserves held by the Authority will be kept under review by 
the Treasurer with a view to ensuring that they are spent on their 
specified purposes and that planned expenditure is properly phased. 

8.2 The Treasurer will advise the Authority on prudent levels of reserves and 
general balances for the Authority. 

8.3 The Authority will determine a reserves strategy as part of its Medium 
Term Financial Strategy on advice provided by the Treasurer. 

8.4 In establishing its reserves strategy, the Authority must consider all 
known financial risks and future liabilities of the Authority. 

9 Treasury Management 

9.1 The Authority’s treasury management activities shall be defined as the 
management of its investments and cash flows, its banking, money 
market and capital market transactions; the effective control of the risks 
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associated with those activities; and the pursuit of optimum performance 
consistent with those risks. 

9.2 All treasury management activity shall be undertaken in full compliance 
with the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s Code of 
Practice: Treasury Management in Public Services (revised 2011) as may 
be revised from time to time or such other practices and procedures as 
may be approved by the Authority. 

9.3 All investments and borrowings shall be made in the name of the 
Authority. 

9.4 All of the Authority’s funds shall be aggregated for the purposes of the 
treasury management and shall be under the control of the Treasurer. 

9.5 Lead Officers shall ensure that loans are not made to third parties and 
that interests are not acquired in companies, joint ventures or other 
enterprises without the prior approval of the Treasurer and the Authority. 

9.6 Credit arrangements, such as finance leases, operating leases, and 
borrowing cannot be entered into without the approval of the Treasurer. 

10 Banking Arrangements and Cheque Security 

10.1 No officer other than the Treasurer may open any bank account in the 
name of the Authority. 

10.2 The Authority’s banking terms and overdraft arrangements shall be 
agreed by the Treasurer. 

10.3 All arrangements for the ordering and issuing of cheques shall be made 
by the Treasurer, who shall make proper arrangements for their custody. 

10.4 All cheques drawn on behalf of the Authority shall be signed by the 
Treasurer. 

11 Arrangements with External Organisations 

Partnerships 

11.1 The Treasurer must be consulted prior to the establishment of any 
financial arrangements as part of partnerships or joint arrangements with 
external companies, other public organisations and community and 
voluntary groups.   No partnership or joint arrangements shall be entered 
into without the approval of the Authority. 

11.2 Lead Officers must confirm whether any arrangement requires the 
Authority to be designated an ‘Accountable Body’.  Where this is the 
case, the Treasurer must be consulted and approval of the Authority must 
be obtained prior to the arrangement becoming operational. 

11.3 The financial arrangements of all partnerships where the Authority is the 
Accountable Body should meet the requirements of the Authority’s 
Financial Procedure Rules and Contract Procedure Rules.  
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11.4 Lead Officers must ensure that the accounting and monitoring 
arrangements to be adopted relating to partnerships and joint 
arrangements are in accordance with the requirements of the Treasurer. 

External Funding 

11.5 The Treasurer must be consulted on all submissions to central 
government and external agencies for funding.  Prior to making any 
submission in relation to external funding, Lead Officers must ensure 
that: 

(a) an exit strategy is identified to manage the ultimate cessation of 
the funding stream with no adverse impact on the Authority; 

(b) any match-funding requirements are given due consideration prior 
to entering into long-term agreements and that future revenue 
budgets reflect these requirements; and 

(c) they are able to comply with the terms and conditions of a grant 
scheme, including auditor certification requirements, before 
accepting them. 

11.6 Lead Officers must seek approval from the Treasurer before accepting 
any offer of funding from external bodies. 

11.7 Lead Officers must ensure that all funding from external bodies is 
recorded, monitored and accounted for in accordance with Financial 
Procedure Rules and also the requirements of the funding body.  

11.8 Lead Officers are responsible for ensuring that all expenditure to be 
funded by grant is properly incurred in accordance with the requirements 
and conditions of the funding body, and is supported by adequate 
evidence. 

11.9 Lead Officers are responsible for ensuring the completion and 
submission of grant claims.  Lead Officers must also ensure that grant 
claims comply with the requirements and grant conditions of the funding 
body, and are submitted promptly and supported by adequate evidence.  
The Treasurer will provide guidance and advice on compliance with 
general and specific grant conditions and the requirements for 
submission.   

11.10 Lead Officers must ensure that all income and expenditure relating to 
external funding approvals is properly budgeted for.  These budgets 
should be monitored as part of the budget monitoring arrangements set 
out in these Financial Procedure Rules. 

11.11 The Treasurer will maintain a register of bids submitted to external bodies 
together with a register of all grant arrangements entered into with 
external bodies.  Lead Officers are responsible for ensuring that the 
information held on these registers is accurate and up to date in 
accordance with the Authority’s External Funding Strategy.  
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12 Income 

12.1 All monies received on behalf of the Authority shall be paid in full into the 
Authority’s bank account or, where approved by the Treasurer, 
Merseytravel or the relevant Constituent Council’s bank account. 

12.2 Any Value Added Tax should be accounted for separately. 

12.3 The write off of unrecoverable debt should be in accordance with the 
Treasurer’s write off criteria (see Financial Procedure Rule 19 below).  

Fees and Charges (including Tunnel Tolls) 
 
12.4 Any proposal to introduce new charges or make changes in existing 

charges for the provision of services by the Authority must be in line with 
the guidance of the Treasurer and must be agreed by the Authority. 

12.5 A schedule of all fees and charges for the provision of services will be 
presented by the Treasurer for approval by the Authority on an annual 
basis. 

13 Ordering of and Payments for Works Goods and Services 
 

General Ordering Procedures 
 
13.1 All orders for works goods and services must be made in accordance 

with the Authority’s Financial Procedure Rules and Contract Procedure 
Rules.   

 
Contract Payments and Variations 

 
13.2 Payments to contractors on account of contracts must be made in 

accordance with the requirements of the Authority’s Financial Procedure 
Rules and Contract Procedure Rules. 

 
13.3 Where a breach of contract occurs, the Lead Officer concerned shall 

seek appropriate legal advice and, in consultation with the Treasurer, 
shall prepare a statement of any liquidated and ascertained damages, or 
such other penalties stipulated in the contract.  Any breach that may lead 
to termination of the contract shall be reported to the Monitoring Officer. 

 
13.4 Any variation in the amount of a contract must be notified to the 

Treasurer.  Where appropriate the Treasurer may require the matter to be 
reported to the Authority. 

 
14 Payment of Expenses and Allowances 
 
14.1 No remuneration shall be payable by the Authority to its members other 

than the reimbursement for allowable travel and subsistence.  Such 
claims must be made in accordance with the Authority’s guidance. 
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14.2 Any remuneration or reimbursement for travel and subsistence of co-
opted members to the Authority shall only be payable in accordance with 
the terms agreed by the Authority. 

 
15 Insurance 
 
15.1 The Treasurer, in consultation with Lead Officers, shall be responsible for 

ensuring that all insurable risks of the Authority are adequately covered, 
for maintaining the necessary records and for making all claims on behalf 
of the Authority. 

 
15.2 Lead Officers shall notify the Treasurer promptly of all risks, liabilities, 

properties or vehicles which are required to be insured, and of any 
alterations affecting risk or insurances indicating the amount of cover 
required.  

 
15.3 Lead Officers shall immediately notify the Treasurer of any fire, loss, 

accident or other event that may give rise to a claim against the 
Authority's insurers. 

 
 
16 Internal Audit 
 
16.1 The Treasurer shall be responsible for maintaining an internal audit of all 

accounts and financial transactions of the Authority, and shall satisfy 
himself/herself as to security arrangements for the custody and 
safeguarding of the Authority's assets as laid down in any legislation 
applicable to the Authority and any relevant codes of practice adopted by 
the Authority. 

 
16.2 The Treasurer, or nominated individuals undertaking internal audit 

functions, shall have authority to visit all establishments of the Authority, 
shall have access to all relevant records of any Service, and shall be 
entitled to require the production of all cash, stores and other property 
and to obtain information or explanations with regard to any matters 
under examination. 

 
16.3 Lead Officers shall notify the Treasurer immediately of any circumstances 

which may suggest the possibility of irregularity or loss affecting cash, 
stores, property or transactions of the Authority.  Where the Treasurer 
considers that an irregularity may have occurred, action shall be taken by 
way of an investigation and report. 

 
16.4 Lead officers shall consider and respond promptly to recommendations in 

audit reports and ensure that any agreed actions arising from audit 
recommendations are implemented in a timely manner. 
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17 External Audit 

17.1 The Treasurer will ensure that external auditors are given reasonable 
access to premises, personnel, documentation and assets considered 
necessary for the purposes of their work and to ensure effective liaison 
with the Authority’s internal audit function. 

17.2 Lead Officers shall ensure all records and systems are up to date and 
available for inspection by the external auditor. 

18 Inventories/Asset Registers 
 
18.1 Lead Officers shall ensure that an inventory is prepared and maintained 

in a manner agreed with the Treasurer. 
 
18.2 Write off of any assets should be in accordance with the Treasurer’s write 

off criteria (see Financial Procedure Rule 19 below).  

18.3 The disposal of surplus, obsolete, or redundant equipment shall be 
effected in accordance with the procedures laid down by the Treasurer.  

 
 
19 Write-Off Criteria 
 

19.1 Any write offs shall be in accordance with the following write off criteria: 

 

Value of Individual 
Item to be Written 
off 

Authorisation Required 

Up to and including 
£50,000 

Appropriate Lead Officer and the Treasurer  
(unless considered by the appropriate Lead 
Officer and/or the Treasurer that the item 
should be referred to the Authority) 

Above £50,000 Appropriate Lead Officer and the Treasurer  
in consultation with the Chair of the Authority 
(unless considered by the appropriate Lead 
Officer and/or the Treasurer that the item 
should be referred to the Authority). 
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B. Contract Procedure Rules 

1. The need for Contract Procedure Rules  
 

1.1 Every contract entered into by the Authority shall be entered into 
pursuant to or in connection with the Authority’s functions and shall 
comply with: 

(a) all relevant statutory provisions; 

(b) the relevant European procurement rules (i.e. the EC Treaty, the 
general principles of EU law and the EU public procurement 
directives implemented by the EU Regulations); 

(c) the Authority’s Constitution including these Contract Procedure 
Rules, the Authority’s Financial Procedure Rules and the 
Authority’s Scheme of Delegation; and 

(d) the Authority’s Procurement Strategy and policies. 

1.2 These Contract Procedure Rules are intended to ensure that all Authority 
contracts are entered into following a transparent and fair procurement 
process and provide best value for the Authority. 

1.3 The highest standards of probity are required of all officers and Members 
involved in the procurement, award, and management of Authority 
contracts.  Members shall comply with the Code of Conduct for Members. 

1.4 At all times during the contract award procedure, the Authority, through 
its Members and officers, shall consider and implement the principles of 
non-discrimination, equal treatment, and transparency. 

1.5 The procurement guidance issued by the Treasurer assists with ensuring 
the consistency of approach to procurement across the Authority.  Lead 
Officers shall have regard to the procurement guidance when undertaking 
procurement. 

1.6 It is recognised, however, that through the normal course of its business, 
contracts will be entered into and expenditure incurred on behalf of the 
Combined Authority by its Constituent Councils and its Accountable 
Body. 

1.7 Where expenditure is incurred or contracts entered into by Constituent 
Councils using Authority resources, it shall be that body’s own Contract 
Procurement Rules that will be relevant in determining thresholds for the 
purposes of delegated authority to spend. 

1.8 The Authority, through its Treasurer, shall maintain an up-to-date record 
of each Constituent Council’s contract procurement rules for the 
purposes of assurance. 

1.9 The Contract Procurement Rules contained within this document relate 
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solely to contracts entered into and expenditure incurred directly by the 
Authority. 

2. Commissioning and Procurement plans 

2.1 Prior to the start of each financial year, each Lead Officer shall prepare a 
commissioning and procurement plan setting out the Authority’s contracts 
within the scope of their delegation to be procured during that financial 
year and where possible for forthcoming years.  A copy shall be supplied 
to the Treasurer.  The Treasurer shall, from the individual service 
procurement plans, prepare the annual commissioning and procurement 
plan for the Authority.  

3. Who has authority to carry out procurement on behalf of the 
Authority? 

3.1 Any procurement carried out on behalf of the Authority may only be 
undertaken by officers within the scope of their delegated authority under 
the Authority’s Constitution.  Officers with delegated authority may only 
sub-delegate to other officers who have the skills and knowledge 
appropriate to the task.  Officers shall be informed by his/her Lead Officer 
of the extent of any delegated authority and any applicable financial 
thresholds for each procurement.  Lead Officers shall supply the 
Treasurer with a list of the sub-delegations which have been made and 
shall review and update this list on a regular basis. 

3.2 Lead Officers may authorise their officers to place orders against 
framework agreements which have been entered into by the Authority or 
which the Authority has the benefit of using the provisions of Contract 
Procedure Rule 33.   

4. What contracts do not require compliance with the Authority’s 
Contract Procedure Rules?  

4.1 These Contract Procedure Rules do not apply to the seeking of offers in 
relation to a public contract, framework agreement or dynamic purchasing 
system which is exempt under the provisions of the EU Regulations 
including  the following: 

(a) employment or other contracts of service; and 
(b) for the disposal (see Land Procedure Rules) or acquisition of an 

interest in land (including buildings or other immovable property or 
concerning rights thereon). 

4.2 Contracts procured by Merseytravel or Constituent Councils on behalf of 
 the Authority under delegated powers, do not require compliance with the 
 Authority’s Contract Procedure Rules.  In such circumstances, the 
 Contract Procedure Rules of Merseytravel or the Constituent Council (as 
 appropriate) shall be complied with. 

5. What is the pre-procurement procedure? 

5.1 Before commencing a procurement exercise, it is essential that the Lead 
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Officer leading the procurement has identified the need and fully 
assessed any options for meeting those needs and, where proportionate 
to the value and risks of the procurement, the Lead Officer shall complete 
a procurement approach & initiation document and a risk assessment.  
The risk assessment shall be updated at regular intervals both during the 
procurement phase and also after contract award.  Consideration shall be 
given to the Authority’s Procurement Strategy, procurement plans, and 
the duty to consider social, economic, and environmental well-being 
under the terms of the Public Services (Social Value) Act 2012. 

5.2 Before undertaking a procurement exercise the Lead Officer shall: 

(a) consider all other means of satisfying the need (including recycling 
and reuse where appropriate); 

(b) consider whether there is an appropriate standing list (see 
Contract Procedure Rule 31 below) or a framework agreement 
(see Contract Procedure Rule 33 below) that should be used;  

(c) ensure that resources have been identified to fund the potential 
cost of the procurement; and, 

(d) establish a business case for the procurement. 

5.3 The Treasurer shall maintain a full list of framework agreements for use 
by Lead Officers.  Any appropriate framework agreements in place shall 
be used by Lead Officers regardless of the potential value of a contract.   

6. How does the Authority estimate the contract value? 

6.1 The Authority should make the best use of its purchasing power by 
aggregating purchases wherever possible.  Particular supplies, services, 
or works shall not be split in an attempt to avoid the applicability of these 
Contract Procedure Rules or the EU Regulations. 

6.2 The choice of method used to calculate the estimated value of a contract 
may not be made with the intention of excluding it from the scope of the 
EU Regulations. 

7. Low value procurements 

7.1 Procurements that are valued below £10,000 shall be classed as low 
value. The Treasurer shall issue guidance to Lead Officers 
recommending the preferred method of procurement required in order to 
demonstrate the Most Economically Advantageous Offer for the 
Authority.   

8. Intermediate and high value procurements 

8.1 Procurements that are valued between £10,000 and the prevailing EU 
threshold for supplies and services, or between £10,000 and £1,000,000 
in respect of works, shall be classed as intermediate value procurements.  
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8.2 These procurements shall be conducted by the Treasurer with a 
minimum of three quotations invited via the Authority’s electronic 
quotation and tendering system.  

8.3 Procurements that are valued above the prevailing EU threshold for 
supplies and services, or above £1,000,000 in respect of works, or which 
may involve a transfer of staff, shall be classed as high value 
procurements, and shall be conducted by the Treasurer in accordance 
with one of the four contract award procedures set out in Contract 
Procedure Rules 13, 14, 15, and 16 as appropriate for the particular 
procurement, i.e. open, restricted, negotiated, or competitive dialogue. 

9. Joint procurement 

9.1 These Contract Procedure Rules shall apply to any procurement where 
tenders are invited by the Authority on behalf of any partnership, 
consortium, association or similar body of which the Authority is a 
member, unless such tenders are invited in accordance with the method 
prescribed by such consortium, association or body and where necessary 
with the requirements of the EU Regulations. 

10. Contract terms and conditions 

10.1 Contracts at or above £50,000 shall be entered into on the Authority’s 
terms and conditions, which shall be included with each purchase order 
and Invitation to Tender, Invitation to Negotiate or Invitation to take part in 
Competitive Dialogue.  For framework agreements (see Contract 
Procedure Rule 33), contracts shall be entered into on the terms and 
conditions of the central government agency, other local authority, or 
other public body that procured the framework.  Exceptions to this rule 
must be approved in advance by the Treasurer. 

10.2 Where contracts are subject to the EU Regulations, the rules relating to 
technical specifications shall be followed and any reference to a technical 
standard, make or type shall be prefaced with the words “or equivalent”.  
This requirement applies to both Part A and Part B Services. 

10.3 Every formal contract in writing within the meaning of Contract Procedure 
Rule 10 shall specify or contain (as a minimum): 

(a) the services, supplies, or works to be provided; 

(b) the price to be paid, with a statement of discounts or other 
deductions; 

(c) the time or times within which the contract is to be performed; 

(d) that all relevant health and safety legislation and codes of practice 
must be complied with and that any specific health and safety 
requirements set out in the Invitation to Tender or Invitation to 
Negotiate required prior to contract award have been satisfied;  

(e) a clause to secure that, should the Supplier fail to deliver the 
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services, supplies or works within the time or times specified in the 
contract, the Authority shall be entitled to terminate the contract 
either wholly or in part and recover from the Supplier any 
additional costs arising from the obtaining of any suitable 
replacement; 

(f) a clause empowering the Authority to cancel the contract and 
recover from the Supplier the amount of any loss resulting from 
such cancellation, if the Supplier or any person acting on their 
behalf, in relation to the obtaining or execution of the contract or 
any other contract with the Authority, have committed any offence 
under the Bribery Act 2010, or shall have given any fee or reward 
the receipt of which is an offence under Section 117(2) and (3) of 
the Local Government Act 1972; 

(g) a clause requiring the Supplier to provide information to the 
Authority in order for the Authority to fulfil its obligations under the 
Freedom of Information Act 2000 and/or the Environmental 
Information Regulations 2004; and 

(h) how, in respect of a service contract to which the Public Services 
(Social Value) Act 2012 applies, the Authority’s social value duty 
will be achieved by the Supplier. 

10.4 Contracts for the execution of construction, maintenance and repair work 
which exceed £50,000 (excluding VAT) in value or amount shall, except 
where otherwise agreed by the Treasurer, provide for liquidated damages 
to be paid to the Authority in case the terms of the contract are not duly 
performed. 

10.5 Where an appropriate British Standard Specification or British Standard 
Code of Practice issued by the British Standards Institution or an 
equivalent European or International Standard is current at the date of 
the tender, every contract shall require that services supplies or works 
used or supplied and all workmanship shall be of a standard at least in 
accordance with the standard, or such higher standard as may be 
specified in the contract. 

11. Bonds, guarantees and insurance 

11.1 For high value procurements, the Lead Officer, in consultation with the 
Treasurer, shall consider, as part of its pre-qualification assessment and 
evaluation process, whether security, and if so of what form, shall be 
required from the preferred Supplier.  The Lead Officer responsible for 
the procurement shall consult with the Treasurer as to the acceptability of 
the form of security agreed with the preferred Supplier. 

11.2 The Authority shall require and take sufficient security for the due 
performance of every such contract with an estimated value in excess of 
£500,000 (excluding VAT), unless the Treasurer considers it is in the 
interests of the Authority not to do so. 
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11.3 The Lead Officer shall consider the appropriate type (employee liability, 
public liability, professional indemnity, product liability etc.) and level of 
insurance requirements for each contract.  The evaluation team shall 
consult with the Treasurer  when determining the appropriate levels of 
insurance. 

12. Contracts subject to the EU Regulations 

12.1 Where an estimated value of a contract exceeds the current EU 
threshold, the contract shall be tendered in accordance with the EU 
Regulations.  Under the EU Regulations, the contract may be tendered 
under the open, restricted, competitive dialogue or, in exceptional 
circumstances exhaustively set out in the EU Regulations, the negotiated 
procedure.  A contract notice in the prescribed form shall be published by 
the Lead Officer in the OJEU in order to invite tenders or expressions of 
interest for Part A services contracts, supplies, and works contracts 
subject to the EU Regulations.  Contracts for Part B services do not need 
to be advertised in OJEU.   

12.2 The OJEU thresholds are revised by the EU every two years.  The 
Treasurer  will inform Lead Officers of the new OJEU thresholds when 
they are revised.  

12.3 The EU Regulations set out the minimum timescales for receipt of 
expressions of interest and tenders (bids for the negotiated procedure).  
Where the Authority has published a Prior Information Notice announcing 
its forthcoming contracts for the year ahead, it may rely on reduced 
timescales if appropriate.   

12.4 A copy of the OJEU notice published in accordance with 12.1 above shall 
be supplied to the Treasurer by the Lead Officer responsible for the 
procurement. 

12.5 The EU Regulations only partly apply to works concessions and do not 
currently apply to service concessions (a concession contract is an 
agreement with a contractor/supplier for the right to exploit works or 
services whereby it receives some or all of the consideration from third 
parties).  It is proposed by the European Commission that a concessions 
directive should apply to concession contracts (as at November 2013).  
Specific legal advice should therefore be obtained as to the appropriate 
procurement process to be followed in compliance with any applicable 
legidslation and regulations in force at the time and following these 
Contract Procedure Rules where appropriate and applicable to any such 
process.  

13. Open procedure 

13.1 All Suppliers applying are invited to tender.  If publication of a notice in 
the OJEU is not required then a notice shall be published in:  

(a) the Authority’s electronic tendering system; and, 
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(b) where appropriate local newspapers and/or trade journals in order 
to target the appropriate market for the particular contract.   

13.2 The notice shall contain details of the proposed contract and specify a 
deadline within which interested parties may apply.  The Invitation to 
Tender shall specify the return date for tenders. 

14. Restricted procedure 

14.1 All Suppliers applying are invited to submit a pre-qualification 
questionnaire. Suppliers that meet the published pre-qualification criteria 
related to those matters set out in Contract Procedure Rule 17 shall be 
invited to tender. 

14.2 If publication of a notice in the OJEU is not required then the notice 
requirements are the same as in the open procedure (see Contract  

 Procedure Rule 13 above) except that the notice shall state that the 
restricted procedure is being used.   

14.3 If the EU Regulations apply, a minimum of five Suppliers shall be invited 
to tender, or, where less than five Suppliers meet the selection criteria, 
such number as do meet the selection criteria.   

14.4 Where the EU Regulations do not apply, a minimum of four Suppliers 
shall be invited to tender, or, where less than four Suppliers meet the 
selection criteria, such number as do meet the selection criteria. 

15. Negotiated procedure 

15.1 Negotiated procedures should only to be used in exceptional 
 circumstances.  Only those Suppliers selected by the Authority are invited 
 to negotiate.  Suppliers are selected on the basis of published pre-
 qualification criteria relating to those matters set out in Contract 
 Procedure Rule 17. 

15.2 If a publication of a notice in the OJEU is not required, the notice 
requirements are the same as in the open procedure (see Contract 
Procedure Rule 13 above).  Any notice shall state that the negotiated 
procedure is being used. 

15.3 A minimum of three Suppliers should be invited to negotiate following 
publication of a notice, or, where less than three Suppliers meet the 
selection criteria, such number as do meet the selection criteria. 

15.4 At least two officers, at least one of whom shall be the Lead Officer 
responsible for the procurement or a person authorised by him/her, shall 
be present at all times during the negotiations. 

15.5 The Lead Officer responsible for the procurement shall keep proper 
written records of all negotiations and, where appropriate, these shall be 
signed and/or approved as such by all participants. 
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16  Competitive dialogue 

16.1 Competitive dialogue can be used where a procurement is particularly 
complex in technical terms or the project is not able to be specified 
clearly or is of legal or financial complexity. 

16.2 A contract notice should be placed and selection should be made of 
those who will be invited to take part in the dialogue. 

16.3 The dialogue may embrace all aspects of the contract for the purpose of 
identifying one or more solutions to the purchasers needs before seeking 
bids from those remaining in the dialogue. 

16.4 A minimum of three Suppliers should be invited to the dialogue. 

16.5 Competitive dialogue is used to help define the means of achieving broad 
objectives and allows bidders to produce innovative solutions. 

16.6 The award criteria may not be changed during the award procedure so 
that all parties are treated equally. 

16.7 During the dialogue the Authority shall ask participants to specify their 
proposals in writing.  The Authority can continue the dialogue until it can 
identify the solution or solutions which are capable of meeting its needs. 

16.8 At the appropriate time the Authority declares the dialogue concluded and 
informs the participants.  The Authority then asks the participants to 
submit their final tenders on the basis of the solution or solutions 
presented and specified during the dialogue. 

17. Pre-qualification 

17.1 The Authority shall only invite to tender or enter into a contract with a 
Supplier if it is satisfied as to the Supplier's:  

(a) personal situation/eligibility; 

(b) economic and financial standing; and, 

(c) technical and/or professional ability. 

17.2 Technical and/or professional ability includes: 

(a) the Supplier’s performance in respect of recent contracts providing 
similar works, services and supplies; 

(b) the educational and professional qualifications of the Supplier 
and/or its managerial staff or those providing the services or 
managing the work; and 

(c) quality management systems including human resources, health 
and safety, and environmental management systems, where 
relevant to the performance of the contract.  This is in relation to 
the tools, plant or technical equipment available to the Supplier for 
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carrying out the contract and the proportion of the contract which 
the Supplier intends possibly to sub-contract. 

18. The Invitation to Tender or Invitation to Negotiate 

18.1 The Invitation to Tender or Invitation to Negotiate shall include details of 
the Authority’s requirements for the particular contract including: 

(a) a description of the services, supplies, or works being procured; 

(b) the procurement timetable including the tender return date and 
time, which shall allow a reasonable period for the applicants to 
prepare their tenders; 

(c) a specification and instructions on whether any variants are 
permissible; 

(d) the Authority’s terms and conditions of contract; 

(e) the evaluation criteria including any relative or range of weightings 
assigned to each; 

(f) pricing mechanism and instructions for completion; 

(g) where appropriate, whether the Authority has determined that the 
Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 
1981 or any succeeding legislation may apply; 

(h) form and content of method statements to be provided; 

(i) rules for submitting of tenders; and 

(j) any further information which will inform or assist tenderers in 
preparing tenders. 

19. Submission and opening of tenders 

19.1 Tenders shall be submitted in accordance with requirements set out in 
the Invitation to Tender or Invitation to Negotiate, and via the Authority’s 
electronic tendering system in accordance with Contract Procedure Rule 
20.  The deadline for the return of tenders is to be a Friday at 9.30am 
unless otherwise agreed by the Lead Officer responsible for the 
procurement and the Treasurer. 

19.2 The Treasurer shall be notified by the Lead Officer responsible for the 
procurement immediately tenders are invited of:  

(a) the time and date (or of any revision thereof) by which tenders 
should be received by the Treasurer; and 

(b) the names of the persons invited to tender where tenders have 
been invited following public notice pursuant to Contract 
Procedure Rule 14 or from a standing list pursuant to Contract 
Procedure Rule 31. 
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19.3 Tenders shall be opened in the presence of the Treasurer, the Lead 
Officer responsible for the procurement or their respective designated 
representatives.  Such opening shall commence at 9.30 am on the Friday 
morning immediately following the expiration of the time for receipt of 
tenders, or such other time as may be determined by the Treasurer.  

19.4 The Treasurer, or his/her designated representative, shall unlock the 
secure system for the receipt of electronic tenders and record them on a 
form provided for the purpose.   

19.5 The Lead Officer responsible for the procurement and the Treasurer, or 
their respective designated representatives, will verify that the tenders 
are opened and recorded correctly.   

19.6 No tender shall be opened which is received after the deadline for that 
contract or which in any way contravenes the requirements of Contract 
Procedure Rule 19.1.  Any such tender which is not considered will 
remain unopened.  This will remain unopened by the Lead Officer 
responsible for the procurement until a tender is accepted, subject only to 
the preparation of any formal contract.  The Lead Officer responsible for 
the procurement shall then inform the sender accordingly. 

20. Electronic tendering and quotations 

20.1 All documents required for procurement under these Contract Procedure 
Rules including Invitation for Quotation, Invitations to Tender/Negotiate 
shall be made available on the Authority’s electronic tendering system. 

20.2 Responses to an Invitation for Quotation, an Invitation to Tender or an 
Invitation to Negotiate shall be submitted onto the Authority’s electronic 
tendering system, recorded, kept securely, and not opened until the 
deadline has passed for receipt of the quotation or tender.  

21. Tender evaluation and the use of electronic auctions 

21.1 Tenders subject to the EU Regulations shall be evaluated in accordance 
with the relevant regulations and the evaluation criteria set out in the 
Invitation to Tender or Invitation to Negotiate.  All other tenders shall be 
evaluated in accordance with the evaluation criteria notified to tenderers 
in the contract notice and/or Invitation to Tender or Invitation to Negotiate.  
All contracts, except where lowest price was predetermined to be the 
appropriate contract award criterion, shall be awarded on the basis of the 
offer which represents the most economically advantageous offer to the 
Authority.  The evaluation criteria shall be predetermined and listed in the 
Invitation to Tender or Invitation to Negotiate.  In addition, the evaluation 
criteria shall be strictly observed at all times throughout the contract 
award procedure by any person involved in the tender evaluation. 

21.2 It may be appropriate to evaluate tenders by use of an electronic auction 
provided that: 

(a) where the EU Regulations apply, the Lead Officer responsible for 
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the procurement shall comply with the requirements set out those 
regulations; 

(b) the means and procedures for carrying out the electronic auction 
have been agreed in advance of the issuing of the notice required 
by Contract Procedure Rule 13; 

(c) before proceeding with an electronic auction, the Lead Officer 
responsible for the procurement shall make a full initial evaluation 
of the tenders in accordance with the agreed contract award 
criterion/evaluation criteria and with the weighting fixed for them to 
determine which are admissible tenders; 

(d) all tenderers who submit admissible tenders shall be invited 
simultaneously by electronic means to offer new prices and/or new 
values; 

(e) the invitation shall contain all relevant information concerning 
individual connection to the system being used, stating the date 
and time of the start of the electronic auction.  The electronic 
auction may take place in a number of successive phases.  The 
electronic auction may not start sooner than two working days 
after the date on which invitations are sent out; 

(f) when the contract is to be awarded on the basis of the Most 
Economically Advantageous Offer, the invitation shall be 
accompanied by the outcome of a full evaluation of the relevant 
tenderer, carried out in accordance with Contract Procedure Rule 
21.2.(c); 

(g) the invitation shall also state the mathematical formula to be used 
in the electronic auction to determine automatic re-rankings on the 
basis of the new prices and/or new values submitted. That formula 
shall incorporate the weighting of all the evaluation criteria fixed to 
determine the Most Economically Advantageous Offer, as 
indicated in the contract notice or in the tender documents;  

(h) the invitation shall specify the manner in which the electronic 
auction is to close; and 

(i) after closing an electronic auction the Lead Officer responsible for 
the procurement shall award the contract on the basis of the 
results of the electronic auction. 

22. Post-tender negotiation 

22.1 Where procurement is conducted using either the open or restricted 
procedures, no post tender negotiations are permitted.  However, to 
avoid confusion, the Authority is entitled to seek clarification from 
Suppliers where appropriate. 
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23. Evaluation team 

23.1 For each high value procurement, the Lead Officer responsible for the 
procurement undertaking the procurement shall form an evaluation team 
with responsibility for evaluating tenders with representation from other 
services as s/he considers appropriate in the circumstances.   

24. Awarding contracts 

24.1 Subject to Contract Procedure Rule 24.2, the Authority shall only award a 
contract where at the time of contract award this represents the Most 
Economically Advantageous Offer or is the lowest price depending on 
contract award criterion chosen by the Lead Officer responsible for the 
procurement. 

24.2 This Contract Procedure Rule sets out the procedures that shall apply to 
the acceptance of tenders and quotations. The Lead Officer responsible 
for the procurement shall have authority to accept (as appropriate): 

(a) the lowest tender if payment is to be made by the Authority; 

(b) the highest tender if payment is to be received by the Authority; or 

(c) the tender which represents the Most Economically Advantageous 
Offer to the Authority  

This is provided that the amount of the tender does not exceed or fall 
short as the case may be of an estimate approved by the Authority, or 
Treasurer as the case may be, in accordance with the procedure set out 
in Contract Procedure Rule 6.  

24.3 Where the value of the tender selected by the Lead Officer responsible 
for the procurement exceeds or falls short of the approved estimate by no 
more than 5% or £50,000 (excluding VAT) (whichever is the lower), the 
Lead Officer responsible for the procurement, in consultation with the 
Treasurer, shall have authority to accept the selected tender following a 
report submitted to Treasurer, which identifies and addresses the 
financial implications. 

24.4 Where the value of the tender selected by the Lead Officer responsible 
for the procurement exceeds or falls short of the approved estimate by 
more than 5% or £50,000 (excluding VAT) (whichever is the lower), a 
report must be submitted by the Lead Officer responsible for the 
procurement to the Treasurer, which addresses the financial implications 
arising from approving the selected tender.  The Lead Officer responsible 
for the procurement shall only have authority to accept the selected 
tender if approval is given by the Treasurer.   

24.5 Any significant error made by a tenderer in arithmetic, pricing or other 
matter relating to the performance of the proposed contract, discovered in 
a tender or accompanying documents before a contract has been 
executed, shall be reported by the Lead Officer responsible for the 
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procurement concerned to the Treasurer.  The Lead Officer responsible 
for the procurement in consultation with the Treasurer, shall then decide 
whether or not the tenderer shall be given the opportunity of confirming 
his offer/tender or of amending it to take account of any such error before 
any tender for the contract is unconditionally accepted. 

25. Debriefing 

25.1 The Lead Officer responsible for the procurement shall provide a 
debriefing to tenderers. 

26. Contract award notice 

26.1 Where a contract has been tendered pursuant to the EU Regulations, the 
Lead Officer responsible for the procurement shall publish a contract 
award notice in the OJEU no later than 48 days after the date of award of 
the contract. Contract award notices are required for Part B Services.  In 
addition, notice of the contract award shall be given by the Lead Officer 
responsible for the procurement undertaking the procurement via the 
Contracts Register on the Authority’s website.  

26.2 Where the EU Regulations do not apply, in respect of any high value 
procurement, notice of the contract award shall be given by the Lead 
Officer responsible for the procurement undertaking the procurement via 
the Contracts Register on the Authority’s website.  

27. Execution of contracts 

27.1 Any contracts valued at or above £50,000 shall be formal, made in writing 
and executed as a deed by the affixing of the Authority’s common seal or 
signed by the Monitoring Officer or other person duly authorised in this 
regard (as considered appropriate).  The exception is where the 
Monitoring Officer and the Lead Officer responsible for the procurement 
agree beforehand that such a formal contract can be dispensed with.  All 
other contracts may be signed by the Lead Officer responsible for the 
procurement. 

27.2 All payments and or variations shall be made in accordance with the 
terms of the executed contract and also the requirements of the Financial 
Procedure Rules.  

 

28. Contract extension 

28.1 Any contract may be extended in accordance with its terms.   

28.2  Where the terms do not expressly provide for extension, and in 
exceptional circumstances and where it is necessary in order to comply 
with these Contract Procedure Rules, the Lead Officer, with approval of 
the Treasurer, may extend the contract for such period and on such 
terms as shall be agreed with the Supplier provided that the Lead Officer 
shall always be satisfied that any extension will achieve value for money 
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for the Authority and is reasonable in all the relevant circumstances.   

28.3 No extension shall be entered into by a Lead Officer with the specific 
intention of avoiding the application of the EU Regulations to the 
procurement or where such extension would be in contravention of the 
EU Regulations.  The Lead Officer shall take legal advice before entering 
into any extension under Contract Procedure Rule 28.2. 

29. Termination of contract 

29.1 For any contract resulting from high value procurement, termination shall 
be approved by the Lead Officer with approval of the Treasurer.  
Contracts of a lesser value may be terminated early by agreement prior 
to the expiry date or in accordance with the termination provisions set out 
in the contract.  Legal advice should be sought as appropriate. 

30. Records of tenders and contracts 

30.1 The Treasurer shall maintain a list of all tenders received. 

30.2 A Contracts Register of all contracts awarded, of whatever value, shall be 
maintained by Lead Officers in conjunction with the Treasurer.  
Information contained in the Contracts Register will be available publicly 
on the internet.   

30.3 For every individual contract, of whatever value, a contracts file shall be 
maintained by the appropriate Lead Officer responsible for the 
procurement. 

31. Standing lists of contractors 

31.1 The Authority may maintain standing lists of Suppliers that meet its pre-
qualification requirements.  Lead Officers may use such standing list or a 
nationally procured and recognised alternative list.   Quotations and 
tenders for contracts that are not subject to the EU Regulations may be 
invited from Suppliers included on such standing list or a nationally 
procured and recognised alternative list.   

31.2 Each standing list shall: 

(a) be compiled and maintained by the relevant Lead Officer; 

(b) contain the names of all Suppliers who wish to be included in it 
and who after appropriate enquiries have been made by the Lead 
Officer concerned and the Treasurer, are approved by the 
Authority or Lead Officer as provided for in the Scheme of 
Delegation; and, 

(c) indicate whether a Supplier whose name is included in it is 
approved for contracts for all, or only some, of the specified values 
or amounts or categories. 

31.3 At least four weeks before each standing list is first compiled, notice 
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inviting applications for inclusion on it shall be published in accordance 
with Contract Procedure Rule 13 if a notice in OJEU is not required. 

31.4 Each standing list shall be amended as required from time to time to 
include new applications for inclusion and to delete any Suppliers no 
longer thought fit to be included.  Each standing list shall be formally 
reviewed in the manner set out below by the appropriate Lead Officer in 
consultation with the Treasurer at intervals not exceeding three years.  At 
least four weeks before each review, each Supplier whose name appears 
in the standing list shall be asked whether it wishes its name to remain 
there.  Notices inviting applications for inclusion in the list shall be 
published in the manner provided by Contract Procedure Rule 31.3 
above. 

31.5 Where an invitation to tender for a contract is limited to Suppliers named 
on the standing list maintained under this Contract Procedure Rule, an 
invitation to tender for that contract shall be sent to at least four of the 
Suppliers on the list.  These Suppliers will be approved for a contract for 
that value or amount or of that category, or, if there are fewer than four 
such Suppliers, to all such Suppliers.  If there are more than four 
Suppliers, the Lead Officer responsible for the procurement in 
consultation with the Treasurer, will select the Suppliers who will receive 
invitations, and the manner in which they are sent.  This will be either 
generally or in relation to a particular contract or to a category of 
contracts provided that the manner of selection shall include a system of 
rotation from Suppliers appearing on the standing list. 

31.6 Where the Lead Officer responsible for the procurement invites tenders 
from a nationally procured and recognised alternative list of Suppliers, 
s/he shall comply with any terms requiring a mini competition between 
those Suppliers specified by the organisation who procured the list.  In 
the absence of such terms, so far as is reasonably possible, the Lead 
Officer responsible for the procurement shall comply with Contract 
Procedure Rule 31.5 above. 

32. Nominated and named sub-contractors 

32.1 If a sub-contractor, Supplier or sub-consultant is to be nominated or 
named to a main contractor, quotations or tenders must be invited in 
accordance with these Contract Procedure Rules and the terms of the 
invitation shall be compatible with the main contract. 

33. Framework agreements and dynamic purchasing systems 

33.1 Framework agreements are used where the Authority wishes to contract 
for the supply of supplies, services or works without conducting a new 
procurement exercise.  However, the framework agreement may include 
within its terms a requirement for a mini competitive exercise between 
those Suppliers who are parties to the framework agreements.  Any 
framework agreement shall be tendered in accordance with these 
Contract Procedure Rules.  Where the Authority has entered into a 
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framework agreement through procurement or is able to place orders 
from existing framework agreements procured by central government 
agencies, other local authorities, or other public bodies, then the Authority 
may benefit from using those contracts without entering into a separate 
procurement.  A framework agreement shall not last for more than four 
years.  Legal advice should be sought before considering the award of a 
contract using a framework agreement not procured directly by the 
Authority. 

33.2 A dynamic purchasing system shall be tendered in accordance with 
Contract Procedure Rule 13 for an open procedure.  Where a dynamic 
purchasing system is established, the Authority must offer unrestricted, 
direct and full access to the specification and to any additional documents 
by electronic means from the date of publication of the contract notice to 
the date when the dynamic purchasing system ceases.  A dynamic 
purchasing system shall not last for more than four years. 

 
33.3 Any Supplier interested in joining a dynamic purchasing system, and 

which meets the selection criteria, can submit an indicative tender setting 
out terms for supplying the requirements.  The Treasurer shall evaluate 
the indicative tender within 15 days of the date of its submission and 
must admit to the dynamic purchasing system any Supplier if the 
indicative tender complies with the specification and any additional 
documents.  Once admitted to the dynamic purchasing system a Supplier 
may improve an indicative tender at any time.  

 

33.4 Any appropriate framework agreements or dynamic purchasing systems 
in place shall be used regardless of value. 

34. Letters of intent 

34.1 Letters of intent shall only be used in exceptional circumstances as 
follows: 

(a) where a Supplier is required to provide services, supplies, or 
works prior to formal written acceptance by the Authority; or 

(b) where the Authority’s form of tender does not include a statement 
that until such time as a formal contract is executed, the 
Authority’s written acceptance of a tender or quotation shall bind 
the parties into a contractual relationship. 

34.2 Any such letters of intent shall be issued by the Treasurer, which may 
allow a start upon the works or the ordering of services or supplies but 
shall not permit any payments to be made thereunder except where such 
payment shall not exceed a sum of £10,000 and that such payment shall 
only be payable if the formal contract is not entered into.  Where the 
formal contract is entered into any such payment made under the letter of 
intent shall be treated as a payment made under the formal contract. 
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35. Appointment and Role of consultants 

35.1 Any consultants used by the Authority shall be appointed in accordance 
with these Contract Procedure Rules.  Where the Authority uses 
consultants to act on its behalf in relation to any procurement, then the 
Lead Officer responsible for the procurement shall ensure that the 
consultants carry out any procurement in accordance with these Contract 
Procedure Rules.  No consultant shall make any decision on whether to 
award a contract or who a contract should be awarded to.  A consultant 
may however form part of the Authority’s evaluation team and may score 
tenders and/or quotations as if s/he were an officer of the Authority.  The 
Lead Officer responsible for the procurement shall ensure that the 
consultant’s performance is monitored and appropriate records are kept. 

36. Statistical returns 

36.1 The Authority shall make any statistical returns to government 
departments for onward transmission to the European Commission 
concerning the contracts awarded during the year under the EU 
Regulations. 

36.2 The Treasurer is responsible for these statistical returns and will make 
the necessary arrangements for information to be collected annually.  
Lead Officers shall provide all information which the Treasurer requires in 
order to make such statistical return. 

37. Damage to Authority property 

37.1 In the event of Authority property being damaged by fire or other insured 
peril and it is expedient in the Authority's interests not to proceed to effect 
reinstatement of the property using normal procedures under these 
Contract Procedure Rules, then upon the approval of the loss adjuster 
acting for the Authority's insurers, the appropriate Lead Officer, in 
consultation with the Treasurer, shall be authorised to accept the tender 
of a person, being one of at least four persons who have been invited to 
tender from the standing list of approved contractors under Contract 
Procedure Rule 31. 

38. Emergency procedures 

38.1 In the event of circumstances rendering emergency measures necessary 
which cannot expediently be approved through normal Authority 
procedures, the appropriate Lead Officer and the Treasurer are 
authorised, notwithstanding anything contained in the Authority's Contract 
Procedure Rules or Financial Procedure Rules, to carry out or contract 
for the immediate carrying out any necessary works or do anything else 
necessary on behalf of the Authority. 

38.2 In a continuing emergency any action taken or contract entered into shall 
be reported to a Special Authority Meeting which shall take such action 
as necessary to deal with the situation. 
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38.3 Prior to reference to the Authority, such exercise of emergency measures 
shall be subject to a total limit of expenditure of £100,000 (excluding 
VAT). 

39. Waivers of Contract Procedure Rules 

39.1 Waivers of any of these Contract Procedure Rules shall only be given in 
exceptional circumstances.  Waivers may not be made retrospectively.  A 
Lead Officer empowered to let a particular contract shall consult with the 
Treasurer upon any proposal to waive these Contract Procedure Rules.  
Waivers shall be reported in writing by the Lead Officer to the Treasurer 
and the written report shall specify why the waiver was justified.  A waiver 
of these Contract Procedure Rules shall be approved by the Treasurer. 

40. Non compliance and ratification 

40.1 If it comes to notice of a Lead Officer that there has been non compliance 
with these Contract Procedure Rules in respect of any contract for which 
s/he is responsible as the Lead Officer with responsibility for the 
procurement, s/he shall without delay notify the Treasurer, who shall take 
such action as s/he deems necessary. 

40.2 Where these Contract Procedure Rules have not been complied with, the 
decision to award a contract may be ratified by the Treasurer.  Requests 
for ratification shall be reported in writing by the Lead Officer to the 
Treasurer and the report shall specify the circumstances relating to the 
non compliance with these Contract Procedure Rules and why ratification 
is requested.  The Authority’s auditor shall be supplied with a copy of any 
report seeking ratification. 
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Definitions 

“Annual Procurement Plan” 

A plan identifying procurements (see Contract Procedure Rule 8.1) and other 
major projects proposed by the Authority so that appropriate resources can be 
identified and procured. It also provides a basis for Prior Information Notices and 
other information provided to suppliers to give advance notice of bidding 
opportunities. 

“Contracts Register” 

A register held and maintained by the Treasurer containing details of contracts 
entered into by the Authority of whatever value. 

“Dynamic Purchasing System” 

A dynamic purchasing system is a completely electronic process for making 
commonly used purchases, the characteristics of which are generally available 
on the market and meet the requirements of the Authority. They are limited in 
duration to four years. Throughout its validity it is open to any Supplier which 
satisfies the selection criteria and has submitted an indicative tender that 
complies with the specification. 

“Electronic Auction” 

A process involving an online auction presenting new prices, revised 
downwards, and/or new values concerning certain elements of tenders, which 
occur after an initial full evaluation of the tenders, enabling them to be ranked 
using automatic evaluation methods. 

“EU Regulations” 

The UK regulations implementing the EU public procurement directives from 
time to time.  

“Framework Agreement” 

An agreement which allows the Authority to place orders with a Supplier to 
provide supplies, services, or works in accordance with the terms of the 
agreement.  The framework agreement itself usually constitutes a non-binding 
offer with no obligations on the Authority to place orders with the Supplier.  If the 
Authority places an order with the Supplier a binding contract comes into being.  
A framework agreement can be a binding agreement where it is executed as a 
deed. 

“Most Economically Advantageous Offer” 

From the Authority’s perspective the most economically advantageous offer 
from a Supplier assessed by reference to relevant evaluation criteria linked to 
the subject matter of the contract in question for example, quality, price, 
technical merit, aesthetic and functional characteristics, running costs, cost 
effectiveness, after sales service and technical assistance, delivery date and 
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delivery period or period of completion, and social value. 

“Supplier” 

Any person or body of persons providing, or seeking to provide, supplies, 
services, or works to the Authority. 
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C. Land Procedure Rules 

1. Application 
 
1.1 These Land Procedure Rules apply where there is a land transaction. 
 
1.2 The terms used within these rules, along with their meanings, are listed 

below:- 
 

(a) “land transaction” means the acquisition, disposal of, or other 
dealing with land, whether or not buildings, plant and equipment, 
fixtures and fittings or other assets are included in that transaction.  
A transaction concerning only plant and equipment, fixtures and 
fittings or other assets is not a land transaction; 

 
(b) “major disposal” means a land transaction which consists of either 

a disposal of the freehold where the consideration exceeds 
£250,000 or the grant of a lease or licence where the rent exceeds 
£50,000 per annum or where the premium exceeds £250,000; 

 
(c) “the property procedures” means the procedures adopted by the 

Authority from time to time (if any) in respect of the Authority’s 
property; and 

 
(d) “best consideration” means the obligation to achieve a 

consideration which is the best that can reasonably be obtained. 
 

The Authority’s codes and protocols, and Contract Procedure Rules, shall 
continue to apply to major disposals unless otherwise stated in, or 
inconsistent with, the Land Procedure Rules.  In these circumstances, the 
Land Procedure Rules shall prevail.  The Contract Procedure Rules are: 

 
Rule 10 (Contracts Terms and Conditions) 
Rule 11 (Bonds, Guarantees and Insurance) 
Rule 19 (Submission and Opening of Tenders) 
Rule 20 (Electronic Tendering and Quotations) 
Rule 21 (Tender Evaluation and the Use of Electronic Auctions) 
Rule 23 (Evaluation Team) 
Rule 25 (Debriefing) 
Rule 27 (Execution of Contracts) 
Rule 30 (Records of Tenders and Contracts) 
Rule 40 (Non-Compliance and Ratification) 

 
2. Approval of Major Disposals 
 
2.1 The principle and method of each major disposal must be approved by 

the Authority, except that in the case of land held for transport functions, 
the principle and method shall be approved by Merseytravel Committee.  
When determining such matters, the Authority or Merseytravel Committee 
(as appropriate) shall consider a report which:- 
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(a) specifies the land to be disposed of; 
(b) confirms whether the land has been declared surplus to the 

Authority’s requirements; 
(c) advises upon the proposed method of disposal, and provides the 

reasons for selecting that method; 
(d) confirms whether or not the proposed method of disposal is likely 

to achieve best consideration and, where other than open 
competition is recommended, describes how this will be 
satisfied/evidence; and 

(e) in matters where it is proposed that the disposal should be for less 
than best consideration, gives reasons for and against seeking 
best consideration and specifies the relevant legal powers of the 
Authority to accept less than best consideration. 

2.2 In major disposals, where the approved method of disposal is the inviting 
of formal tenders or informal offers, the disposal must be advertised in at 
least one local newspaper circulating in the district and on the Authority’s 
website.  For major disposals, where the value of the land is estimated to 
be greater than £500,000, it must also be advertised in at least one 
specialist journal or publication circulating among people who are likely to 
be interested in acquiring that land, as determined by the Authority. 

 
3. Alteration to/errors in or late Formal Tenders and Informal Offers 
 
3.1 Where 
 

(a) there are alterations/errors in a tender; or 
 

(b) where a tender or offer is received late, or otherwise fails to 
comply with the procedural requirements of these Land Procedure 
Rules; and 

 
(c) the Treasurer believes it is in the Authority’s best interests to 

recommend acceptance of such alterations/errors, or to consider a 
tender or offer which is received late or otherwise fails to comply 
with the procedural requirements of these Land Procedure Rules, 
and where in the opinion of the Treasurer it is possible that other 
tenderers/offerors will otherwise be prejudiced, 

 
then all tenderers/offerors shall be given the opportunity to re-submit their 
tenders/offers within a timescale specified by the Treasurer. 
 

3.2 Where, in accordance with Rule 3.1 above, the decision is made to ask 
tenderers/offerors to re-submit their tenders/offers, the Treasurer shall 
explain why the decision was made, supplying such additional information 
as may be necessary (if any) to assist tenderers/offerors with their re-
submission. 
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4. Approval of Land Transactions other than Major Disposals 
 
4.1 The principal terms of land transactions other than major disposals 

(except where the approved method of disposal is by formal tender or 
auction), must be approved by the Treasurer.  When determining such 
matters, the Treasurer shall confirm either that the consideration agreed 
represents best consideration, specify the reasons for accepting less than 
best consideration and the relevant legal powers of the Authority to do so. 

 
4.2 The Treasurer may: 

(a) negotiate rent reviews for leases of land/premises and take 
appropriate action to protect the Authority’s interest; 

 
(b) terminate licences, leases or tenancies of land or property taken 

by the Authority which are no longer required; 
 
(c) consent to Land and Tenant protected renewals, the assignment, 

underletting or change of use requests of leases granted by the 
Authority and accept surrenders thereof; 

 
(d) appoint specialist valuers, where necessary, as provided within the 

budget, provided that the total expenditure does not exceed 
£50,000 in total; 

 
(e) grant or approve the entering into of any licences, tenancies and 

leases provided that the term is not in excess of seven years less 
one day duration and provided that no statutory protection 
attaches; 

 
(f) grant appropriate licences to commercial advertisers for the 

display of advertisements on the Authority properties; 
 
(g) accept display copy in accordance with the approved code of 

advertising practice; 
 
(h) grant easements of a minor nature over Authority land; 
 
(i) serve notice of termination of tenancy under Part II of the Landlord 

and Tenant Act 1954 (as amended by the Law of Property Act 
1969) and to apply to the County Court under Section 24(A) of the 
1954 Act, in those cases where the Authority is prepared to grant a 
new tenancy or lease and the service of such notice will expedite 
negotiations; and 

 
(j) grant wayleaves for the laying of services under, on or through 

land and premises owned by the Authority up to a maximum 
premium of £50,000 
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5. Application of the Property Procedures 
 
All land transactions must be conducted in accordance with the property 
procedures. 

 
6. The Treasurer shall keep a record of all land and buildings owned by the 

Authority and shall be responsible for the safekeeping and retention of all 
property deeds. 

 
7. In relation to land and buildings, the Treasurer shall 

(a) ensure that lessees and other prospective occupiers of the 
Authority land are not allowed to take possession or enter the land 
until a lease or agreement, in a form approved by the Monitoring 
Officer, has been established as appropriate; 

 
(b) ensure the proper security of all buildings and other assets under 

their control and take the appropriate action in any case where 
security is thought to be defective or where it is considered that 
special security arrangements may be needed; 

 
(c) identify land or buildings which are surplus to requirements; 
 
(d) ensure that no Authority-owned land or building is subject to 

personal use or any other use other than in pursuance of approved 
service delivery without proper authority and, where appropriate, 
documentation identifying terms, responsibilities and duration of 
use; 

 
(e) arrange for the valuation of assets for accounting purposes; and 
 
(f) not dispose of any land or property without the involvement of the 

Monitoring Officer. 
 

8. Contractual Formalities 
 
 All contracts and other documentation for land transactions shall be in 

writing, signed or sealed, as appropriate, as determined by the Authority. 
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PART 7 
 
                          Code of Conduct for Members 
 
 
 
Part 1 General provisions 

 
1. Introduction and interpretation 

 
1.1 This Code applies to you as a Member of the Combined  Authority  (“the 

Authority”). 
 
1.2 It is your responsibility to comply with this Code.  Failure to do so may 

result in a sanction being applied by the Authority.  Failure to take 
appropriate action in respect of a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest may result 
in a criminal conviction and a fine of up to £5,000 and /or disqualification 
from office for a period of up to 5 years.  In this Code - “meeting” means 
any meeting of: 

 
(a) the Authority; and 

 
(b) any of the Authority’s Committees or Sub-Committees, Joint 

Committees or Joint Sub-Committees; 
 
1.3 “Member” includes a Member and a Substitute Member of the Authority 

and a Co-opted Member. 
 
2. Scope 

 
2.1 Subject to sub-paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3, you must comply with this Code 

whenever you are acting as a Member of the Authority and references to 
your official capacity are construed accordingly. 

 
2.2 This Code does not have effect in relation to your conduct other than 

where it is in your official capacity. 
 
2.3 Where you act as a representative of the Authority on any other body, 

you must, when acting for that other body, comply with this Code, except 
and insofar as it conflicts with any other lawful obligations to which that 
other body may be subject. 

 
3. General obligations 

 
3.1 You must not: 

 
(a) do anything which may knowingly cause the Authority to breach the 

Equality Act 2010; 
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(b) bully or be abusive to any person; 
 
(c) intimidate or attempt to intimidate any person who is or is likely to be: 

 
(i) a complainant, 
(ii) a witness, or 
(iii) involved in the administration of any investigation or proceedings, 

 
in relation to an allegation that a Member (including yourself) has 
failed to comply with the Authority’s Code of Conduct; or 

 
(d) do anything which compromises or is likely to compromise the 

impartiality of those who work for, or on behalf of, the Authority. 
 
4. You must not: 

 
(a) disclose information given to you in confidence by anyone, or 

information acquired by you which you believe, or ought reasonably to 
be aware, is of a confidential nature, except where: 

 
(i) you have the consent of a person authorised to give it; 
  
(ii) you are required by law to do so; 
 
(iii) the disclosure is made to a third party for the purpose of 

obtaining professional advice provided that the third party agrees 
not to disclose the information to any other person; or 

 
(iv) the disclosure is: 

 
(a) reasonable and in the public interest; and 

 
(b) made in good faith and in compliance with the reasonable 

requirements of the Authority; or 
 

(b) prevent another person from gaining access to information to which 
that person is entitled by law. 

 
5. You must not conduct yourself in a manner which could reasonably be 

regarded as bringing your office or the Authority into disrepute.   
 
6. You: 

 
(a) must not use or attempt to use your position as a Member improperly 

to confer on or secure for yourself or any other person, an advantage 
or disadvantage; and 

 
(b) must, when using or authorising the use by others of the resources of 

the Authority: 
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(i) act in accordance with the Authority’s reasonable requirements; 

and 
 

(ii) ensure that such resources are not used improperly for political 
purposes (including party political purposes); and 

 
(c) must have regard to any applicable Local Authority Code of Publicity 

made under the Local Government Act 1986 
 

7. (1) When reaching decisions on any matter you must have regard to any 
relevant advice provided to you by 
 
(a) The Authority’s Treasurer; or 
 
(b) The Authority’s Monitoring Officer 
 
where that officer is acting pursuant to his or her personal statutory 
duties 
 

(2) You must give reasons for all decisions in accordance with any 
statutory requirements and any reasonable additional requirements 
imposed by the Authority. 

 
Part 2 - Disclosable pecuniary interests 

 
8. Notification of disclosable pecuniary interests 

 
8.1 Within 28 days of becoming a Member of the Authority, you must notify 

the Authority’s Monitoring Officer of any ‘disclosable pecuniary interests’. 
 
8.2 A ‘disclosable pecuniary interest’ is an interest of yourself, or of your 

partner if you are aware of your partner's interest, within the descriptions 
set out in the table below. 

 
8.3 "Partner" means a spouse or civil partner, or a person with whom you are 

living as husband or wife, or a person with whom you are living as if you are 
civil partners. 

 

Subject Description 

Employment, office, trade, 
profession or vocation 
 
Sponsorship 
 
 
 
 
 

Any employment, office, trade, profession 
or vocation carried on for profit or gain 
 

Any payment or provision of any other 
financial benefit (other than from the 
Authority) made or provided within the 
12 month period prior to notification of the 
interest in respect of any expenses 
incurred by you in carrying out duties as a 
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Subject Description 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contracts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Land 
 
 
Licences 
 
 
 
Corporate Tenancies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Securities 
 
 
 
 

Member, or towards your election 
expenses.  This includes any payment or 
financial benefit from a trade union within 
the meaning of the Trade Union and  
Labour Relations (Consolidation Act) 
1992 (a) 
 

Any contract which is made between you 
or your partner (or a body in which you or 
your partner has a beneficial interest) and 
the Authority – 
 
(a) under which goods or services are to 
be provided or works are to be executed; 
and 
 
(b) which has not been fully discharged. 
 

Any beneficial interest in land which is 
within the area of the Authority  
 
Any licence (alone or jointly with others) to 
occupy land in the area of the Authority  
for a month or longer 
 

Any tenancy where (to your knowledge) - 
 

(a) the landlord is the Authority; and 
 
(b) the tenant is a body in which you or 
your partner has a beneficial interest 
 

Any beneficial interest in securities of a 
body where –  
 

(a) that body (to your knowledge) has a 
place of business or land in the area of 
the Authority; and  
 
(b) either – 
(i) the total nominal value of the 
securities exceeds £25,000 or one 
hundredth of the total issued share 
capital of that body; or 
(ii) if the share capital of that body is of 
more than one class, the total nominal 
value of the shares of any one class in 
which you or your partner has a 
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Subject Description 

beneficial interest exceeds one 
hundredth of the total issued share 
capital of that class 

 

8.4 For the purpose of the above –  
 

(a)  “a body in which you or your partner has a beneficial interest” 
means a firm in which you or your partner is a partner or a body 
corporate of which you or your partner is a director, or in the 
securities of which you or your partner has a beneficial interest; 

 
(b) "director" includes a member of the committee of management of 

an industrial and provident society; 
 

(c) "land" excludes an easement, interest or right in or over land 
which does not carry with it a right for you or your partner (alone or 
jointly) to occupy the land or receive income; and 

 
(d) "securities" means shares, debentures, debenture stock, loan 

stock, bonds, units of a collective investment scheme within the 
meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and 
other securities of any description, other than money deposited 
with a building society. 

 
9 Non participation in case of disclosable pecuniary interest 

 
9.1 If you are present at a meeting of the Authority, or any Committee or 

Sub-Committee of the Authority, and you have a disclosable 
pecuniary interest in any matter to be considered or being considered at 
the meeting, 

 
1. You must not participate in any discussion of the matter at the 

meeting. 
 

2. You must not participate in any vote taken on the matter at the 
meeting. 

 
3. If the interest is not registered, you must disclose the interest 

to the meeting. 
 

4. If the interest is registered you are also required by Authority  
Procedure Rule 17 to disclose the interest to the meeting. 

 
5. If the interest is not registered and is not the subject of a pending 

notification, you must notify the Authority’s Monitoring Officer of 
the interest within 28 days. 

 
6. You are also required by Authority Procedure Rule 17.4 to 
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withdraw from the room of the meeting while the matter is being 
considered. 

 
10 Offences 

 
10.1 It is a criminal offence to 

 
• Fail to notify the Authority’s Monitoring Officer of any disclosable 

pecuniary interest within 28 days of appointment as a Member of 
the Authority; 

 
• Fail to disclose a disclosable pecuniary interest at a meeting if it is 

not on the Authority’s Register; 
 

• Fail to notify the Authority’s Monitoring Officer within 28 days of 
a disclosable pecuniary interest that is not on the Authority  
Register that you have disclosed to a meeting; 

 
• Participate in any discussion or vote on a matter in which you 

have a disclosable  pecuniary  interest; 
 

• Knowingly or recklessly provide information that is false or 
misleading in notifying the Authority’s Monitoring Officer of a 
disclosable pecuniary interest or in disclosing such interest to a 
meeting. 

 
10.2 The criminal penalties available to a court are to impose a fine not 

exceeding level 5 on the standard scale and disqualification from being 
a councillor for up to 5 years. 

 
 
Part 3 - Other interests 

 
11 Notification of personal interests 

 
11.1 In addition to the disclosable pecuniary interests notifiable under the 

Localism Act 2011, you must - 
 

(a) within 2 months of your appointment as a Member of the 
Authority (where that is later), notify the Authority’s Monitoring 
Officer in writing of the details of your other personal interests, 
where they fall within the categories set out in paragraph 11(2) 
below for inclusion in the register of interests. 

 
11.2 You have a personal interest in any business of the Authority  

where it relates to or is likely to affect - 
 

(a) any body of which you are in a position of general control or 
management and to which you are appointed or nominated by 
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the Authority; 
 

(b) any body - 
 

(i) exercising functions of a public nature; 
(ii) directed to charitable purposes; or 
(iii) one of whose principal purposes includes the influence of 

public opinion or policy (including any political party or 
trade union), of which you are a member or in a position of 
general control or management;  

 
(c) the interests of any person from whom you have received a gift 

or hospitality with an estimated value of at least £100. 
 
12 Disclosure of interests 

 
12.1 Subject to paragraphs 12.4 to 12.7, where you have a personal interest 

described in paragraph 11.2 above or in paragraph 12.2 below in any 
business of the LCRCA, and where you are aware or ought 
reasonably to be aware of the existence of the personal interest, and 
you attend a meeting of the Authority at which the business is 
considered, you must disclose to that meeting the existence and nature 
of that interest at the commencement of that consideration, or when 
the interest becomes apparent. 

 
12.2 You also have a personal interest in any business of the Authority  

where a decision in relation to that business might reasonably be 
regarded as affecting your well-being or financial position or the well-
being or financial position of a relevant person to a greater extent than 
the majority of other council tax payers, ratepayers or inhabitants of 
the electoral ward(s) affected by the decision. 

 
12.3 In paragraph 12.2, a relevant person is - 

 
(a) a member of your family or any person with whom you have a 

close association;  
 

(b) any person or body who employs or has appointed such persons, 
any firm in which they are a partner, or any company of which they 
are directors; 

 
(c) any person or body in whom such persons have a beneficial 

interest in a class of securities exceeding the nominal value of 
£25,000; or 

 
(d) any body of a type described in paragraph 11.2(a) or (b). 

 
12.4 Where you have a personal interest in any business of the 

Authority which relates, to or is likely to affect, a body described in 
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paragraph 11.2(a) or 11.2(b)(i), you need only disclose to the meeting 
the existence and nature of that interest when you address the meeting 
on that business. 

 
12.5 Where you have a personal interest in any business of the Authority  

of the type mentioned in paragraph 11.2(c) (gifts and hospitality), 
you need not disclose the nature or existence of that interest to the 
meeting if the interest was registered more than three years before the 
date of the meeting. 

 
12.6 Where you have a personal interest but, by virtue of paragraph 16, 

sensitive information relating to it is not registered in the Authority’s 
Register of Members’ Interests, you must indicate to the meeting that 
you have a personal interest, but need not disclose the sensitive 
information to the meeting. 

 
12.7 Where you have a personal interest in any business of your authority 

and you have made an executive decision in relation to that business, 
you must ensure that any written statement of that decision records the 
existence and nature of that interest. 

 
 
13 Non participation in case of prejudicial interest 

 
13.1 Where you have a personal interest in any business of the Authority  

you also have a prejudicial interest in that business where the 
interest is one which a member of the public with knowledge of the 
relevant facts would reasonably regard as so significant that it is 
likely to prejudice your judgement of the public interest and where that 
business – 

 
(a) affects your financial position or the financial position of a person 

or body described in paragraph 12.3; or 
 

(b) relates to the determining of any approval, consent, licence, 
permission or registration in relation to you or any person or body 
described in paragraph 12.3. 

 
13.2 Subject to paragraphs 13.3 and 13.4, where you have a prejudicial 

interest in any business of the Authority – 
 

(a) You must not participate in any discussion of the matter at the 
meeting. 

 
(b) You must not participate in any vote taken on the matter at the 

meeting. 
 

(c) If the interest is not registered, you must disclose the interest to 
the meeting. 
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(d) If the interest is not registered and is not the subject of a pending 

notification, you must notify the Monitoring Officer of the interest 
within 28 days. 

 
(e) You are also required by Authority Procedure Rule 17.4 to 

withdraw from the room of the meeting while the matter is being 
considered. 

 
13.3 Where you have a prejudicial interest in any business of the 

Authority, you may attend a meeting but only for the purpose of 
making representations, answering questions or giving evidence 
relating to the business, provided that the public are also allowed to 
attend the meeting for the same purpose, whether under a statutory 
right or otherwise and you leave the room where the meeting is held 
immediately after making representations, answering questions or 
giving evidence. 

 
13.4 Subject to you disclosing the interest at the meeting, you may attend a 

meeting and vote on a matter where you have a prejudicial interest that 
relates to the functions of the Authority in respect of - 

 
(a) school transport and travelling expenses, where you are a parent 

or guardian of a child in full time education, or are a parent 
governor of a school, unless it relates particularly to the school 
which the child attends; 

 
(b) statutory sick pay under Part XI of the Social Security 

Contributions and Benefits Act 1992, where you are in receipt 
of, or are entitled to the receipt of, such pay; and 

 
(c) any ceremonial honour given to Members. 

 
14 Interests arising in relation to Scrutiny Panel 

 
In any business before t h e  Scrutiny P a n e l  of the 
Authority where – 
 
(a) that business relates to a decision made (whether implemented or 

not) or action taken by the Authority or another of the Authority’s 
Committees or Sub-Committees; and 

 
(b) at the time the decision was made or action was taken, you were a 

Member of the Authority, Committee or Sub-Committee  
mentioned in paragraph (a) and you were present when that 
decision was made or action was taken, 

 
you may attend the meeting of the Scrutiny Panel for the purpose of 
explaining the reasons for the decision, or answering questions or 
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giving evidence relating to the business, but you cannot participate 
otherwise in the discussion or in any vote on the matter. 

 
 
Part 4 - General Matters relating to Parts 2 and 3 

 
15 Register of interests 

 
Subject to paragraph 16 any disclosable pecuniary interests or 
personal interests notified to the Authority’s Monitoring Officer will be 
included in the Authority’s Register of interests.  A copy of the 
Register will be available for public inspection. 

 
16 Sensitive interests 

 
This paragraph applies where you consider that disclosure of the details 
of a disclosable pecuniary interest could lead to you, or a person 
connected with you, being subject to violence or intimidation, and the 
Authority Monitoring Officer agrees.  In these circumstances, if the 
interest is entered on the Authority’s Register of interests, copies of the 
Register that are made available for inspection and any published 
version of the Register will exclude details of the interest, but may state 
that you have a disclosable pecuniary interest, the details of which are 
withheld under Section 32(2) of the Localism Act 2011. 

 
17 Dispensations 

 
The Authority may grant you a dispensation to enable you to 
participate and vote on a matter in which you have a disclosable 
pecuniary interest or a prejudicial interest.  Any requests for a 
dispensation must be made in writing to the Monitoring Officer. 
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GIFTS AND HOSPITALITY GUIDANCE FOR MEMBERS 
 
 

General Introduction 
 
The Code of Conduct requires Members to notify the Monitoring Officer in 
writing of any gift or hospitality he/she receives which may be to the value of 
one hundred pounds or more (Part 3 11(c)).  It is also a breach of the Code to 
act in such a way as to bring the Authority into disrepute or for a member to 
use his/her position as a member of the Authority improperly to confer on or 
secure for him/herself or any other person advantage or disadvantage. 
 
The following guidance aims to assist Members in complying with the Code of 
Conduct for Members but it also goes beyond these basic provisions and 
seeks to provide wider guidance so Members can avoid any situation where 
their integrity may be brought into question as a result of gifts and hospitality. 
 
Legal position 
 
The Bribery Act 2010 provides that it is a criminal offence for a Member to 
request, agree to receive, promise, offer or give any gift, loan, fee, reward or 
advantage for doing anything or showing favour or disfavour to any person in 
their official capacity.  It is for the Member to demonstrate that any such 
rewards have not been corruptly obtained. 
 
Gifts and hospitality 
 
Members are advised to treat with extreme caution any offer or gift, favour or 
hospitality that is made personally to them.  The person or organisation 
making the offer may be doing business or seeking to do business with the 
Authority or may be applying to the Authority for some sort of decision in 
respect of which it is imperative that the member’s independence should not 
be compromised. 
 
The following rules should be applied: 
 
A Member should refuse any gift offered to them or to an immediate relative of 
the Member, by any person who has or may seek to have dealings with the 
Authority.  It is recommended that Members should notify the Monitoring 
Officer of all such refusals as soon as reasonably practicable regardless of the 
value of the offered gift (unless the gift falls within I or II below).  The 
Monitoring Officer will maintain the register for this purpose. 
 
The exceptions where it may be appropriate to accept a gift are set out below. 
Members should note that the Code of Conduct for Members requires all gifts 
and hospitality of one hundred pounds or more to be notified to the Monitoring 
Officer, who will maintain a register for this purpose. 
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I. The gift is of purely token, advertising value given to a wide range of 
people, e.g. pens, key rings and other promotional items.  As such 
promotional gifts will usually be less than one hundred pounds in value 
generally there will be no need to register but in cases of doubt Members 
should err on the side of caution and register the gift. 

 
II. A small gift where refusal would cause needless offence and the giver is not 

currently seeking a decision or business from the Authority.  Again because 
such gifts would be of a small value generally there will be no need to 
register but in cases of doubt members should err on the side of caution and 
register the gift. 

 
Cash or monetary gifts should always be refused without exception and the refusal 
notified to the Monitoring Officer as set out above. 
 
Gifts given as prizes at exhibitions, conferences, seminars etc. as part of a free 
raffle or draw may be accepted but they belong to the Authority and should be 
registered with the Monitoring Officer as soon as reasonably practicable 
(notwithstanding that their value may be less than the one hundred pounds 
specified in the Code).  The Monitoring Officer will determine whether it is 
appropriate to retain the gift in question. 
 
Whilst it may be acceptable to accept a token or small gift on one occasion 
members should refuse repeated gifts, even if these are individually not of a 
significant value. 
 
Hospitality 
 
It is increasingly the case that private companies offer hospitality e.g. free 
drinks, tickets to shows or hotel accommodation to persons with whom they do 
business or with whom they hope to do business in the future.  Such hospitality 
could convey the impression that Members’ judgment would be influenced.  It 
would however be too rigid to say that no hospitality can be accepted.  Members 
are reminded that any hospitality of one hundred pounds or more is required by the 
Code of Conduct to be registered.  However Members may wish to notify the 
Monitoring Officer of hospitality offered but refused and hospitality which is less 
than the one hundred pounds limit specified in the Code. 
 
Some examples of hospitality which may be acceptable follow but much may 
depend on the particular circumstances, for example who is providing the 
hospitality, why the Member is there and the nature of the dealings between the 
Authority, the Member and the provider of the hospitality: 
 
• A working meal provided to allow parties to discuss or continue to 

discuss business. 
• An invitation to attend a dinner or function of a Society, Institute or 

other non commercial body with whom the Authority has contact. 
• Invitations to attend functions where the member represents the Authority 

(opening ceremonies, public speaking events, conferences). 
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Unacceptable hospitality 
 
The following are examples of unacceptable hospitality: 
 
• Holidays, including accommodation and travel arrangements. 
• Offers of theatre tickets for the Member and his family or free travel. 
• Personal invitations for evenings out with representatives from a company or 

firm who have dealings with the Authority or who are likely to have dealings 
in the future. 

 
Members are again urged to err on the side of caution and if in any doubt as to the 
integrity of the offer/invite, the Member should consult the Monitoring Officer or 
refuse. 
 
Notifications 
 
Notifications of gifts and hospitality should be sent to the Monitoring Officer.  A 
form for this purpose is available from the Monitoring Officer. 
 
The Register 
 
The Register referred to in this protocol will be subject to scrutiny by the Standards 
Committee and regular inspection by the Monitoring Officer.  The Register of Gifts 
and Hospitality of one hundred pounds or more should be available for public 
inspection.  For consistency, registrations as regards gifts and hospitality offered 
and refused, or gifts and hospitality of a value less than one hundred pounds, will 
also be available for public inspection. 
 
Gifts which cannot be retained 
 
Where the Monitoring Officer determines that it would not be appropriate for a 
Member to retain a gift, that gift will be returned, utilised by the Authority or 
otherwise donated to an appropriate charitable organisation as determined 
appropriate by the Monitoring Officer. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Members are advised to seek the advice of the Monitoring Officer in cases where 
their position is unclear.  Breaches of this guidance may result in a breach of the 
Code of Conduct for Members.  Breaches of this guidance which do not result in 
a breach of the Code of Conduct will be reported by the Monitoring Officer to the 
Standards Committee. 
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Operating Agreement 

 
 

This Agreement is made on the                   day of April 2014 between: 
 
(1) The Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St. Helens, Sefton and Wirral Combined 
 Authority (“the Authority”) 
(2) Halton Borough Council 
(3) Knowsley Metropolitan Borough Council 
(4) Liverpool City Council 
(5) Sefton Metropolitan Borough Council 
(6) St. Helens Borough Council 
(7) Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council 
(collectively referred to as “the Constituent Councils”) 
 
Recitals 
 
(i) On 1 April 2014 the Authority was established as a Combined Authority for the 

area of the Constituent Councils and MITA was abolished. 
 
(ii) The functions of the Authority are those functions conferred on it by the 

Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St. Helens, Sefton and Wirral Combined 
Authority Order 2014 (“the Order”) or by any other enactment, including all the 
functions of the MITA which transferred to the Authority on the abolition of the 
MITA. 

 
(iii) The functions of the Authority include those economic development and 

regeneration functions set out in Schedule 2 of the Order, which are to be 
exercised concurrently with the Constituent Councils. 

 
(iv) The Constituent Councils were established as local authorities by statute with 

all the functions of metropolitan or unitary district councils and in particular 
they are, and continue to be, the local highway authority, local traffic and 
street authority for their area. 

 
(v) The Parties wish to co-operate with each other in the exercise of their 

functions and in particular their transport, economic development and 
regeneration functions. 

 
It is now agreed as follows: 
 
1. Definitions 
 
 In this Agreement:- 
 
1.1 “the Authority” means the Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St. Helens, Sefton and 

Wirral Combined Authority; 
 

Appendix Two 
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1.2 “the Constituent Councils” mean the metropolitan district councils of Knowsley 
Liverpool Sefton St. Helens and Wirral and the unitary district council of 
Halton; 

 
1.3 “the Order” means the Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St. Helens, Sefton and 

Wirral Combined Authority Order 2014; 
 
1.4 “MITA” means the Merseyside Integrated Transport Authority; 
 
1.5 “the Constitution” means the constitution of the Authority; 
 
1.6 “the LDEDCA 2009” means the Local Democracy Economic Development and 

Construction Act 2009; 
 
1.7 “the LGA 1972” means the Local Government Act 1972; 
 
1.8 “the LGA 2000” means the Local Government Act 2000; 
 
1.9 “the LGHA 1989” means the Local Government and Housing Act 1989; 
 
1.10 “the Parties” mean the Authority and the Constituent Councils; 
 
1.11 “the Merseytravel Committee” means the transport committee of the Authority 

comprising co-opted members of the Constituent Councils; 
 
1.12 “Merseytravel” means the Merseyside Passenger Transport Executive,which 

is the executive body of the Authority pursuant to the Order for the purposes 
of Part 5 of the Local Transport Act 2008 and Part 6 of the LDEDCA 2009; 

 
1.13 “Protocols” mean the protocols to be entered into by the Parties as outlined in 

this Agreement; 
 
1.14 “the LEP” means the Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership. 
 
2. Interpretation 
 
2.1 Clause, Schedule and paragraph headings shall not affect the interpretation of 

this Agreement. 
 
2.2 The Schedules form part of this Agreement and shall have effect as if set out 

in full in the body of this Agreement.  Any reference to this Agreement 
includes the Schedules. 

 
2.3 Unless the context otherwise requires, words in the singular shall include the 

plural and in the plural shall include the singular. 
 
2.4 A reference to a statute or statutory provision is a reference to it as amended, 

extended or re-enacted from time to time. 
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2.5 A reference to a statute or statutory provision shall include all subordinate 
legislation made from time to time. 

 
2.6 A reference to “this Agreement” or to any other agreement or document 

referred to in this Agreement is a reference to this Agreement orsuch other 
document or agreement as varied from time to time. 

 
2.7 References to Clauses and schedules are to the Clauses and Schedules of 

this Agreementand references to paragraphs are to paragraphs of the relevant 
Schedule. 

 
2.8 No person other than a party to this Agreement shall have any rights to 

enforce any term of this Agreement. 
 
2.9 This Agreement and any dispute or claim arising out of, or in connection with, 

it or its subject matter or formation shall be governed by and construed in 
accordance with the law of England and Wales. 

 
2.10 If any court or competent authority finds that any provision of this Agreement 

(or part of any provision) is invalid, illegal or unenforceable, that provision or 
part-provision shall, to the extent required, be deemed to be deleted, and the 
validity and enforceability of the other provisions of this Agreement shall not 
be affected. 

 
3. The Authority 
 
3.1 The Parties acknowledge that the legal and official title of the Authority is as 

set out in 1.1 above. 
 
3.2 The Parties agree that for public purposes the Authority shall be known as the 

Liverpool City Region Combined Authority. 
 
3.3 The Parties will take such steps as are necessary to ensure that the Authority 

is appropriately referred to in documentation and in any other sources of 
information. 

 
4. Establishment of the Merseytravel Committee 
 
4.1 The Authority shall establish the Merseytravel Committee and for this purpose 

shall co-opt a number of elected members from the Constituent Councils, for 
the municipal year 2014/15, as follows: 

 
 Halton  -  two 
 Knowsley  -  two 
 Liverpool  -  six 
 Sefton  -  four 
 St. Helens  -  two 
 Wirral  -  four 
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4.2 The Authority shall review the representation set out in Clause 4.1 before         
30 April 2015 and the Constituent Councils shall nominate the number of 
elected members as required by the Authority for subsequent municipal years. 

 
4.3 A Constituent Council shall be entitled to remove or replace any of its 

members of the Merseytravel Committee on written notification to the 
Authority’s Head of Paid Service.  The new appointment shall take effect and 
the previous appointment shall terminate at the end of one week from the date 
on which the notice is given (or such longer period not exceeding one month, 
as specified in the notice). 

 
4.4 Those Constituent Councils which appoint three or more elected members to 

the Merseytravel Committee shall make those appointments in accordance 
with the principles of political balance set out in the LGHA 1989. 

 
4.5 Members of the Authority may not be members of the Merseytravel 

Committee. 
 
4.6 For the avoidance of doubt, the elected members co-opted onto the 

Merseytravel Committee are not members of the Authority. 
 
5. Terms of Reference of the Merseytravel Committee 
 
5.1 The Authority shall determine the terms of reference of the Merseytravel 

Committee in discharging any transport functions and shall set these out in 
the Constitution. 

 
5.2 The transport functions of the Authority comprise: 
 
 5.2.1 all the functions of MITA transferred to the Authority by the Order; 
 
 5.2.2 any function relating to transport conferred or imposed upon a 

combined authority or the Authority specifically by any enactment; 
 
 5.2.3 the transport functions of Halton as set out in Article 8 of the Order. 
 
5.3 In respect of those functions not delegated to the Merseytravel Committee or 

Merseytravel, either body may make recommendations to the Authority. 
 
6. The Merseytravel Committee – Other Provisions 
 
6.1 The Merseytravel Committee may establish Sub-Committees with such 
 membership, terms of reference and delegations as it sees fit. 
 
6.2 Appointments to Sub-Committees will be made in accordance with the 

principles of political balance set out in Section 15(5) of the LGHA 1989. 
 
6.3 The Merseytravel Committee (and its Sub-Committees) will transact its 

business and discharge its functions in accordance with the Constitution.  
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6.4 The Merseytravel Committee and any of its Sub-Committees may, in respect 
of a function delegated to it by the Authority under Clause 5, arrange for its 
discharge by an officer of one of the Constituent Councils or by Merseytravel. 

 
6.5 The costs and liabilities incurred by the Merseytravel Committee shall be 

defrayed by the Authority. 
 
7. Protocols 
 
7.1 The Parties have drawn up and agreed the Protocols set out in the Schedule 

to this Agreement in relation to the discharge of the following functions of the 
Authority: 

 
 Economic Development 
 
 Transport Strategy (to include the transitional arrangements in relation to 
 the transport functions of Halton) 
 
 Employment and Skills 

 Housing Strategy 

 European Programme 

 Accountable Body 

7.2 The Protocols have also been agreed with the LEP as setting out appropriate 
working arrangements by which those functions will be progressed for the 
benefit of the Liverpool City Region and  the Parties have authorised their 
respective Chief Executive or Head of Paid Service to execute the Protocols 
as agreements.  

 
7.3 The Parties will keep the Protocols under regular review and may revise them 

from time to time, such revisions to be agreed by the Chief Executives of the 
Constituent Councils, the Head of Paid Service of the Authority. 

 
7.4 Additional Protocols which are deemed appropriate to improve and enhance 

the transport, economic development and regeneration functions may also be 
agreed between the Parties by their respective Chief Executive or Head of 
Paid Service who is authorised to execute such additional Protocols, unless 
agreement is otherwise reserved to the Authority. 

 
7.5 Protocols drawn up, agreed or revised under this clause shall not override 

anything provided for or required under this Agreement. 
 
8. Scrutiny Arrangements 
 
8.1 The Authority will establish scrutiny arrangements to enable the Constituent 

Councils to exercise an overview and scrutiny role in relation to the decisions 
and activities of – 
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(a) the Authority 
(b) the Merseytravel Committee 
(c) Merseytravel 

 
8.2 The scrutiny arrangements are set out in the Constitution and the Constituent 
 Councils will nominate the requisite number of elected members to give effect 
 to those arrangements. 
 
9. Review of Arrangements 
 
9.1 The parties will undertake, pursuant to Section 111 of the LDEDCA 2009, a 

joint review of the matters set out in Clause 9.2 to be commenced, whichever 
is the earlier of – 

 
(a) the fifth anniversary of the date of this Agreement; or 
(b) immediately after notice is given by a Constituent Council requesting a 

joint review, provided that such notice is not given before the third 
anniversary of the date of this Agreement. 

 
9.2 The matters are – 
 

(a) a matter in respect of which an order may be made under any of 
sections 104 to 107 of the LDEDCA 2009 

(b) a matter concerning the Authority which the authority has power to 
determine 

(c) any other matter contained in this Agreement 
 
9.3 The provisions of this Clause are without prejudice to statutory rights of one or 

more of the Parties to undertake their own review at any time. 
 
10. Amendments to this Agreement 
 
10.1 This Agreement may be amended following a resolution approved by all the 

parties. 
 
11. Dispute Resolution 
 
11.1 Any dispute between the Parties arising out of this Agreement which cannot 

be settled shall be referred to the Head of Paid Service of the parties to the 
dispute, who will negotiate to resolve the matter in good faith. 

 
12. Notices 
 
12.1 Any notice, demand or other communication required to be served on the 

Authority under this Agreement shall be sufficiently served if delivered 
personally to, or sent by pre-paid first class recorded delivery post, or e-mail 
transmission to the Authority’s Head of Paid Service.  If so sent, any such 
notice, demand or other communication shall, subject to proof to the contrary, 
be deemed to have been received by the Head of Paid Service at the time of 
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personal delivery or on the second working day after the date of posting or 
transmission, as the case may be. 

 
12.2 Any notice, demand or other communication required to be served on one or 

more of the Constituent Councils under this Agreement shall be sufficiently 
served if delivered personally to, or sent by pre-paid first class recorded 
delivery post, or e-mail to the Monitoring Officer(s) of the Constituent 
Council(s) concerned.  If so sent, any such notice, demand or other 
communication shall, subject to proof to the contrary, be deemed to have 
been received by the Constituent Council(s) concerned at the time of personal 
delivery or on the second working day after the date of posting or 
transmission, as the case may be. 
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The Schedule 
 

The Protocols 
 
 
 

 

 

Economic Development 

Transport Strategy 

Employment and Skills 

Housing Strategy 

European Programme 

Accountable Body 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROTOCOL 
 
This Economic Development Protocol has been made on                           2014 
between: 
 

(1) The Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St Helens, Sefton and Wirral Combined 
Authority (‘the CA’); 
 

(2) The Borough Council of Halton Unitary Authority;  The Metropolitan 
Borough of Knowsley;  The City of Liverpool;  The Metropolitan Borough 
of Sefton;  The Metropolitan Borough of St Helens;  The Metropolitan 
Borough of Wirral (‘the Constituent Councils’); and 

 
(3) The Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership (‘the LEP’). 

 
The purpose of this Protocol is to define the Economic Development functions 
and set out the respective roles of the CA, the LEP and the Constituent 
Councils in discharging those functions 
 
 

1.0 BACKGROUND 
 

The Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009 
provides for the establishment of Combined Authorities with a remit around 
economic development, regeneration and transport: it does not provide a 
definition of economic development as this can vary in different areas 
depending on local circumstances.  Liverpool City Region has taken economic 
development and regeneration to cover strategic activity related to business 
support, inward investment, trade and export, strategic housing, and 
employment and skills, in addition to the transport roles and functions being 
considered.   

 
The purpose of this Protocol is to set out the respective roles of the CA, the 
LEP and the Constituent Councils in discharging the Strategic Economic 
Development functional areas defined below.  It is recognised however that 
economic development and growth has a wider relationship with other areas 
of activity of the CA.  The strategic work of the CA in defining the overall 
economic vision will inform the work and decision making of all areas of the 
CA. 
 
Such functions of the Constituent Councils as are exercisable for the purpose 
of economic development and regeneration are exercisable in reliance on the 
general power of competence under section 1 of the Localism Act 2011(b).  
 
 

2.0 CURRENT ROLES OF LIVERPOOL CITY REGION LOCAL ENTERPRISE 
PARTNERSHIP AND THE CONSTITUENT COUNCILS 

 
 The Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) was formally 

established in March 2012 as a partnership between businesses and Councils 
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in the City Region.  A membership company exists with over 450 company 
members.  LEPs have been given a series of responsibilities by Government 
that are economically strategic.   

 
A series of defined working protocols will be developed between the 
Constituent Councils and the LEP, in specific areas which will demonstrate 
how the City Region will discharge economic functions and roles in a 
complementary, non competitive way to ensure a collective approach to 
economic growth and job creation.  
 
 

3.0 FUNCTIONS AND ROLES OF THE CA, LEP AND CONSTITUENT 
COUNCILS 
 
The CA will be responsible for providing democratic and financial 
accountability and together with the LEP, strategic leadership for economic 
development within the Liverpool City Region.  The LEP has been given a 
series of responsibilities by Government that are economically strategic and 
acts as the primary mechanism through which the private sector can influence 
and support economic development in the Liverpool City Region.  The CA will 
support the implementation of those strategies and plans which it has 
commissioned, within allocated resources.  Responsibilities of the CA will 
include (but not limited to): 
 

 In partnership with the LEP, setting the strategic economic vision, 
outcomes and aligning strategic priorities for the Liverpool City Region 
including those relevant areas of Transport, Housing and Spatial Priorities 
and Employment and Skills; 

 Agreeing the Single Local Growth Plan developed by the LEP and 
investment strategy to deliver the strategic economic vision and outcomes 
and subsequent or related City Region wide strategies or frameworks; 

 Developing and agreeing a pipeline of strategic projects/initiatives with the 
LEP to attract financial and other support and be ready for new funding 
calls; 

 In partnership with the LEP, agreeing the establishment, scope and scale 
of any Single Investment Fund or Single Investment Fund approach which 
the City Region is committed to achieving and which requires the 
alignment of different funding streams. An element of this will be the EU 
Programme funds for 2014-2020. A Protocol has been developed in 
relation to the EU 2014-2020 programme which defines the European 
programme functions and sets out the respective roles of the CA, the LEP 
Board and Constituent Councils.  

 Development of the single appraisal framework/process with regard to the 
Single Investment Fund in consultation with the LEP. 

 Making decisions in partnership with the LEP with regard to the Single 
Investment Fund and other such funds which might be aligned with that 
fund which may emerge. 
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The functions to be undertaken by the LEP together with the CA are as 
follows:  
 

 Develop City Region wide economic strategies in partnership with the 
Constituent Councils and other partners in relation to the economic 
development function, including, but not limited to, the Local Growth Plan, 
2014-2020 EU Programme and Business Support Strategies; 

 Develop a single evidence base to support and inform strategic decision 
making and the development of the City Region’s Local Growth Plan in 
partnership with the Constituent Councils; 

 Supporting the development of the City Region’s Visitor and Conference 
offer, working with key partners as appropriate;   

 To work with the CA to co-ordinate inward investment activity across the 
Liverpool City Region subject to a Protocol between each of the 
Constituent Councils in relation to the sharing of information, handling of 
enquiries in particular in relation to how those relevant to their local area 
should be taken forward; 

 To develop, with the private sector and the Constituent Councils, the 
international economic strategy for the Liverpool City Region to cover 
inward investment, trade and export, to particularly capture the benefits of 
the International Festival of Business;  

 Lead the co-ordination of strategy and activity for place based marketing 
across the Liverpool City Region through working collectively with the 
Constituent Councils; 

 Working collectively with the Constituent Councils to develop a Business 
Support strategy; 

 Working collectively with the Constituent Councils and other partners to 
develop a prioritised pipeline of strategic projects for agreement by the CA; 

 Development of City Region wide funding bids as appropriate such as 
Regional Growth Fund and any other relevant funding streams. 

 
There are specific functions which Constituent Councils will continue to deliver 
and retain authority and decision making powers including but not limited to: 
 

 Development of strategic pipeline of projects for their local areas; 

 Delivery of strategic and locally important sites; 

 Support for inward investment activity and international strategy in line with 
the protocols referred to above; and 

 Development and delivery of Enterprise Zones as appropriate, working 
with the LEP to liaise appropriately with Government. 

 
More broadly, the role of individual Constituent Councils should include the 
following: 
 

 Working with the LEP, lead local partnerships and dialogues with business 
based in their area; 

 Support the work of the CA and LEP by: 
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o Feeding back their local knowledge and needs to inform the 
Liverpool City Region strategic overview and monitoring of 
economic conditions of the area; 

o Providing membership and expertise to the CA, the LEP and Sector 
Committees. 

 
 
4.0 DISCHARGING THE STRATEGIC ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUNCTION 
 

The proposal to establish a CA sets out the added value of the CA in terms of 
effectiveness and efficiencies. The joint and inclusive approach taken to include 
the Chair of the LEP on the CA and the continued membership of the Mayor 
and Local Authority leaders on the LEP Board, provide a unified decision 
making platform which binds public and private sector together in the decision 
making processes. 
 
In order to be effective the CA must lead to greater effectiveness in the delivery 
of economic development which will be shown by increased economic growth, 
investment and job creation. This will be achieved through a collaborative 
approach to delivery which defines the benefits at the City Region level 
regardless of specific locality issues.  
 
The Local Authority/LEP partnership approach to economic development will 
remain and will be strengthened through the new governance arrangements 
and commitments to develop City Region priorities for investment and align 
funding resources, appraisal and decision making.  
 
Clarity of roles and the delivery approach in those areas where the City Region 
will act together will be achieved through a series of protocols in the areas of 
inward investment, business support and the international strategy. Place 
based marketing has already provided a model to demonstrate how the City 
Region can work together in such a joint approach. 
  
The CA is committed to the establishment of a Single Investment Programme 
made up of different funding streams. These funding streams will be aligned 
and a joint approach to appraisal taken to achieve the best use of resources 
across the City Region. Constituent Councils and the LEP will work 
collaboratively to develop an agreed strategic pipeline of projects against a 
defined investment and appraisal framework.  
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TRANSPORT STRATEGY PROTOCOL 
 

This Transport Strategy Protocol has been made on                           2014 
between: 
 

(1) The Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St Helens, Sefton and Wirral 
Combined Authority (‘the CA’); 

 
(2) The Borough Council of Halton Unitary Authority;  The Metropolitan 

Borough of Knowsley;  The City of Liverpool;  The Metropolitan Borough 
of Sefton;  The Metropolitan Borough of St Helens;  The Metropolitan 
Borough of Wirral (‘the Constituent Councils’); and 

 
(3) The Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership (‘the LEP’). 
 
 

1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
Transport and connectivity are also essential components of the Liverpool City 
Region’s objectives around economic growth, skills, housing, regeneration 
and the transition to a low carbon economy.  Good connectivity between 
areas of new housing, schools, colleges, employment facilities and community 
facilities is a long standing priority for the City Region, recognising the 
entrenched problems of worklessness and deprivation in significant parts of 
the City Region. 
   
Transport barriers contribute to worklessness and social exclusion, and 
conversely, improved transport and access boosts economic prosperity, 
economic activity levels, health and social inclusion.  Similarly, congestion 
acts as a disincentive to inward investment and acts as a drain on business, 
hence the importance in encouraging a shift to walking, cycling and greater 
public transport use.  An effective and efficient road and rail freight network is 
also of critical importance to the City Region, linked to its objectives relating to 
the SuperPort transformational activity, in particular.  
 
The statutory Local Transport Plan (LTP) for Merseyside, and the aligned LTP 
for Halton, seek to ensure that transport supports economic growth across the 
Liverpool City Region.  These plans reflect the economic ‘enabling’ nature of 
transport. 
 
Transport is a core component of the Growth Deal process, which also 
identifies a list of major transport schemes, agreed originally by the Local 
Transport Body in July 2013. 

 
 
2.0 CURRENT ROLES OF LIVERPOOL CITY REGION TRANSPORT BODIES 

 
The current approach to transport governance is complex, both operationally 
and contractually, with powers vested across Halton BC, the Merseyside 
Integrated Transport Authority, the Merseyside Passenger Transport 
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Executive, the City Region Local Transport Body and the Merseyside Local 
Authorities.  The City Region Cabinet also has a non-statutory advisory role in 
relation to transport.  
 
This splitting of powers and functions presents a challenging landscape for co-
ordinated, long term delivery. 
 
The principal legal powers and responsibilities vested with the existing bodies 
are identified within the following background papers:-   
 

CA Legislation v3_13 
08 13-DfT copy.doc

Transport embeded 
file.docx

 
 
 
3.0 ROLES OF CA, THE CONSTITUENT COUNCILS AND THE LEP 

 
The complexities outlined in (2.0) above necessitate a staged approach in the 
transition from the current arrangements to a position whereby the CA will 
exercise its full range of duties and responsibilities.  This will entail a process 
extending beyond the CA’s commencement date of 1 April 2014. 
 
The Schedule attached to this Protocol identifies how planning and delivery 
arrangements will work within Halton BC and Merseyside during the 
transitional period.  
 
The creation of the CA involves the transfer of local transport authority powers 
from Halton BC and the Integrated Transport Authority (ITA) to the CA.  The 
CA will be the strategic body that sets the strategic transport agenda, 
allocates funding, and makes the links to other policy areas.  The ITA will be 
abolished and all of the ITA’s existing powers, responsibilities and assets will 
also transfer to the CA.   

 
The Merseyside Passenger Transport Executive will remain as the CA’s 
executive body, and will be known as “Merseytravel”, with a City Region wide 
remit.  It will maintain its existing Passenger Transport Executive powers and 
other powers needed to deliver the CA’s transport agenda.  Its staffing 
function will largely be funded through the CA’s levy as per current 
arrangements.  
 
The CA will have a statutory responsibility for developing a Local Transport 
Plan, under section 108 of the Transport Act 2000.  In the immediate term, the 
Local Transport Plans for Merseyside and Halton will continue to provide a 
strategic monitoring and performance framework for the 2014/15 financial 
year, this being the final implementation year of the current plans. 
 
The CA will assume all of the ITA’s current powers, responsibilities and assets 
and also the Local Transport Authority powers of Halton BC. It will be 
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responsible for transport policy and strategy and agreeing the City Region’s 
transport agenda. 
 
Specific Halton BC powers will also transfer to the CA, such as those in 
respect of the procurement of supported bus services, though in practice, 
these will remain the responsibility of Halton BC during the CA’s transitional 
period: the specific responsibilities in the transitional period are set out in the 
schedule to this operational Protocol. 
 
Enabling powers are contained within the Orders that could allow the CA to be 
responsible for a defined strategic highway network on routes which are 
economically and environmentally important for the City Region. This will be a 
transitional process, with no expectation that this function would take effect 
from April 2014.  This power would enable the CA to act as a Highway, Traffic 
and Street Authority as and when the CA Members agree. It would cover a 
strategic network that would be defined and agreed by the CA.  At this point in 
time this would purely be an enabling provision and there is no compulsion on 
any of the individual Highway Authorities to transfer any routes into a Strategic 
Network.  
 
The CA will become the levying body for transport revenue spend, in place of 
the ITA.  A differential levy will be introduced from the outset recognising the 
different costs associated with transport provision between the Merseyside 
ITA Councils and Halton BC, and the need for a levy to be phased in.  From 
April 2015, the CA will have responsibilities for managing formulaic transport 
funding allocations from the Department for Transport in the form of the 
Integrated Transport Block and Highways Maintenance allocation. 
 
The City Region’s Local Transport Body function will pass to the CA.  The 
current LTB is responsible for taking decisions on major transport schemes.  A 
revised Assurance Framework will be required to aid the transfer of this 
function.  The LTB will be formally disestablished and its functions transferred 
to the CA. 
 
A Transport Committee will be established, taking the form of a Committee of 
the CA.  It will report to the CA and will comprise 18 Merseyside members, as 
now, plus 2 additional members from Halton BC, creating a Committee of 20 
members in total.  It will be known as the “Merseytravel Committee”.  This 
arrangement will be reviewed during 2014/15. 
 
Merseytravel, as an officer-level delivery body, will also have a scheme of 
delegation from the CA to oversee specific activities and functions. 
 
The local authority partnership approach to transport across the City Region 
will remain, and will be strengthened through the new governance 
arrangements, by virtue of greater scope to pool resources around agreed 
priorities and objectives, irrespective of their geographic location.  The 
Transport Advisory Group (TAG) will support the transport agenda at an 
officer level, and will help to provide technical advice and recommendations to 
the CA or to its transport committee. 
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Transport officials will help to make links with other thematic groups, such as 
the Housing and Spatial Planning Board and the Employment and Skills 
Board, to secure integration between the various policy strands. 
 
The creation of the CA will simplify transport planning, decision-making and 
delivery structures.  It will also integrate transport decision-making with 
decision-making around economic growth, housing and employment and 
skills.  It also provides an effective mechanism by which to integrate and 
maximise funding sources.   
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SCHEDULE 
 

The transition of transport functions across the Liverpool City Region 
 
 

Transport function / 
responsibility 

Approach to delivery during transitional period 

From 1st April 2014 From 1st April 2015 From 1st April 2018 

Develop statutory Local 
Transport Plan (LTP) 
 

Existing Halton LTP to remain in force to 
guide development and investment 
priorities within the borough.   
 
The Merseyside LTP and its supporting 
associated policy documents (e.g. park 
and ride and school travel) would continue 
to govern decisions across Merseyside.  
Extant supporting policies in Halton would 
prevail. 
 
Implementation plans for both LTPs run 
until end of 2014/15 financial year. 

Existing Merseyside and Halton 
LTPs incorporated into a single plan, 
with a new LCR-wide 3 / 6 year 
implementation plan, to take effect 
from April 2015.   
 
CA responsible for agreeing plans 
and funding priorities, aided by the 
Transport Committee (Merseytravel 
Committee). 

As per 2015 conventions. 
 
Any subsequent review of the LTP would 
be at an LCR-wide level. 

Transport policy decisions Transport planning and other local 
transport authority functions (e.g. freight, 
strategic funding decisions, co-ordination 
of bids) would pass to CA and the 
Merseytravel Committee.   
 
Halton BC to have two representatives on 
the Merseytravel committee.   
 
Merseytravel staff to provide support 
across LCR, in addition to Merseyside. 
 
Policy decisions affecting the Mersey 
Gateway and Silver Jubilee Bridge would 
remain the responsibility of Halton BC.  

As per April 2014 conventions. 
 
Transport Committee to be 
reviewed, as per agreement to date 
by Leaders. 

As per April 2014 conventions. 
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Transport function / 
responsibility 

Approach to delivery during transitional period 

From 1st April 2014 From 1st April 2015 From 1st April 2018 

Set and receive the 
transport levy 

No change. 
 
No Combined Authority levy will be paid by 
Halton BC for 2014/15.   
 
Passenger transport services in Halton BC 
paid from existing Halton BC revenue 
budgets, as set by Halton BC before end 
of 2013/14 financial year. 
 
Informal balancing payments from Halton 
BC to CA or CA to Halton if necessary 
 

No change. 
 
No CA levy will be paid by Halton for 
2015/16.   
 
Process of scoping transitional levy 
to be at an advanced stage, 
identifying service enhancements 
sought and the associated costs.  
 
Informal balancing payments from 
Halton BC to CA or CA to Halton BC 
if necessary  

Differential levy is paid to CA, in 
accordance with agreed scope, to allow 
enhanced and consistent transport 
services to be provided across the LCR. 

Receive and allocate 
Integrated Transport Block 
(ITB) and Highways 
Maintenance (HM) funding 
from DfT 

Funding for 2014/15 will be paid to Halton 
BC at the following agreed levels:- 
 

 ITB - £1,020k 

 HM - £1,816k 
 

Halton BC will manage this funding as part 
of its capital programme.  A contribution 
will be made by Halton BC to support the 
cost of shared transport monitoring and 
modelling activities across the LCR. 
 
Merseyside to receive separate funding 
allocation, redistributed in accordance with 
a formula agreed by the ITA in January 

Expectation that CA will receive and 
manage a single LCR-wide ITB and 
HM funding allocation from 2015/16 
onwards, and be responsible for 
prioritisation and allocation of 
funding. 

As per 2015 conventions, unless 
formulaic funding arrangements are 
changed by DfT. 
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Transport function / 
responsibility 

Approach to delivery during transitional period 

From 1st April 2014 From 1st April 2015 From 1st April 2018 

2013. 
 
In early spring 2014 DfT will confirm 
allocations for the three year period from 
2015/16 to 2017/18, with indicative 
allocations for 2018/19 to 2020/21. 
 

Manage concessionary 
travel arrangements (i.e. 
concessions for older and 
disabled people) 

No change. 
 
Halton BC to remain part of Cheshire 
concessionary travel scheme, and operate 
in accordance with current scheme. 
 

No change, though consideration to 
be given to termination of Halton 
BC’s membership of Cheshire 
concessionary travel scheme. 
 
Consideration given to introduction 
of “top up” arrangement for Halton 
BC concessionary pass holders, to 
allow travel on LCR-wide rail 
services in addition to (minimum 
statutory) bus services.  Top-up to 
be funded through Halton BC 
revenue support. 
 
 

A new concessionary travel scheme to 
be in place, to provide consistent 
concessionary travel offer, on terms 
agreed by the CA and funded through 
the levy. 

Manage and fund supported 
bus services 

No change.   
 
Supported bus services in Halton procured 
and funded by officers at Halton BC, 
facilitated by appropriate scheme of 
delegation. This will be funded from HBC 
revenues.  
 
Merseytravel would procure Merseyside 
supported bus services, funded from levy. 
 

No change from April 2014 
approach. 
 
Bus service reviews across 
Merseyside and Halton BC to be 
carried out jointly. 
 
 

All bus services commissioned and 
procured centrally by CA on behalf of the 
CA and funded by the levy. 
 
CA Supported Bus Service Policy 
adopted 
 
Review of community transport provision 
and services  
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Transport function / 
responsibility 

Approach to delivery during transitional period 

From 1st April 2014 From 1st April 2015 From 1st April 2018 

Halton residents would continue to benefit 
from Halton Community Transport (HCT) 
dial-a-ride services, with Merseylink 
remaining a Merseyside-only service. 
 
New supported bus policy for Merseyside 
would become the responsibility of the CA 
(e.g. non-statutory home to school travel, 
demand responsive transport, bus subsidy 
criteria). Common Supported Bus Service 
policy for the CA to be developed. 
 
CA to commission a revised bus tendering 
policy framework for the LCR. This will 
include a review of the Merseylink DRT 
service, which is currently Merseyside-
only. 
 

Provide passenger 
transport infrastructure (e.g. 
bus shelters, bus shelter 
information, real time 
information, rail stations) 

No change.   
 
Halton BC would remain responsible for 
existing bus shelter maintenance 
contracts, bus shelter installation, bus 
stations and information provision across 
the borough. 

Roll-out of Merseytravel standard, 
branded bus shelters across Halton 
BC, starting with key cross-boundary 
bus routes (e.g. 82, 61 and 14 
services).  
 
To be funded from CA’s ITB 
allocation.  

Replacement of all Halton BC bus 
shelters to Merseytravel-branded 
standard, with associated timetable 
displays, supported by a single LCR-
wide maintenance contract     
 
Real time bus information equipment / 
displays / compatibility would be 
introduced into Halton, as part of roll-out 
of emerging Merseyside RTI systems. 
 
Widnes and Runcorn East rail stations 
upgraded to ‘Merseyrail’ design and 
accessibility standards, with consistent 
branding and comparable staffing 
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Transport function / 
responsibility 

Approach to delivery during transitional period 

From 1st April 2014 From 1st April 2015 From 1st April 2018 

arrangements. 
 
Consideration given to management and 
staffing of Widnes and Runcorn bus 
stations to a Merseytravel standard, with 
consistent branding. 
 
Capital works funded from CA’s ITB 
allocation, with revenue support from the 
levy. 

Provide customer 
information (e.g. Traveline 
information service and bus 
and rail timetables)  

No change.   
 
Halton to remain part of Cheshire 
Traveline scheme and call centre 
arrangement, with weekend and evening 
calls taken by Merseytravel, as per 
existing conventions.   
 
Halton BC to maintain and publish 
Runcorn and Widnes bus maps.  
 
Merseytravel timetables to remain 
Merseyside-only. 

Roll-out the production of bus and 
rail timetables in a ‘Merseytravel’ 
format across Halton.  Halton travel 
information made available on 
Merseytravel’s website. 
 
Secure agreement for migration of 
Halton Traveline calls from Cheshire 
to Merseytravel call centre. 

Traveline functions for Halton to migrate 
from Cheshire to Merseyside, funded 
from the levy. 
 
All LCR-wide travel information available 
on Merseytravel website in a consistent 
format.   

Administer multi modal / 
multi-operator pre-paid 
tickets 

No change.   
 
Halton BC has no pre-paid ticketing 
scheme, other than commercial ticketing 
schemes managed by individual bus 
companies. 
 
Merseytravel pre-paid ticketing to remain 
Merseyside only, and not valid within 
Halton. 

Ensure that Merseyside ticketing 
review covers the full geography of 
the LCR and plans for the rollout of 
Merseyside pre-paid ticketing to 
Halton. 
 
 

Consistent LCR-wide pre-paid multi-
modal ticketing scheme in place, linked 
to Walrus or equivalent platform.   
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Transport function / 
responsibility 

Approach to delivery during transitional period 

From 1st April 2014 From 1st April 2015 From 1st April 2018 

Strategic highways powers No change.   
 
Halton BC remains responsible for all 
highways across the borough, including 
the Mersey Gateway and Silver Jubilee 
Bridge and their defined approaches. 
 

No change.   
 
Halton BC remains responsible for 
all highways across the borough, 
including the Mersey Gateway and 
Silver Jubilee Bridge and their 
defined approaches. 
 
 

CA and constituent authorities to agree 
scope, implications and management of 
strategic highway network by this date. 
 
Halton BC remains responsible for 
Mersey Gateway and Silver Jubilee 
Bridge highway and their defined 
approaches   

Ownership of Halton 
Borough Transport (bus 
company) 

No change. 
 
Halton Borough Transport to remain an independent bus operator, partly owned by Halton BC, at arm’s length from local 
authority control, as per 1985 Transport Act provisions.  

All powers, duties, 
responsibilities and 
obligations relating to 
Mersey Gateway and Silver 
Jubilee Bridges, and their 
defined approaches 

No change. 
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EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS PROTOCOL 
 

This Employment and Skills Protocol has been made on                           2014 
between: 
 

(1) The Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St Helens, Sefton and Wirral Combined 
Authority (‘the CA’); 
 

(2) The Borough Council of Halton Unitary Authority;  The Metropolitan 
Borough of Knowsley;  The City of Liverpool;  The Metropolitan Borough 
of Sefton;  The Metropolitan Borough of St Helens;  The Metropolitan 
Borough of Wirral (‘the Constituent Councils’); and 

 

(3) Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership (‘the LEP’). 
 
 
1.0 BACKGROUND 

 
The Order that establishes the CA provides that the functions of the 
Constituent Councils in relation to economic development and regeneration 
are exercisable in reliance on the general power of competence as set out in 
section one of the Localism Act 2011.  It is under this general power that the 
Councils undertake Employment and Skills activity and under which the CA 
will discharge employment and skills functions. 

 
In addition, the Constituent Councils have duties under sections 15ZA, 15ZB, 
15ZC, 17A, 18A(1)(b), of the Education Act 1996(d) and the power under 
sections 514A and 560A of that Act which will be exercised concurrently with 
the CA, with the CA being able to take a wider labour market view of the issue 
that individual Councils are unable to do independently of each other. 
 
The purpose of this Protocol is to set out the respective roles of the CA and 
the Constituent Councils in discharging functions around employment and 
skills.  This Protocol also sets out the respective roles of the CA and the 
Constituent Councils in the production of the Liverpool City Region 
Employment and Skills Strategy and Skills for Growth Annual Reports. 
 
 

2.0 CURRENT ROLES OF LIVERPOOL CITY REGION EMPLOYMENT AND 
SKILLS AND THE CONSTITUENT COUNCILS 

 
 Liverpool City Region has been working together formally on employment and 

skills matters since 2007, with the City Employment Strategy acting as a 
catalyst for this activity.  This led to the establishment of the Employment and 
Skills Board in March 2010 and subsequent adoption of ‘transform, compete, 
thrive’, the City Region’s 10 year Employment and Skills Strategy later in 
2010.  The Board has been responsible for managing £70m external 
investments, supporting over 10,000 people into work and many more tens of 
thousands into Apprenticeships and other training programmes.  The Board 
has also led the advocacy for and development of new areas of 
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implementation, such as the Skills for Growth Bank and the Payment by 
Results for Adult Skills.  The Board is supported by a range of officer groups, 
which are integrated within the wider CA governance arrangements.  There is 
a clear sense around the strategic leadership of employment and skills 
provided by the Employment and Skills Board across the City Region as a 
whole, which complements the detailed Borough level work undertaken by 
Constituent Councils. 

 
 The Constituent Councils have been effectively discharging their duties in 

supporting young people past the compulsory school age into suitable 
employment and learning opportunities and there has been informal 
collaboration between them on this.  The new tracking service provides the 
opportunity for Constituent Councils and the CA to take a wider labour market 
view of the support available for young people. 

 
 
3.0 ROLES OF CA AND THE CONSTITUENT COUNCILS  
  

The CA will be responsible for providing democratic accountability and 
strategic leadership to the employment and skills system within the Liverpool 
City Region.  Responsibilities of the CA will focus on final agreement in 
relation to strategy, resources and risk and will include but not limited to: 
 

 Setting the long-term Employment and Skills Strategy and priorities for the 
labour market. 

 
There are specific functions that the CA will commission the Employment and 
Skills Board to deliver, and this will include: 
 

 Developing the long-term Employment and Skills Strategy and priorities for 
the labour market; 

 Securing and managing additional resources to meet the Board’s priorities; 

 More effective and efficient targeting of employment and skills resources 
to meet shared priorities, including the potential to align funding sources in 
a Community Budget approach; 

 Strengthened accountability of mainstream provision; 

 Tackling specific shared skills challenges  and barriers to employment; 

 Promoting lifelong learning;  

 Identifying specific barriers to jobs and learning then working across 
delivery bodies to ensure that these are minimised; 

 Developing new options for service delivery and advocating these with 
national decision makers; 

 Scanning the horizon to understand the future needs of businesses and 
sectors and to communicate these effectively to residents, schools, 
colleges, learning providers and universities; 

 Working with national partners (e.g. Skills Funding Agency, Education 
Funding Agency, Jobcentre Plus) to inform the strategic overview of 
provision and ensure that it meets the needs of businesses and learners; 
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 Co-ordinating the approach to Skills Capital to ensure that proposals are in 
line with City Region priorities; 

 Seeking further devolution and local control over employment and skills 
programmes and investments where appropriate; and 

 Working alongside Constituent Councils on the duty to record and report 
the education, training and employment status of their 16-18 year old 
residents. 

 
The CA will be responsible for the future production, monitoring and updating 
of the City Region’s Employment and Skills Strategy and Annual Skills for 
Growth Reports.  This will be delegated to the Liverpool City Region 
Employment and Skills Board and co-ordinated through its supporting 
governance structure. 
 
The role of individual Constituent Councils should include the following: 
 

 Lead local partnerships and dialogues with businesses, colleges and 
providers based in their area; 

 Support the work of the Employment and Skills Board by: 
o Feeding back their local knowledge and needs to inform the 

Liverpool City Region Employment and Skills Strategy, Skills for 
Growth Agreements and monitoring of performance; and  

o Providing membership and expertise to the Employment and Skills 
Board and Sub-Groups where appropriate. 

 
The role of the LEP should include: 
 

 Providing expertise and experience from the business community to inform 
the Liverpool City Region Employment and Skills Strategy and Skills for 
Growth Agreements; and 

 Providing membership and expertise to the Employment and Skills Board 
and Sub-Groups where appropriate. 
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HOUSING STRATEGY PROTOCOL 
 

This Housing Strategy Protocol has been made on                      April 2014 
between: 
 

(1) The Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St Helens, Sefton and Wirral Combined 
Authority (‘the CA’); 
 

(2) The Borough Council of Halton Unitary Authority;  The Metropolitan 
Borough of Knowsley;  The City of Liverpool;  The Metropolitan Borough 
of Sefton;  The Metropolitan Borough of St Helens;  The Metropolitan 
Borough of Wirral (‘the Constituent Councils’); and 

 
(3) The Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership (‘The LEP’). 

 
 

1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
The Order that establishes the CA provides that the duty under Section 8(1) of 
the Housing Act 1985 (the duty of local housing authorities to consider 
housing conditions in their district and the needs of the district with respect to 
the provision of further housing accommodation) is to be exercised by the CA 
concurrently with the Constituent Councils. 
 

 Section 8 of the Housing Act 1985 (‘HA 1985’) provides that: 
 

(1) Every local housing authority shall consider housing conditions in their 
district and the needs of the district with respect to the provision of further 
housing accommodation. 
 

(2) For that purpose, the authority shall review any information that has been 
brought to their notice, including, information brought to their notice as a 
result of the consideration of the housing conditions in their district under 
Section 3 of the Housing Act 2004. 

 
Section 3 of the Housing Act 2004 (‘HA 2004’) provides that: 
 
(1) A local housing authority must keep the housing conditions in their area 

under review with a view to identifying any action that may need to be 
taken by them under any of the provisions mentioned in subsection (2). 
 

(2) The provisions are – 
 

(a) The following provisions of this Act 
(i) This part 
(ii) Part 2 (licensing of HMOs) 
(iii) Part 3 (selective licensing of other houses), and 
(iv) Chapters 1 and 2 of Part 4 (management orders); 

 
(b) Part 9 of the Housing Act 1985 (demolition orders and slum clearance); 
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(c) Part 7 of the Local Government and Housing Act 1989 (renewal areas); 

and 
 

(d) Article 3 of the Regulatory Reform (Housing Assistance) (England and 
Wales) Order 2002 (s.1 2002/1860) 

 
(3) For the purpose of carrying out their duty under subsection (1) a local 

housing authority and their offices must – 
 
(a) Comply with any directions that may be given by the appropriate 

national authority, and  
 

(b) Keep such records, and supply the appropriate national authority with 
such information as that authority may specify. 

 
The purpose of this Protocol is to set out the respective roles of the CA and 
the Constituent Councils in discharging the function in relation to the duty to 
consider housing conditions in their district with respect to the provision of 
further housing accommodation pursuant to Section 8(1) of the Housing Act 
1985.  This Protocol also sets out the respective roles of the CA and the 
Constituent Councils in the production of the Liverpool City Region Local 
Investment Plan and Strategy. 
 
 

2.0 CURRENT ROLES OF LIVERPOOL CITY REGION HOUSING GROUP AND 
THE CONSTITUENT COUNCILS 

  
Since 2007 the Constituent Councils have produced a single Local Housing 
Investment Plan, which pulls together the six district housing strategies and 
identifies the sub regional priorities.  Through this collaborative working the 
City Region has made good progress in improving housing conditions and 
providing new and affordable housing. 

  
On 18 October 2013, the City Region Cabinet approved the Local Investment 
Plan for housing and key sites, and this strategy was ratified by the LEP. 

  
The duties set out in Section 3 of the Housing Act 2004, (information derived 
from which informs both the Housing Strategies produced pursuant to Section 
8 of the Housing Act 1985 by the Constituent Council), are discharged by the 
individual Constituent Councils. 
 
 

3.0 ROLES OF CA, THE CONSTITUENT COUNCILS AND THE LIVERPOOL 
CITY REGION CABINET 

  
The CA will be responsible for the future production, monitoring and updating 
of the Local Investment Plan.  This will be co-ordinated through the l City 
Region Housing and Spatial Planning Co-ordinating Group. 
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The Local Investment Plan will be informed by information provided by the 
Constituent Councils, including: 
 

 Information brought to their notice as a result of the consideration of 
the housing conditions in their district under Section 3 of the Housing 
Act 2004;  and 
 

 Information regarding 
 

- Public and private land supply. 
- Affordable housing completions. 
- Housing stock conditions. 
- Length of social housing waiting list. 
- Levels of homelessness. 

 
The Constituent Councils will have regard for the housing conditions in each 
district pursuant to Section 8 of the Housing Act 1985 (‘HA 1985’) 
 
The Constituent Councils will continue to co-operate with the CA in providing 
any information held by the Individual Council, that is required by the LCR 
Housing and Spatial Planning Co-ordinating Group for the production, 
delivery, monitoring and updating of the LCR Local Investment Plan. 
 
The Constituent Councils will retain responsibility for discharging duties of 
Section 3 of the Housing Act 2004. 
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EUROPEAN PROGRAMME PROTOCOL 
 

This European Programme Protocol has been made on                            2014 
between: 
 

(1) The Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St Helens, Sefton and Wirral Combined 
Authority (‘the CA’); 
 

(2) The Borough of Halton Unitary Authority;  The Metropolitan Borough of 
Knowsley;  The City of Liverpool;  The Metropolitan Borough of Sefton;  
The Metropolitan Borough of St Helens;  The Metropolitan Borough of 
Wirral (‘the Constituent Councils’); and 

 
(3) The Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership (‘the LEP’). 

 
The purpose of this Protocol is to define the European Programme functions 
and set out the respective roles of the CA, the LEP and the Constituent 
Councils in discharging those functions. 

 
 
1.0 BACKGROUND 

 
1.1 The Liverpool City Region European Programme 2014-2020 is a key 

component to growing our business and supporting more people into jobs 
over the next seven years. 
 

1.2 Government has given the strategic responsibility for a large part of the new 
round of European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF) 2014-2020 to the 
Local Enterprise Partnerships. 

 
1.3 The CA will work in support with the LEP and Government to deliver the EU 

Programme 2014-2020 and will scrutinise performance and expenditure. 
 
 
2.0 FUNCTIONS AND ROLES OF THE COMBINED AUTHORITY, LEP AND 

CONSTITUENT COUNCILS 
 
2.1 The current governance structure of the Merseyside EU Programme 2007-

2013 is managed locally by a sub-committee of the regional Local 
Management Committee (LMC).  This Sub-Committee supports and advises 
the LMC in discharging some of its responsibilities specifically in the role of 
strategic development and review of the programme in the Merseyside 
Phasing in area. 
 

2.2 Arrangements are currently in place to ensure that any European resources 
attributed to Halton complement the Merseyside Phasing in area/transition 
area. 
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3.0 CURRENT ROLES OF LIVERPOOL CITY REGION LOCAL ENTERPRISE 
PARTNERSHIP AND CONSTITUENT COUNCILS 

 
3.1 The LEP is responsible for overseeing the delivery of the European 

Programme 2014-2020 in the City Region. 
 
3.2 The CA will fulfil any responsibilities or tasks delegated by Government in 

their capacity as Managing Authority for EU Structural Funds to the CA.  
These duties have yet to be determined but may include the following 
responsibilities. 

 
3.3 The commissioning criteria for projects for the European Programme will be 

determined in accordance with the EU Programme Rules and Regulations.   
 

3.4 Working with Government as they develop national arrangements, the 
implementation of calls for bids processes, will be developed in line with the 
Liverpool City Region strategic investment priorities. 
 

3.5 A robust project appraisal/programme management processes will be 
implemented, working with CLG as they develop national arrangements and 
will report regularly on programme performance to the CA. 

 
3.6 The City Region European Board will, subject to national arrangements, 

recommend projects for approval and will defer projects for further 
development and seek clarification and/or reject projects transparently. 

 
3.7 The CA and LEP will robustly review/scrutinise the EU Programme 

performance, ensuring ESIF targets and strategic objectives of the City 
Region are met through the efficient delivery of EU projects, including relevant 
‘Financial Instruments’. 

 
 
4.0 DISCHARGING THE EUROPEAN  PROGRAMME FUNCTION 

 
4.1 The Liverpool City Region European Programme (2014-2020) has been 

developed by the LEP in consultation with the Constituent Councils, Local 
Business and a wide range of Local Partners. 
 

4.2 The Programme builds on the significant assets and potential and aims to 
reverse the long term underperformance of our key assets and will address 
social inequality.  Local Partners have prioritised our Programme on five key 
areas of genuine strength and economic opportunity. 
 

4.3 The LEP will take strategic responsibility for the EU Programme through its 
City Region European Board, working with CLG as they develop national 
arrangements.   
 

4.4 The CA will act as the Intermediary Body in order to undertake tasks on behalf 
of the Managing Authority, should this be required.  
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4.5 The CA will have the responsibility for the Scrutiny of the performance of the 
European Programme both financially and outcomes, working with CLG as 
they develop national arrangements.  
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ACCOUNTABLE BODY PROTOCOL 
 

This Accountable Body Protocol has been made on                           2014 
between: 
 

(1) The Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St Helens, Sefton and Wirral Combined 
Authority (‘the CA’); 
 

(2) The Borough Council of Halton Unitary Authority;  The Metropolitan 
Borough of Knowsley;  The City of Liverpool;  The Metropolitan Borough 
of Sefton;  The Metropolitan Borough of St Helens;  The Metropolitan 
Borough of Wirral (‘the Constituent Councils’); and 

 

(3) Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership (‘the LEP’`). 
 
 
1.0 BACKGROUND 

 
1.1 The Order that establishes the CA provides that the functions of the 

Constituent Councils in relation to economic development and regeneration 
are exercisable in reliance on the general power of competence as set out in 
section one of the Localism Act 2011.  It is under this general power that the 
CA will discharge functions as an Accountable Body. 

 
1.2 There is an expectation that the creation of the CA will enable the City Region 

to attract additional income to support economic growth and jobs.  This 
funding will be granted to the City Region as a whole for use on a range of 
different activities and as such an organisation would need to act as 
Accountable Body for that funding.  The CA would be both reactive to funding 
announcements and proactive, based upon implementing the City Region’s 
agreed Growth Plan. 

 
1.3 The CA will become the presumed default Accountable Body for new City 

Region level fund.   
 
 

2.0 ROLE OF AN ACCOUNTABLE BODY 
 
It is ultimately the responsibility of the Accountable Body to assure itself that 
decisions are made in a robust and coherent fashion, relevant outcomes are 
achieved and grant is spent in line with the relevant funding rules and 
regulations.  These are covered in the following sections. 

 
2.1 Decision-making 

 
Decision-making, involving the spending of CA will need to demonstrate this, 
as well as any Boards or Committees who will be acting on the CA’s behalf. 
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2.2 Financial management 
 

The CA as Accountable Body will require evidence of how decisions have 
been made and a clear audit trail from a decision, to the award of a contract 
(for example) and payment being made.  In addition, full records will need to 
be kept by delivery organisations.  

 
2.3 Performance management 
 

The CA as Accountable Body will need to evidence that the funds distributed 
have been used for the purposes for which the fund were allocated, and that 
this is in line with the requirements of the funder.  Regular reports will need to 
be submitted to the CA as Accountable Body, with an overall view taken by 
the CA of performance against the delivery of funds. 

 
 
3.0 ROLES OF CA AND THE DELIVERY ORGANISATIONS  
  
3.1 The CA will be responsible for providing democratic accountability and 

strategic leadership around economic development, housing, transport and 
employment and skills within the City Region.  This is provided for in the 
general power of competence under section 13 of the Localism Act 2011, 
which amended the Local Democracy, Economic Development and 
Construction Act of 2009. 

 
3.2 The CA will act as Accountable Body for a range of different funds which seek 

to promote improvements in economic development, housing, transport, 
employment and skills and other regeneration activity.  This will primarily (but 
not necessarily exclusively) be to fund activities which will have a City Region 
impact.  The CA may administer the funds with strategic decisions on 
commissioning being made elsewhere or it may administer the funds and 
commission activity itself. 

 
3.3 The responsibilities of the CA on the administration of Accountable Body 

funds will include: 
  

 To fulfil any responsibilities for EU Structural Funds on behalf of the CA as 
an intermediary body; 

 Acting as Accountable Body for Single Local Growth Fund, RGF, EU 
Funds and other City Region resources which may flow to the CA/LEP for 
the purpose of economic development; 

 Providing financial monitoring statements on a regular basis on behalf of 
the CA and LEP and to provide accounting arrangements to Audit 
standards; 

 Ensuring that the implications of the agreements associated with the funds 
are fully understood; 

 Put in place processes through Financial Procedure Rules to ensure 
appropriate financial and contractual administration of the funds including 
compliance with procurement regulations and audit; 
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 Entering into agreements with delivery organisations and holding them to 
account for their performance; and 

 Regular reporting to the CA on the performance and outputs of funds. 
 

3.4 There are specific responsibilities around making investment decisions 
(through commissioning or procurement) that the CA may retain or 
commission a Board or Committee to undertake.  This will include: 
 

 Confirming the strategic fit of the proposed activities with the City Region’s 
Growth Plan and strategic investment priorities; 

 Commissioning activity through a range of procurement methods; 

 Implementing a robust project appraisal process to ensure activity delivers 
outcomes and value for money; 

 Implementing a robust programme management approach; 

 Making strategic decisions on the investment of the funds transparently; 

 Receiving regular updates on the activity being delivered through the 
funds; and  

 Ensuring that there is a thorough approach to evaluation of the activity 
being delivered through the funds. 

 
3.5 The role of individual delivery organisations should include the following: 

 

 Design activity in line with the requirements of the funds which supports 
the delivery of the City Region’s Growth Plan; 

 Deliver activity in line with contractual agreements with the CA; 

 Ensure that financial and commercial requirements are met; and 

 Maintain records of activity and expenditure in line with funding 
agreements. 
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Signed by Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St Helens, Sefton and Wirral 
Combined Authority Authorised Signatory 
 

 
Dated 
 
 
Signed by Constituent Councils Authorised Signatories 

 
 
Signed by the Borough Council of Halton Unitary Authority:  

 
 
 

Signed by the Metropolitan Borough of Knowsley 
 
 
 

Signed by The City of Liverpool 
 
 
 

Signed by The Metropolitan Borough of Sefton 
 
 
 

Signed by The Metropolitan Borough of St Helens 
 
 
 

Signed by The Metropolitan Borough of Wirral 
 

 
 
Dated 
 
 
 
Signed by the Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership 
Authorised Signatory 
 
 
 
 
Dated 
 
 
 
 

Final Draft Version: 14 February 2014 
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LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY 
 
 
To:   The Chairman and Members of the Combined Authority 
  
Meeting:  1 April 2014 
 
Authority/Authorities Affected: All 
 
EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: No 
 
 

REPORT OF THE HEAD OF PAID SERVICE DESIGNATE 
 

CORE TRANSPORT POLICY FRAMEWORK AND 
TRANSPORT BUDGETS FOR 2014/15 

 
 
1. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 

 
1.1 This report presents to the Combined Authority (CA):  

 
(i) The key transport policy context; and  
(ii) The high-level transport budgets 
 
for which it now has responsibility following the abolition of the Merseyside 
Integrated Transport Authority (MITA), and the transfer of Halton Borough Council’s 
(Halton) local transport authority functions to the CA.   
 

1.2 This report seeks to summarise the CA’s high level policy and budgetary context 
and responsibilities.  This is to ensure clarity and transparency about transport 
policy and funding arrangements within Merseyside and Halton during this 
transitional delivery period.  It will also provide a platform upon which to undertake 
further policy and service and budgetary reviews. 
 
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 The Combined Authority is recommended to: 
 

(a) Note the list of strategic policies and protocols set out within section 3 of this 
report as the basis of the Combined Authority’s transport policy context for 
the Liverpool City Region;  

(b) Receive the transport budgets for Merseyside and Halton, as detailed in 
Appendices One, Two and Three, respectively; 

(c) Note the transfer of a revenue grant of £106.919m and a capital grant of 
£21.1m to Merseytravel for the provision of transport services within 
Merseyside; and 

(d) Note the transfer of £2.84m from Halton Borough Council to the Combined 
Authority, and the repayment of the same amount to Halton Borough Council 
to facilitate the delivery of local transport services within the borough.  
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3. BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 Members will appreciate that the creation of the CA has resulted in the following 

changes to local transport provision: 
 

 MITA has been abolished and its varied statutory transport powers have been 
vested with the CA; 

 Halton’s transport planning powers have been vested with the CA, which include 
the development of local transport policies and transport investments (excluding 
any decisions relating to the Mersey Crossings);  

 As local transport authority and as a levying body in respect of local transport 
services, the CA is responsible for setting the future local authority levy (at a 
differential rate) for 2015/16 and beyond;  

 It is responsible for ratifying the Liverpool City Region’s (LCR) strategic transport 
budget for the 2014/15 financial year; and 

 The Liverpool City Region Local Transport Body (LTB) was established in March 
2013 for the primary purpose of managing policy and funding decisions in 
relation to devolved transport major schemes funding from the Department for 
Transport.  These functions, as regulated by a revised Assurance Framework, 
will now be subsumed within the CA’s remit, given the overlap in the 
membership of the two bodies, meaning that the LTB will no longer meet as a 
separate body. 

 
3.2 Merseytravel, as the CA’s transport delivery body will remain committed to ensuring 

that the partnership’s investments and services are fully integrated so that the City 
Region can prosper socially, economically and environmentally.  In achieving this, 
the vision as set out in the 2014/15 Corporate Plan is “Moving the Liverpool City 
Region forward by striving to deliver a world-class transport network”.   

 
3.3 However, it is intended that Merseyside and Halton will be managed independently 

of each other initially; that said, all transport powers of MITA and Halton will be 
vested with the CA from the outset.  A transport protocol has been prepared to 
guide the transition, which is set out within a separate report on this agenda.  This 
protocol sets out how the transition from two separate transport bodies into a single 
co-ordinated approach under the remit of the CA will be taken forward over the 
coming years.   

 
3.3 The Merseyside levy for 2014/15 set by MITA for Merseyside now becomes the 

responsibility of the CA, and Merseytravel will deliver these services on behalf of the 
CA.  Initially, Halton Borough Council (BC) will not pay a levy to the CA, and will 
instead pay to the CA the same level of funding that it currently spends on local 
transport services to the CA, and this will be transferred back to Halton BC to 
facilitate the delivery of those services.  These will include socially necessary bus 
services, bus stops and shelters and the administration of concessionary travel 
passes. 
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4. TRANSPORT POLICY FRAMEWORK 
 
4.1 The CA will be taking on the strategic transport remit for Merseyside and Halton; 

with that will come the relevant policy platforms for both Merseytravel and Halton.  
This element of the report aims to give an indication of what that means in practice, 
given the complexities surrounding transport policy, not only those policies formally 
adopted, but also both implicit and legacy.  The ensuing table, whilst not exhaustive, 
gives an indication of the extensive range of activity this covers.  
 

4.2 An important point to consider is that this report aims to define the main operating 
practices for both Merseyside and Halton.  Where necessary, the merging of any 
areas not already in line will be guided by the Transport Operating Protocol 
highlighted earlier in this report.  This transitional period will also afford the new CA 
the opportunity to review and update its policies as it considers appropriate.  

 
4.3 For 2014/15, the following key policy documents or agreements will form the CA’s 

main policy framework, for noting by the CA: 
 

Policy Area  Planned coverage under the CA and actions required 
 

Local 
Transport 
Plans 

The Local Transport plan (LTP) is a statutory transport plan 
deriving from sections 108-109 of the Transport Act 2000, and 
s9 of the Local Transport Act 2008.  Delivery of the extant 
Merseyside and Halton Local Transport Plans will continue, 
whilst plans progress for a single version (or alternative) aligned 
to the Strategic Economic Plan (SEP). 
 

Pre-paid 
ticketing 
schemes 

Merseyside’s prepaid ticket family has evolved over the years; 
some products predate the establishment of the ITA and former 
PTA.  
 
Halton has the Halton Hopper which also incorporates the 
Student Hopper.   
 
The prepaid ticket offer across the LCR will be reviewed, to 
develop an inclusive integrated ticketing strategy to support the 
promotion of accessible and affordable travel for all, and work 
will continue to progress the implementation of Smart Ticketing 
(underway in Merseyside via Walrus) across the LCR. 

Concessionary 
Travel 
Schemes 
 

The English National Concessionary Travel Scheme (the 
ENCTS, as set out in the Concessionary Travel Act 2007) 
dictates how statutory concessions are managed.  Halton are, at 
present, part of a wider Cheshire scheme.  In Merseyside, a 
number of discretionary concessions are in place.  The 
composite LCR concessionary travel offer will be subject to 
continual review to ensure it remains affordable, sustainable and 
contemporary, and fully embedded through Walrus, ensuring 
maximisation of data collection. 
 
Halton BC will remain part of the separate Cheshire 
Concessionary Travel Scheme. 
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Policy Area  Planned coverage under the CA and actions required 
 

Supported bus 
policy, 
approach to 
procurement 
and terms & 
conditions of 
contract  

Merseyside’s approach to the review of tendered services (in 
terms of contract renewal) was adopted by MITA in November 
2006, with the current fares agreed in January 2014.  T&C of 
contract (for Merseyside contracts) were initially adopted in 
November 2008, and revised in December 2010.  
 
Separate arrangements will apply in Halton BC. 

Various 
supporting 
transport 
policies  
 

Some areas of transport policy are covered by formally agreed, 
written policies, e.g. MITA’s Journey to School policy adopted in 
April 2013.  The remainder are either legacy or implied, insofar 
as custom and practice (for example fully funding the provision 
of paper timetables for all bus and rail services across 
Merseyside), both across Merseyside and Halton, has dictated 
that way the core functions of MITA, and the transport remit 
within Halton, are carried out.  

Customer 
Engagement  

The Merseyside Customer Forums were agreed in principle by 
MITA in September 2011.  These forums are held four times a 
year in each of the five boroughs of Merseyside, and provide a 
mechanism for Merseytravel, operators, service providers and 
the public to exchange views on transport related matters and 
debate common issues, subject to an agreed operating protocol. 
 
Halton, however, does have the Public Transport Advisory Panel 
that brings together elected Members, public transport operators 
and the public to discuss issues of concern/interest.   
 
Accordingly, a Merseytravel Customer Forum will not be 
established in Halton, not least in view of the fact that a wider 
review of the forum model is being undertaken. 

Park and Ride 
provision 

A Merseyside Park and Ride strategy was adopted by MITA in 
2011.  It sets out a number of steps to ensure that any proposal 
for a park and ride facility will deliver modal shift and encourage 
the use of public transport, whilst promoting walking and cycling 
as the mode of choice to local stations, wherever possible.   
 
There is no related policy in Halton BC, although its LTP does 
identify the need for it to work with its partners to develop a Park 
and Ride Strategy. 

Mersey 
Tunnels 

The CA will assume all functions of MITA in respect of the 
Mersey Tunnels, and bring toll income within its control.  Policy 
pertaining to the tolls set is governed by the Mersey Tunnels Act 
2004.  Rewards for frequent users are afforded through a “fast 
tag” which provides reduced tolls via pre-payment.  A 
concession which provides free crossings for disabled drivers 
has been in place for many years (one of the discretionary 
concessions referred to in the context of the ENCTS). 
 
All aspect associated with the Mersey Gateway and existing 
Silver Jubilee Bridge remain the responsibility of Halton BC. 
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Policy Area  Planned coverage under the CA and actions required 
 

Mersey 
Ferries - 
Vessels 
Strategy 

The current approach to the provision of a ferry crossing was 
considered by the Tunnels, Ferries and Visitor Economy 
Committee in October 2012.  Mersey Ferries operate an all year 
round commuter service and river explorer cruise, in addition to a 
programme of Manchester ship canal cruises, special cruises 
and private charters. 

Customer 
Information 

Through the provision of free timetable, route and map 
information, Merseytravel provides a comprehensive information 
service across the Merseyside bus and rail network.  The 
informal Merseyside transport information strategy affords a 
focussed approach to transport information across the network, 
such that is targeted, accurate, attractive and accessible to 
users. 
 
Halton provides timetables, bus service information and public 
transport travel advice through its Neighbourhood Travel Team. 

Statutory 
Quality 
Partnership 
Schemes 

Following discussions between Merseytravel officers and 3 of 
the largest Merseyside bus operators, a programme of SQPS 
routes (in preference to Statutory Quality Contracts) for 
Merseyside was agreed by MITA in August 2009.  
 
There are no SQPS schemes operating within Halton BC at 
present. 

Bus stop and 
bus station 
infrastructure 

A range of policies and operating agreements guide this work 
within Merseyside, including the application of bus departure 
charges for buses using Merseytravel’s bus stations (last 
updated on 17th January 2013), a Bus Station Agreement from 
2006 and a contract in respect of the maintenance of roadside 
bus stops and shelters. 
 
Separate arrangements exist within Halton BC, though the 
borough does not staff its bus stations, or levy departure 
charges. 

Planning and 
Development 
Control 

MITA approved a set of standards in June 2011 seeking to 
ensure that new developments incorporate adequate levels of 
public transport infrastructure and services from the outset and 
that the bus network, in particular, is developed around a clear 
understanding of need.   
 
Halton BC has its own set of planning and development control 
standards in respect of new development. 
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5. RATIFICATION OF TRANSPORT BUDGETS 
 
5.1 The principal budget that now falls within the CA’s responsibility is the transport 

levy; the former MITA set the levy for the 2014/15 financial year at £127.464m at its 
annual Budget Meeting on the 6 February 2014.  This levy and associated budget 
effectively now becomes the CA’s budget.  These are set out within Appendix One. 

 
5.2 In addition to the former MITA budget, the CA will become responsible for Halton’s 

existing transport budget of £2.84m.  This will be immediately transferred back to 
Halton to allow the delivery of transport services locally, in line with provisions within 
the CA’s enabling Order.  These services are summarised within the table in 
Appendix Three. 

 
5.3 As part of the MITA budget setting process it agreed to pay a grant to Merseytravel 

for both capital and revenue services.  The capital grant was set at £21.1m in order 
for Merseytravel to deliver a capital programme of £23.5m for public transport and 
£9.0m for the Mersey Tunnels.  The revenue grant to Merseytravel is £106.919m for 
the net costs of the services detailed in Table A in Appendix One. 

 
5.4 As the CA is now directly responsible for Mersey Tunnels, a separate revenue 

account is shown in Table C in Appendix One detailing income and expenditure 
budgets for 2014/15 and Table B in Appendix One provides a balance sheet for 
Mersey Tunnels as at 31 March 2013. 

 
5.5 For completeness, Table D in Appendix One shows the MITA Group balance sheet 

as at 31 March 2013.  Appendix Two details the assets which are included within its 
balance sheet as at 31 March 2013.  These assets are undergoing their 
quinquennial revaluation exercise, the results of which will be included in the 31 
March 2014 balance sheet. 

 
5.6 Finally, the Audit Commission is aware of the creation of the CA as a separate 

statutory body.  The Audit Commission has indicated that it will appoint an external 
auditor for the CA following its Annual Meeting in June 2014. 

 
 
6. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 

 
6.1 Financial 

There are no additional costs associated with the recommendations in this report, 
though the CA is now legally responsible for the budgets that have transferred to it 
from the former Merseyside Integrated Transport Authorities and for the transport 
budget set by Halton BC. 
 
The CA will be responsible for any subsequent policy reviews and for future levies 
and budgets in respect of transport. 

 
6.2 Human Resources 

There are no direct issues as a result of the recommendations set out within this 
report. 
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6.3 Physical Assets  

The recommendations within this report have no bearing upon any land/ 
buildings/other physical assets owned by the CA or its constituent Councils or have 
any direct impact upon the use of IT, or need for IT support. 
 
 

7. RISKS AND MITIGATION 
 
7.1 The risks associated with the recommendations in this report are low.  Merseytravel 

and Halton BC will continue to execute the delivery of these policies and budgets 
and manage associated risks as part of existing risk management regimes.   

 
 
8. EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS 
 
8.1 The policies referred to within this report have equality and diversity implications 

which have been considered as part of their production by Halton and by 
Merseytravel.  In particular, there are equality and diversity implications associated 
with the two concessionary travel schemes within Merseyside and Halton, and 
these will be considered as part of any review of the concessionary travel offer by 
the CA. 

 
 
9. COMMUNICATION ISSUES 
 
9.1 There are no direct issues, though this report seeks to clarify that in the immediate 

term, separate concessionary travel and public transport ticketing arrangements will 
remain in Merseyside and in Halton. 

 
9.2 The Local Transport Plans have been the subject of extensive public consultation in 

their formulation. 
 
 
10. CONCLUSION 
 
10.1 This report sets out the main issues associated with the abolition of MITA and the 

transfer of Halton’s local transport authority functions to the CA.  It sets out the key 
transport policy context and the high-level transport budgets for which the CA now 
has responsibility, to set context and give clarity over the coming financial year.  

 
10.2 Members are requested to receive and note these high level policy frameworks and 

budgets, and which will be delivered by Merseytravel and Halton, on behalf of the 
CA.   

 
 

DAVID BROWN 
Head of Paid Service Designate  

 
Contact Officers: 
Huw Jenkins, Policy Development Manager, Merseytravel (0151 330 1110) 
Dave Edge, Head of Accounting Services, Merseytravel (0151 330 1015) 
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John Fogarty, Director of Resources, Merseytravel (0151 330 1959) 
Mick Noone, Operational Director, Policy, Planning and Transportation, Halton BC (0151 
511 7604) 
 
Appendix/Appendices: 
Appendix One – Levy budgets set by the former MITA in respect of Merseyside 
Appendix Two – MITA assets as included within its balance sheet of 31 March 2013 
Appendix Three – Principal transport budget areas in respect of Halton Borough Council 
 
Background Documents: 
None 
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APPENDIX 1

Combined Authority Budget TABLE A

Initial Revenue Budget 2014/15

£ooo
Income raised:

Income from Levy -127364
Income from MPTE -385
Levy repayment by Tunnels -3663
Cashflow interest -1240
Income from Mersey Tunnels tolls etc -41717
Total income raised -174369

Expenditure defrayed:

Grant to MPTE * 106919

Tunnels cost of operations 31961

Democratic Rep & Core Mgmnt 1607

Funds Management:
     Debt charges 18759
     Compensation to Mersey Ferries 700
     Pension  costs 456

     Bank/Audit charges 57
     Grant to Districts re Hways works 6600

Total expenditure 167059

(Surplus)/Deficit before transfers -7310

     Transfers to reserves 7310

Net cost of services 0

*Analysis of Grant to MPTE:
     Bus services 18544

     Rail services 1484

     Travel Concessions 56906

     Customer Delvery - Hubs 8797

     Mersey Ferries 1929

     Democratic Rep & Core Mgmnt 1306

     LTP & Policy Development 3071

     People & Customer Development 2650

     Funds Management 12555

     Release of MPTE reserves -323

106919
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APPENDIX 1

Mersey Tunnels Balance Sheet as at 31 March 2013 TABLE B

As at As at

31/03/12 31/03/13

Tunnels Tunnels

£ooo £ooo

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Property, Plant & Equipment:

  2,623 Freehold Property   2,555 

 - Leasehold Property  - 

  1,142 Vehicles, Plant, Furniture & Equipment, Vessels   1,347 

  269,270 Infrastructure Assets   272,404 

  450 Heritage Assets   450 

  74 Surplus Assets   74 

  273,559 Total PPE   276,830 

 - Investments  - 

 - Long  Term Debtors  - 

  273,559 TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS   276,830 

CURRENT ASSETS

 - Assets Held for Sale  - 

  408 Inventories   615 

  175 Short Term Debtors   225 

  3 Rechargeable accounts   5 

  36,482 Cash and cash equivalents   36,027 

  37,068 TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS   36,872 

  310,627 TOTAL ASSETS   313,702 

CURRENT LIABILITIES

(1,811) Deferred Liabilities -repayable within 12 months (1,811) 

(2,829) Internal loan - repayable within 12 months (3,083) 

(936) 
Long Term Borrowing - repayable within 12 

months
(900) 

(5,552) Short Term Creditors (6,686) 

(25) Provisions (28) 

(11,153) TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES (12,508) 

  25,915 NET CURRENT ASSETS   24,364 

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

(83) Long Term Creditors (127) 

(280) Provisions (220) 

(23,544) Deferred Liabilities (21,733) 

(6,444) Internal loan (3,361) 

(22,494) Long Term Borrowing (21,665) 

 - Other Long Term Liabilities  - 

(52,845) TOTAL NON CURRENT LIABILITIES (47,106) 

  246,629 NET ASSETS   254,088 

FUNDS BALANCES & RESERVES

  7,256 
Useable Reserves - Repairs and Renewals 

Fund
  7,256 

  323 Unusable Reserves - Revaluation reserve   291 

  239,050 
Unusable Reserves - Capital Adjustment 

Account
  246,541 

  246,629 TOTAL RESERVES   254,088 

This balance sheet is a memorandum item only and consequently does not include 

transactions relating to IAS 19 (Pensions)
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APPENDIX 1

Mersey Tunnels Revenue Account TABLE C

Revised Initial 

Actual Budget Budget
2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

£ooo £ooo £ooo
Operating Expenditure

4300 Employees 4471 4352
1410 Premises 1555 1647
1207 Supplies & Services 1545 1444
147 Transport 151 150

7187 Central Support Services 6808 7415

14251 Total Operating Expenditure 14530 15008

Asset Financing

5941 Capital Charges 5528 5290
7500 Revenue Contributions to Capital Outlay 9375 9000
3663 Levy Repayment 3663 3663

- Transfers to/(from) Repairs & Renewals Fund -1500 -1000

17104 Total Asset Financing 17066 16953

31355 Total Expenditure 31596 31961

Income

37360 Toll Income 38995 41390
349 Fees and Other Charges 327 327

- Release of provision -
37709 Total Income 39322 41717

-6354 (Surplus)/Deficit before charging -7726 -9756

6354 Tunnels Act 2004 7726 9756

0 Total Deficit 0 0
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MITA/Group Balance sheet as at 31/3/13 TABLE D

As at As at

31/03/13 31/03/13

MITA MITA Group

£ooo £ooo

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Property, Plant & Equipment:

  4,843 Freehold Property   4,843 

 - Assets under construction   892 

  5,536 Leasehold Property   6,181 

  1,347 Vehicles, Plant, Furniture & Equipment, Vessels   28,627 

  272,404 Infrastructure Assets   350,321 

  450 Heritage Assets   835 

  74 Surplus Assets   592 

  284,654 Total PPE   392,291 

 - Intangible assets   1,695 

  3,786 Long  Term Debtors   818 

  288,440 TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS   394,804 

CURRENT ASSETS

 - Assets Held for Sale  - 

  615 Inventories   1,071 

  90,225 Short term deposits   90,225 

  9,489 Short Term Debtors   24,693 

  5 Rechargeable accounts   5 

  31,130 Cash and cash equivalents   58,241 

  131,464 TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS   174,235 

  419,904 TOTAL ASSETS   569,039 

CURRENT LIABILITIES

(11,379) Long Term Borrowing - repayable within 12 months (11,379) 

(3,602) Deferred income (10,155) 

(63,801) Short Term Creditors (51,929) 

(228) Provisions (467) 

(79,010) TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES (73,930) 

  52,454 NET CURRENT ASSETS   100,305 

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

 - Long Term Creditors (175) 

(606) Provisions (3,314) 

(15,324) Pensions Liability (83,968) 

(9,101) Leashold incentive (9,101) 

(235,398) Long Term Borrowing (235,398) 

 - Other Long Term Liabilities  - 

(260,429) TOTAL NON CURRENT LIABILITIES (331,956) 

  80,465 NET ASSETS   163,153 

FUNDS BALANCES & RESERVES

  63,461 Useable Reserves   108,654 

  17,004 Unusable Reserves   54,501 

Minority interst (2) 

  80,465 TOTAL RESERVES   163,153 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

Page 1 of 3  
 

AUTHORITY ASSETS ON FIXED ASSET 
 REGISTER AT 31 MARCH 2013 

 
 

Asset 
No. 

 

Description 
 

Asset Type 
 

Value at 
1.4.2013 

(£) 

Basis of 
Valuation 

D3 Tunnels DSO Workshops Oakdale Road, Wallasey Entrance Property 2,287,589 EUV 

D4 Kingsway Tunnel Mersey Tunnels 152,250,482 DRC 

D5 Queensway Tunnel Mersey Tunnels 120,153,880 DRC 

D6 King George - Bronze Statue, Old Haymarket Entrance Heritage 150,000 DRC 

D7 Queen Mary - Bronze Statue, Old Haymarket Entrance Heritage 150,000 DRC 

D8 Day and "Night" - Black Balsite Sculptures, Georges Dock Heritage 50,000 DRC 

D9 Obelisk at Kings Square Entrance to Queensway Heritage 100,000 DRC 

D29 Cross Street Car Park, Birkenhead Property 40,000 MV 

D30 Georges Dock Building - Tunnels Offices, Liverpool Property 1,909,665 EUV 

D31 Hinson Street Tunnels Garage, Wirral Property            645,733 EUV 

D32 Ford Street - Car Park over Kingsway Tunnel, Liverpool Property 23,750 MV 

D34 Queensway Tunnel - Easement for Gas Main Property 10,000 MV 

D35 Tunnels IT System I.T. 81,059 DRC 

D36 Kingsway Tunnel Toll Collection System - Wallasey Plant and Equipment 229,789 DRC 

D37 Queensway Tunnel Toll Collection System - Birkenhead Plant and Equipment 250,446 DRC 

D45 Laurel LAC II Coin Wrapper - Kings Square Entrance Plant and Equipment 21,584 DRC 

D46 Laurel LAC II Coin Wrapper - Wallasey Office Plant and Equipment 21,584 DRC 

D49 Iveco Ford Tector Recovery Vehicle - Reg. No. DUO2 LWS Vehicles 11,694 DRC 
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D70 Iveco Truck MX06 ODL Vehicles 25,133 DRC 

D79 SC400 Coin Counter - Kingsway Plant and Equipment 17,558 - 

D80 SC400 Coin Counter - Queensway Plant and Equipment 17,558 - 

D81 Coin Conveyor Plant and Equipment 43,475 - 

D82 Ford Transit Crew Bus DA09 ULX Vehicles 13,377 - 

D87 Gritter and Gulley Sucker YJ58 UHR Plant and Equipment  65,418 - 

D92 Lac 16 Coin Wrapper - 20199 Plant and Equipment 12,071 - 

D93 Lac 16 Coin Wrapper - 20278 Plant and Equipment 12,071 - 

D94 Ford S Max DE10 ETV Vehicles 9,878 - 

D95 Ford S Max DE 10 EOP Vehicles 9,878 - 

D96 Land Rover Discovery DE10 AGU Vehicles 19,579 - 

D97 Land Rover Discovery DE10 AGV Vehicles 24,582 - 

D102 Ford Transit DY12 HCV Vehicles 18,627 - 

D103 Ford Transit DY12 HCP Vehicles 18,721 - 

D108 Ford S Max  DK62 VOP Vehicles 24,597 - 

D109 Ford S Max  DK62 VRT Vehicles 24,597 - 

D110 Mercedes Unimog Wall Washer  PO12 MHA Vehicles 214,986 - 

D111 Johnston Road Sweeper VT650  RX62 BUP Vehicles 108,735 - 

D10 Iveco Ford Recovery K83LSR Vehicles 4,109 BTT 

D63 Ford Transit DE54 GMO Vehicles 4,136 BTT 

D62 Ford Transit DA04 USN Vehicles 4,136 BTT 

D68 Ford Galaxy Police  vehicle WDE D68 Vehicles 3,255 BTT 

D69 Ford Galaxy Police  vehicle WDE D69 Vehicles 3,255 BTT 

BTT Ford Transit Crewbus DA09 GHZ Vehicles 5,224 BTT 
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BTT Ford Transit Crewbus DA09 GHB Vehicles 5,224 BTT 

BTT Ford Transit Crewbus DA09 GGV Vehicles 5,224 BTT 

BTT Ford Transit Crewbus DA09 GBU Vehicles 5,224 BTT 

D88 Ford Transit YX03 DPV Vehicles 2,645 BTT 

BTT Ford Ranger DG08 OGO Vehicles 4,690 BTT 

NAA Toll collection equipment Plant & Equipment 2,995 BTT 

     

 
 

Total 
 

279,118,213 
  P
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APPENDIX 3

Transport budgets in respect of Halton Borough Council

Concessionary Travel £2,247,010

Bus support £522,970

Bus Shelters £20,630

Transport Co-ordination £49,201

TOTAL £2,839,811
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LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY 
 
To:    The Chairman and Members of the Combined Authority 
  
Meeting:    1 April 2014  
 
Authorities Affected:  All  
 
EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: No 
 
 

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, LIVERPOOL CITY REGION LOCAL 
ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP 

 
LIVERPOOL CITY REGION GROWTH PLAN 

 
 
1. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 
 
1.1 This report outlines the process to date for development of a Liverpool City Region 

Growth Plan, a Strategic Economic Plan submission to maximise resources for the 
City Region and the next steps in relation to negotiating a Growth Deal with 
Government. 
 
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 The Combined Authority is recommended to: 
 

(a) Note the submission of Growth Plan documentation to Government; 
(b) Endorse a continuation of the joint working approach between the LEP and 

other key partners as the City Region enters detailed Growth Deal discussions; 
(c) Recognise the important role of the Combined Authority in providing 

accountability for any secured Local Growth Funding; and 
(d) Endorse the intention for a joint Local Enterprise Partnership/Combined 

Authority event to communicate the Growth Plan/Growth Deal when completed 
with Government. 

 
 
3. BACKGROUND 

 
3.1 In June 2013 Government asked Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) to produce 

long-term Growth Plans and Strategic Economic Plans (SEPs) for their areas and 
announced a £2bn ‘single pot’ (Local Growth Fund) that would be allocated to local 
areas based on their Growth Plan submissions. 

 
3.2 The ‘Growth Plan’ process has a number of elements: 
 

 A requirement to produce and submit a long term strategy; 

 A requirement to submit a Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) with a particular focus 
on schemes that can be funded from the Local Growth Fund as well as the 
outcomes and structures necessary to justify Government investment; 
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 The Local Growth Fund itself - £2bn of resource drawn mainly from existing 
transport funds (£1.1bn), skills funds (£500m), and then a series of other 
sources (e.g. £100m of Regional Growth Funds); and 

 A requirement to undertake a ‘Growth Deal’ negotiation with Government over 
freedoms/flexibilities or powers which the local area might wish to see devolved 
from Government. 

 
3.3 There has been a common interpretation that the £2bn of resource can be invested 

in an entirely discretionary way although it is inevitably constrained by existing 
accountancy practices within Government.  Therefore, our approach to accessing 
the Local Growth Fund has been to seek to identify economic opportunities for the 
City Region which can be enabled by the funding available.  This is not to say that 
other areas of activity within the City Region may not be important but given the 
resources available currently we should target our ‘ask’.  There is an ambition within 
Government to increase the future flexibility of what the Local Growth Fund can be 
invested in and with time, the City Region would need to extend the approach. 

 
3.4 In December 2013 the LEP submitted a draft set of documentation to Government 

on our Growth Plan and Strategic Economic Plan approach which can be found on 
the LEP website.  This was developed with key partner inputs and built on the 
consultation undertaken in developing the Liverpool City Region 2014 – 2020 
European Strategy submission.  The City Region has received feedback on our 
submission over recent weeks and has reflected on this feedback in a further 
submission to Government on 31 March 2014.  This is not the final ‘Growth Deal’ 
with Government but the documentation submitted will form the basis for ongoing 
discussions with Government on the Growth Deal approach and will also be 
published for further consultation within the City Region.  

 
 
4. CONTENT OF THE GROWTH PLAN 
 
4.1 The Growth Plan approach has focussed on a series of high-level indicators which 

the City Region will need to improve if our economic performance is to improve and 
if our population is to fully benefit from emergent opportunities.  Those indicators 
are: 

 

 Respond to the deficit of 18,500 businesses required to match the  UK average 
business density; 

 Assist an additional 35,000 individuals to be economically active to match the 
national average and an additional 46,200 individuals into employment; 

 Respond the shortfall of 90,000 jobs in our economy; and 

 Increase household income per head – the current deficit is £1,700 per person.  
 
4.2 To impact on these indicators a collective City Region approach is required which 

integrates skills delivery, housing, transport as well as economic growth and job 
creation activity.  The Growth Plan process has been designed so that we can build 
on existing structures and plans as appropriate (e.g. existing employment and skills 
delivery structures) but also adapt to the delivery structures of the Combined 
Authority.  Government has required LEPs to lead on the development of Growth 
Plans working with partners but the Combined Authority will perform a critical 
function for delivering the Plan in the future.  Government has been clear that a 
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Combined Authority is an important mechanism for the devolution of resources and 
powers to the City Region scale.  

 
4.3 Recognising the availability of the £2bn Local Growth Fund resources, the well 

recognised market opportunities of the City Region in areas such as SUPERPORT, 
the Visitor Economy and the Low Carbon Economy, and also based on an 
assessment of the City Region’s current economic performance, a series of key 
strategic projects have been identified with the long-term potential for growth.  
These are: 

 

 The Liverpool City Region Freight and Logistics Hub that builds on our 
natural assets and the changing nature of the international and national logistics 
industry to identify a set of key projects (both in transport and key sites) that 
directly create new jobs throughout the City Region;  

 Liverpool City Centre as a global brand, visitor and business destination, a 
centre for commercial and business growth and a location for a growing cluster 
of knowledge assets;  

 LCR2Energy which will facilitate the transition of the City Region’s energy 
supply need to a more low carbon supply by capitalising on off-shore wind 
energy and marine energy generation with associated supply-chain business 
growth benefit;  

 Access to the Port of Liverpool as a medium-term project which is absolutely 
necessary if the economic opportunity for the City Region is to be obtained. It is 
necessary to at first, identify the most appropriate solution to increase capacity 
to and from the Port, but we do wish to see the project included within national 
infrastructure planning; and 

 A City Region Capital Investment Fund to include local funds from Growing 
Places Fund and our European Programme, alongside Government monies, to 
co-invest in key capital schemes that will deliver new jobs. These include 
aspects of the above strategic projects and also our three Enterprise Zones 
(Daresbury Science and Innovation Campus, Mersey Waters and the Liverpool 
City Zone) as well as to attract inward investment in response to identified end-
user demand. 

 
4.4 In addition to these strategic projects, the City Region will continue to develop key 

underpinning structures for ‘enabling’ aspects of the economy including: 
 

 Employability and Skills; 

 Enabling Business Growth; 

 Being a place in which growth can occur; and 

 Creating an ‘innovation eco-system’ so that our economy is more innovative. 
 
 
5. LOCAL GROWTH FUND ‘ASK’ 
 
5.1 On 27 February 2014, a delegation from the City Region presented to Rt Hon Greg 

Clark MP (Minister for Cities), Lord Heseltine, and a number of Government officials 
on our Growth Plan ambitions but also the schemes which the City Region is 
seeking funding for to enable those ambitions to be met.  The presentation was led 
by Robert Hough as Chair of the LEP, and also attending was Liverpool Mayor Joe 
Anderson and Councillor Phil Davies, Leader of Wirral Council, alongside Kath 
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Boullen (Chief Executive of St. Helens Chamber of Commerce and LEP Board 
member) and Bernard Molloy, Chair of the City Region SUPERPORT Committee. 

 
5.2 The presentation focussed on the five strategic projects for growth in the City 

Region but specifically identified a series of investable transport schemes that will 
enable growth and support new employment.  The City Region is seeking an 
investment of £111m from Government between 2015/16 and 2017/18 in major 
transport schemes throughout the City Region that will support growth as well as a 
£15m investment in 2015/16 to ‘kick-start’ investment via a Liverpool City Region 
Capital Fund.  These asks are in addition to Local Sustainable Transport Fund 
(LSTF), and skills capital fund asks that will form part of the City Region Growth 
Plan submission.  

 
 
6. NEXT STEPS 
 
6.1 Following the submission on 31 March 2014 Government has committed to provide 

feedback within two to three weeks which will then be followed by a detailed set of 
discussions with Cabinet Office and Departments on the offers/asks that will form 
part of our Growth Deal.  We expect the funding ask elements to be scrutinised by 
the specialist teams within the Departments from which the funding originally 
derived while other elements of the ‘Deal’ will be negotiated separately.  The 
Growth Deal itself will then be concluded in mid-summer 2014. 

 
6.2 Throughout the development of the Growth Plan, the work has reflected the need 

for a collective City Region approach to securing greater freedoms/flexibilities and 
resources from Government and that this would need integration with the process of 
forming a Combined Authority while also building on the City Region Deal 
arrangements put in-place since 2012.  Bringing this work together coherently will 
provide greater efficiency and effectiveness in delivery moving forward.  
Government has made it clear to the City Region that the securing of additional 
powers and resources from Government is dependent on robust Governance 
arrangements with the move to becoming a Combined Authority strongly welcomed.   

 
6.3 As we move into a negotiation and downstream delivery stage of the Growth Plan 

the City Region will identify a small team that will lead on discussions with 
Government.  This will include the LEP, representatives of the Combined Authority 
(drawn from Local Authorities) and Merseytravel to work directly with Cabinet Office, 
BIS Local, and other Departments as necessary.  Although the Growth Plan and 
Local Growth Fund ask development process has been led by the LEP it has very 
much involved working with partners as appropriate and this approach will continue. 

 
 
7. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
 
7.1 Development of the Liverpool City Region Growth Plan and asks of the Local 

Growth Fund has been resourced through the close working of partner bodies in the 
City Region.  The LEP has also invested some funding in particular pieces of 
evidence work as required. 

 
7.2 The ongoing negotiation will continue to be resourced via joint working between the 

LEP and partners. 
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8. RISKS AND MITIGATION 
  
8.1 Government has been clear to the LEP and wider Partnership that it requires strong 

accountability arrangements and strong prioritisation arrangements to be in place at 
a City Region level if resources are to be devolved to the City Region.  Without 
such, there is a risk that the resources will not be devolved.  The establishment of 
the Combined Authority mitigates this risk. 

 
 
9. EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS 
 
9.1 There are no specific equality and diversity implications to consider. 
 
 
10. COMMUNICATION ISSUES 
 
10.1 The development of the Growth Plan has been led by the LEP as required by 

Government, working with key partners including the six Local Authorities and 
Merseytravel.  The documentation submitted to date has been published on the 
LEP web-site and will be made available to all partners for comment. 

 
10.2 Once finalised, the Growth Deal will require publication and the LEP would intend to 

hold an event for all stakeholders to communicate the work undertaken and 
implications.  Given the complementary role of the Combined Authority is providing 
future accountability arrangements for any devolved funds it is proposed that this be 
a joint event with the full engagement of the Combined Authority.  

 
 
11. CONCLUSION 
 
11.1 Local Growth Plans, Strategic Economic Plans and Growth Deals build on the City 

Deal processes begun in 2012.  There is an ambition in Government to devolve 
further powers and resources to local areas going forward but only when those 
areas are able to make a strong case for devolution and have appropriate 
accountability structures in place. 

 
11.2 Feedback on the presentation provided to Greg Clark MP and Lord Heseltine at the 

Challenge Session in February 2014 was positive and put the LEP and City Region 
in a good position to access Local Growth Fund resources and begin a Growth Deal 
dialogue with Government Departments.  The establishment of the Combined 
Authority with an ability to receive devolved funds and flexibilities will support the 
implementation of the Growth Deal going forward. 

 
 

MIKE PALIN 
Executive Director, Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership 

 
Contact Officer: 
Mike Palin, Liverpool City Region LEP (0151 237 3899) 
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LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY 
 
To:    The Chairman and Members of the Combined Authority 
  
Meeting:    1 April 2014  
 
Authorities Affected:  All  
 
EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: No 
 
 

REPORT OF THE HEAD OF PAID SERVICE DESIGNATE 
 

HIGH SPEED RAIL  
 
 
1. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 
 
1.1 This report seeks to set out the programme of work currently underway to produce a 

strengthened evidence base for high speed rail service demand across the 
Liverpool City Region.  The output from these work streams will be submitted to 
Government to justify a re-evaluation of the business case for a dedicated high 
speed rail line serving the Liverpool City Region.  
 
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 The Combined Authority is recommended to: 
 

(a) Endorse the approach being taken by Merseytravel, the Local Enterprise 
Partnership and other partners on behalf of the Liverpool City Region in 
support of the High Speed 2 project;  

(b) Consider and approve the associated development programme; 
(c) Request that officers continue to work with the Department for Transport, 

Network Rail and HS2 Ltd to further strengthen the proposals, and identify 
interventions to derive maximum economic value from the running of high 
speed services to the Liverpool City Region;  

(d) Receive a further update report once the work referred to in Section 6 of this 
report is completed;  

(e) Endorse the proposals to collaborate with stakeholders and other key 
partners in support of High Speed 2, as set out in Section 7 of this report; 
and 

(f) Agree that the City Region prepare a response to support the case for the 
High Speed 2 College to be located within the Liverpool City Region, and 
that this issue be overseen by the Head of Paid Service Designate, in 
conjunction with the Chair of the Merseytravel Committee. 
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3. BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 Members will be aware of the Liverpool City Region‟s (LCR) support for the High 

Speed 2 (HS2) proposals and positive response to the Government‟s recent 
consultation.  The position to date can be summarised as follows: 

 
 The LCR‟s clear aspiration for a direct link from Liverpool Lime Street to the high 

speed network and the need to build the economic evidence to support this; 
 That a direct link to Lime street would support the City Centre regeneration as 

well as connectivity for both business and tourism; 
 The need to ensure that HS2, and any associated released capacity on the 

existing rail network, facilitates the growth of rail freight in order to support the 
City Region‟s SuperPort and Liverpool 2 proposals; 

 The need to ensure that HS2 is fully integrated with the local transport network, 
to maximise connectivity; and 

 The need to collaborate with local and regional partners, in order to articulate a 
consistent position to government and HS2 Ltd.  
 

3.2 A development programme, outlined in this report, seeks to take forward the above 
issues in order to maximise the Liverpool City Region‟s position on HS2.  Members 
of the Combined Authority are requested to consider and approve this programme. 

 
 
4. HS2 GROWTH TASK FORCE DEAL AND THE HIGGINS REVIEW 
 
4.1 A HS2 Growth Taskforce was establishment in the summer of 2013 by the 

Government to examine how to maximise economic growth and job opportunities 
from the proposed high speed rail network.  The taskforce is chaired by Lord Paul 
Deighton and the deputy chair is Sir Howard Bernstein from Manchester City 
Council. 

 
4.2 In January, 2014 the Liverpool City Region hosted a meeting of the HS2 Growth 

Task Force who received a presentation from the Local Enterprise Partnership 
(LEP) and partners.  It was attended by key Liverpool City Region stakeholders 
including the Mayor and Chief Executive of Liverpool City Council, LEP Chair, 
Merseytravel Chair and Chief Executive and highlighted the importance to the City 
Region of freight connectivity and its prominence in the draft Strategic Economic 
Plan.  

 
4.3 As a result of that meeting, the City Region was invited to submit a proposal for a 

„Deal‟ with the Task Force, making a number of „asks‟ of them, in return for a 
number of „offers‟ from the City Region.  The HS2 Deal was based on the 
importance of freight, as a key growth sector for the City Region.  It also recognised 
HS2 as an engine of job creation, with HS2 Ltd announcing a number of training 
courses and apprenticeships around the country.  The Deal stated the City Region 
position that some of those training opportunities should be based within the City 
Region.  The Deal also made it clear that the City Region understood that any 
demand for a dedicated high speed line must be supported by robust economic 
evidence, and committed the City Region to working closely with HS2 Ltd, Network 
Rail and DfT as this evidence was produced and collated. 
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4.4 In return for support on these issues, the proposal highlighted the City Region‟s new 
governance and political decision making structures, and its ability to align funding 
streams with HS2; an unparalleled local transport network with strong connections 
across the North West and into parts of Wales; and an untapped pool of labour 
ready and able to make the most of the opportunities afforded by this scheme.  

 
4.5 The Task Force report is unpublished at the time this report was written, though it is 

expected before the date of this meeting.  A verbal update will thus be provided at 
the meeting on 1 April 2014.  

 
4.6 On 17 March 2014, David Higgins, the new Chairman of HS2 Ltd, published his 

report into scheme programme, costs and benefits.  Higgins‟ key recommendations 
include: 

 
 The need for several timescales to be brought forward, and for some of the early 

works to begin in the North as well as the South; 
 Bringing forward the construction of the line from Birmingham to Crewe, and the 

development of a hub station at Crewe, which would mean the Liverpool City 
Region would benefit from faster services from 2027; and  

 That work to improve connectivity across the North of England is brought 
forward to coincide with Network Rail‟s capital programme for 2019-2024.  
 

4.7 The Government has responded positively to these recommendations, and asked 
that Network Rail and HS2 Ltd examine how they can best be implemented.  Both 
of these proposals should be welcomed by the City Region, though no work can 
commence in the North without the second Hybrid Bill being drafted and considered 
by Parliament considerably earlier than was originally planned. 

 
 
5. THE LIVERPOOL CITY REGION’S HS2 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 
 
5.1 Merseytravel, the LEP and Local Authority partners have been working 

collaboratively for over a year on a common and jointly funded work programme 
assessing the impact and opportunities of HS2 for the City Region.  Merseytravel on 
behalf of this partnership has commissioned, or is party to a number of studies 
which are intended to provide an enhanced evidence case for HS2.  In order to 
develop a strengthened economic case for high speed rail, Merseytravel, on behalf 
of the City Region, have commissioned a study examining the Economic Benefits 
of HS2 for the Liverpool City Region (including the economic benefits for the 
wider UK of a service to Liverpool).  The study will cover the expected economic 
impacts from the current proposals as well as the impact from a direct high speed 
line to Liverpool.  

 
5.2 The Liverpool City Region partners are developing a Liverpool City Region Long 

Term Rail Strategy based on updated growth projections to create a package of 
enhancements to the existing local/regional networks that will connect the Liverpool 
City Region to HS2.  This work will also look to ensure the existing West Coast Main 
Line and key points on it (e.g. Wigan, Runcorn), have a forward looking plan of 
investment and services.  Again, this will be based on the work previously 
presented to the HS2 Board and Growth Task Force. 
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5.3 The Lime Street Station Study will identify the improvements necessary to support 
the introduction of electric services to Manchester, Preston and Leeds.  It will also 
examine the potential to increase platform capacity in order to allow full-length 
(400m) high speed trains to call at Lime Street.  The output from this study should 
be a long-term plan for developing the station and surrounding area, aligning with 
the aspirations of Liverpool City Council set out in its Strategic Investment 
Framework, and maximising the sites potential as a multi-modal interchange with 
long distance and commuter rail operations and bus services.  This work will be led 
by Network Rail and is due to commence soon. It is expected to be completed in 
Autumn 2014. 

 
5.4 There are also two freight studies of note; the first; the Northern Ports Study being 

led by Network Rail is due for completion in December, 2014 and the Liverpool 
City Region Freight Study, which is a multi-modal study of freight provision and is 
being led by Sefton Council on behalf of the Liverpool City Region.  This Study has 
recently concluded its first phase and a Phase 2 study will commence shortly, 
subject to approvals.  Both of these studies will examine the impact for freight paths 
of the proposed high speed rail service not only in the Liverpool City Region but 
further afield across the North West and North of England.  This will need to build 
on existing joint work with other city regions. 

 
 
6. HS2 INTEGRATION GROUP 
 
6.1  In advance of the consultation response submission, members of the HS2 Ltd 

Board met with senior City Region Leaders including the Chair of the LEP and 
Mayor of Liverpool in September 2013 and discussed the importance of HS2 to the 
City Region, particularly in the context of freight.  On that same visit, City Region 
officials made the point that the LCR Growth Plan has the potential to remove 150 
million HGV miles each year from the national road network and onto the railways, 
contingent on suitable rail freight paths being developed within the City Region and 
surrounding areas.  Officials also highlighted concerns, acknowledged by HS2 Ltd 
staff, that the current proposals release very little capacity north of Crewe which 
could be used for additional passenger or freight services.  As a direct result of this 
meeting it was agreed to establish a high level HS2 Integration Group, which will be 
chaired by Merseytravel‟s Director of Integrated Transport Services, and include 
senior level representatives of the Local Enterprise Partnership, Network Rail, DfT 
and HS2 Ltd.  

 
6.2 The Group will ensure that the work carried out to estimate the economic benefits of 

HS2 to the City Region, as well as the potential freight benefits is received and well 
understood by central government and HS2 Ltd.  It will take the outputs of the 
various workstreams summarised in this paper to produce a report that identifies 
and clearly sets out the principal benefits and issues raised by the introduction of 
HS2 services for the existing transport network within the City Region.  It will also 
identify a broad range of options and potential solutions, enhancements or 
mitigations which would ensure maximum benefits are gained from the introduction 
of HS2 services to Liverpool. 

 
6.3  The intention is for this work to be complete by June 2014.  This will be in time for 

the submission to the Secretary of State of the draft HS2 Ltd Phase 2 Consultation 
Report.  It would then be our clear objective to secure from the Secretary of State a 
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request that HS2 Ltd officials look again at the proposed service to the City Region, 
and to make a revised proposal which represents a clear improvement on the 
existing offer. 

 
 
7. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND COLLABORATION 
 
 Political and Business Engagement 
 
7.1 In May 2013 Merseytravel hosted a HS2 stakeholder event.  Organised in 

conjunction with the LEP, the meeting brought together local business 
representatives, politicians including Louise Ellman MP, campaign groups and other 
interested parties to discuss the proposals, their impact, and the best approach to 
securing an enhanced offer for the City Region.  This was followed up in October 
2013 when the HS2 Ltd board met with City Region and political representatives 
and in January 2014 with the visit of the Growth Task Force. 

 
7.2  At all points the City Region has pursued an agreed single line on HS2, culminating 

in the joint LEP, City Region and Merseytravel response to the HS2 Phase 2 
consultation. 

 
7.3 In addition, officers from Merseytravel have twice met with representatives of “20 

Miles More”, a campaign group which is making the case for a dedicated high 
speed line to Liverpool. Officers have sought to align the campaign with the City 
Region‟s approach to HS2; namely developing the evidence case needed to make 
the case for a strengthened proposal to for HS2 to serve the LCR.   

 
7.4 Moving forward, it is proposed that a series of proactive stakeholder briefing and 

communication events is developed, to build a consistent and collaborative City 
Region position on HS2 issues. 

 
 Proposals to create a Transpennine HS2 Communications Group 
 
7.5 Since July 2013, the Greater Manchester HS2 Communications Steering Group has 

worked with Lexington Communications to produce a local narrative around HS2 
facts.  The group has communicated the benefits of HS2 to politicians, businesses 
and residents and made them aware of the impacts to Greater Manchester and the 
wider region. 

 
7.6 The group wishes to expand the invitation to the Authorities across the Pennines; to 

the Liverpool City Region, South and West Yorkshire and other key areas in the 
north, e.g. Newcastle, York and Nottingham.  The initial plan is for a six month focus 
on communications leading up to the second reading of the Hybrid Bill for Phase 1. 

 
7.7 The key objective of the communications activities is to prepare and inform Local 

Businesses and politicians about the benefits and maintaining political support for 
HS2.  The group will also have a focus on young people and the benefit to them of 
HS2 and seek youth support. 

 
7.8 The proposed Governance structure includes both public and private sector 

stakeholders, and is made up of local authorities and transport bodies as well as 
LEP Chairs and other business representatives across the region. 
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7.9 It is recommended that the Combined Authority responds positively to the invitation, 

and requests the Merseytravel Committee and LEP to represent the City Region on 
this body. 

 
 
8. CONSULTATION ON THE LOCATION OF THE HS2 COLLEGE 
 
8.1  In March 2014, Government issued a consultation to identify potential sites for the 

HS2 College.  The college, which will train the next generation of engineers to work 
on high speed rail, will become operational from 2017. 

 
8.2 Training, and the employment opportunities arising from the HS2 proposals was a 

key element of our HS2 Deal proposal with the Growth Task Force.  Our Combined 
Authority model allows the Liverpool City Region to align its training and skills 
packages with other, national programmes such as that being developed by HS2 
Ltd.  In addition, the City Region has a large pool of labour which is in a strong 
position to make the most of the opportunities on offer. 

 
8.3 The City Region intends to respond positively to the consultation, and the LEP is 

working with Merseytravel and constituent Councils to identify potential locations for 
the college and to develop a strong proposal to Government.  The Combined 
Authority is recommended to agree to the principle of the college being located 
within the City Region and for a detailed response to be developed by the Head of 
Paid Service, in conjunction with the Chair of the Merseytravel Committee, ahead of 
the 30 April 2014 deadline. 

 
 
9. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 

 
9.1 Financial 

The Economic Benefits Study is being funded by the LEP at a cost of £0.050m. 
 
The Long Term Rail Strategy is funded by Merseytravel at a cost of around 
£0.060m. 
 
The Liverpool City Region Freight Study is being funded jointly by the City Region 
authorities from existing joint budgets at a total cost of £0.013m. 

 
The Northern Ports Study is funded by Network Rail and the LCR is not making a 
financial contribution. 
 
The Lime Street Station Study has not yet been commissioned.  This will be a 
Network Rail commission, though Merseytravel may consider making a contribution 
in order to address the issues of multi-modal interchange. 
 
There is also the potential for costs associated with the HS2 communications group. 
This will be met from existing Merseytravel budgets. 

 
9.2 Human Resources 

There are no human resources implications arising from the recommendations in 
this report. 
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9.3 Physical Assets  

There are no immediate physical assets implications.  However, longer term this will 
depend on the location of any site chosen as a candidate for the HS2 College. 
 

 
10. RISKS AND MITIGATION 
 
10.1 There is a risk that the City Region will not be able to maximise the benefits of high 

speed rail.  This will be mitigated by the collective programme of work set out in this 
report. 

 
10.2 There is a risk that the City Region does not have a consistent message on HS2.  

This will be mitigated through continued engagement with stakeholders locally and 
nationally. 

 
 
11. EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS 

 
There are no equality and diversity implications associated with the 
recommendations in this report. 

 
 
12. COMMUNICATION ISSUES 

 
The decision to join the pan-Northern group making the case for high speed rail will 
lead to increased communications activity on behalf of the City Region.  

 
 
13. CONCLUSION 
 
13.1 This report summarises the position agreed to date on HS2, recognising its 

importance to the City Region and its potential to provide a significant improvement 
in the connectivity of the Liverpool City Region as well as having significant 
potential impacts on the freight industry.  

 
13.2 The report also sets out a development programme for consideration and approval 

by the Combined Authority and which includes the following next steps: 
 

 The development of key studies to build the evidence in support of direct HS2 
links to the LCR;  

 The development of a Long Term Rail Strategy, a Lime Street Station Study, a 
Northern Ports Study and an LCR Freight Study; 

 Engagement with HS2 Ltd and with DfT through the local HS2 Integration 
Group; 

 The intention to respond positively to the proposal to locate a High Speed 2 
college within the LCR; and 

 A programme of collaboration with key stakeholders locally, across the region 
and across the North of England, in order to build and present a clear and 
consistent position on HS2. 
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13.3 This development programme is commended to members of the Combined 
Authority.  Further information will then be presented to members of the Combined 
Authority once the work packages set out in this report are complete.  

 
 

DAVID BROWN 
Head of Paid Service Designate 

 
 
Contact Officer: 
Darren Kirkman, Policy Development Advisor, Merseytravel (0151 330 1107) 
 
 
Background Papers: 
Liverpool City Region Deal with the HS2 Growth Task Force 
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LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY 

 
 
To:    The Chairman and Members of the Combined Authority 
  
Meeting:    1 April 2014  
 
Authorities Affected:  All  
 
EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: No 
 
 

REPORT OF THE HEAD OF THE SECRETARIAT DESIGNATE 
 

LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY FORWARD PLAN 
 
 
1. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 
 
1.1 This report tables a meeting schedule and forward plan for the Liverpool City 

Region Combined Authority to consider and adopt. 
 
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 The Combined Authority is recommended to: 
 

(a) Agree the schedule of meetings for the Combined Authority as set out in 
Appendix One; and 

(b) Consider and adopt the Forward Plan for the Liverpool City Region Combined 
Authority as attached as Appendix One. 

 
 
3. BACKGROUND 

 
3.1 The Liverpool City Region Combined Authority has a specific role to provide 

strategic, open and transparent leadership around economic development, 
transport, housing and employment and skills. 

 
3.2 A draft Forward Plan has been developed to focus the work of the Combined 

Authority over the next 12 months.  This rolling plan will be updated on a regular 
basis as new items for discussion come forward.  The Plan is attached as Appendix 
One and the Combined Authority is recommended to consider and adopt this 
Forward Plan as well as agreeing the schedule of meetings through to March 2015. 

 
 
4. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
 
4.1 Finance 
 There are no financial implications as a result of the recommendations set out in 

this report. 
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4.2 Human Resources 
There are no human resources implications as a result of the recommendations set 
out within this report. 

 
4.3 Physical Assets  

There are no physical assets implications as a result of the recommendations set 
out within this report. 
 
 

5. RISKS AND MITIGATION 
  
5.1 There is a risk that the Combined Authority will not be focused in its work.  This will 

be mitigated by the adoption of a Forward Plan to guide its activities over the next 
12 months. 

 
 
6. EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS 
 
6.1 The development of the Forward Plan has taken into account issues relating to 

equality and diversity and there are no specific implications linked to the 
recommendations in this report. 

 
 
7. COMMUNICATION ISSUES 
 
7.1 The implications for Members and Officers of the Combined Authority will be 

communicated to them following the approval and adoption of the Forward Plan 
enclosed with this report. 

 
 
8. CONCLUSION 
 
8.1 This report has tabled a schedule of meetings and forward plan for the Liverpool 

City Region Combined Authority to consider and adopt. 
 
 

SHEENA RAMSEY 
Head of the Secretariat Designate  

 
Contact Officer: 
Sue Jarvis, Knowsley Council (0151 443 3559) 
 
Appendix: 
Appendix One – Liverpool City Region Forward Plan: 2014-15 
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Appendix One 
 
Liverpool City Region Combined Authority Forward Plan: 2014-15  
 
 
Meeting Economic 

Development 
Transport Housing and 

Planning 
Employment and 
Skills 

Scrutiny Governance 

1 April 2014  Liverpool City 
Region Growth 
Plan 

 Core Transport 
Policy 
Framework and 
Transport 
Budgets for 
2014/15 

 High Speed 
Rail Action 
Plan 
 

    Establishment 
of the 
Combined 
Authority 
 

13 June 2014 
Annual Meeting 

 Liverpool City 
Region Growth 
Plan 

 Appointments 
to Merseytravel 
Committee 

 LIP2 outturn 
report 

 Youth 
Unemployment 

 Appointments 
to Scrutiny 
Panel 
 

 AGM 
appointments 

 

19 September 
2014 
 

 Business 
Enterprise 
Strategy 

 International 
Strategy 
 
 

 Rail 
Franchising 
and Rail North 
 

  Feedback on 
the Skills Show 
@ the IFB 

 

 Scrutiny 
Workplan 

 City Region 
Deal 
implementation 
update 

 Devolved funds 
implementation 
update 

 Budget 
monitoring 
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Meeting Economic 
Development 

Transport Housing and 
Planning 

Employment and 
Skills 

Scrutiny Governance 

21 November 
2014 

 Updates on key 
growth sectors, 
e.g. knowledge 
sector / low 
carbon sector etc  

 Inward 
Investment 
 

 Access to the 
Port of 
Liverpool 

 Tunnel tolls 

 LIP2 progress  Skills for 
Growth 
Agreements 

  

23 January 2015  Growth Plan and 
Growth Deal 

 Budget for 
2015-16  
 

   Scrutiny 
Review 

 City Region 
Deal 
implementation 
update 

 Devolved funds 
implementation 
update 

 Budget 
monitoring 

 

20 March 2015     Youth 
Unemployment 

  Review of 
implementation 
of Combined 
Authority 
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